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OVERVIEW

1.0 BACKGROUND

* 1.1 Introduction

On February 25, 1981, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) published rules
which establish procedures for the licensing of geologic disposal, by the U.S. i

Department of Energy (DOE), of high-level radioactive wastes (HLW). 46 FR 13971.
On July 8, 1981, NRC proposed technical criteria which would be used in the
evaluation of license applications under those procedural rules. 46 FR 35280.

NRC received 93 comment letters on these proposed technical criteria, 89 of
which were received in time for the Commission to consider in preparing the'

final technical criteria. No significant new issues were raised in the letters

received too late for consideration. The NRC stiff has considered all these

comments in preparing the technical criteria'that they have recommended to the
Commission for publication in final form. The principal comments, and the
staff's responses, are reviewed in the discussion below. This discussion takes
the form of a Statement of Considerations and, hence, appears to state the
views of the Commission itself. In reality, it is the staff's analysis cast
into a format so as to facilitate Commission consideration of the staff's
recommendations on the disposition of the final technical criteria.

This overview is one of several "cuts" at the problem of analysis of the public
comments received. In this overview the staff will first discuss six issues
on which the Commission had specifically requested public comment. It will

then review other principal changes to the-rule which have been adopted in the

light of comments received. The discussion will then take up suggestions of a
policy nature which the staff recommends that the Commission not adopt. Finally,

a section-by-section analysis reviews all changes being recommended other than

those of a strictly editorial nature. A more detailed analysis of the comments
is contained in Parts A and B of this document. Due to the large number of
individual comments (about 700) the individual comment letters have been sub-
divided and categorized according toethe headings found in the Table of Contents.
Part A of this Staff Analysis contains responses to general comments on 10 CFR

1
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Part 60 and nine itemized issues* not specifically linked to the text of the

proposed rule (e.g., Role of the States). Part A addresses Comment Nos. 1-148.

Part B contains the NRC staff responses to public comments on the text of the

proposed rule and conforming amendments as well as closely associated comments

on particular issues. Part B addresses Comment Nos. 149-674. The organization

and numbering of these individual comments are presented in the Table of Contents.

Part C of this report contains the Rationale for the numerical performance

objectives that are part of the final technical criteria being recommended to

the Commission. Copies of the full text of the 93 comment letters are found In

Appendix A and a comparative staff version of the final rule being recommended

by the staff to the Commission is found in Appendix B, as the final rule contains

a number of changes, explained in this statement, that reflects concerns addressed

in the public comments. Appendix C contains a copy of the assumed EPA standard

used in the analysis of the numerical performance objectives. To the extent

that the results of the multi-format presentations of comments and analyses of

comments are duplicative, redundant or confusing, the staff apologizes. The

objective was to be thorough even at the expense of extra verbage.

1.2 Licensing Procedures

The licensing procedures referenced above provide for DOE to submit site charac-

terization reports to NRC prior to characterizing-sites that may be suitable.

for disposal of .HLW. NRC would analyze these reports, taking into account

public comments, and would make appropriate comments to DOE.

The licensing process will begin with the submission of a license application

with respect to a site that has been characterized. Following a hearing, DOE

may be issued a construction authorization. Prior to emplacement of HLW, DOE

would be required to obtain a license from NRC; an opportunity for hearing is

provided prior to issuance of such a license. Permanent closure of the geologic

repository and termination of the license would also require licensing action

for which there.would be opportunity for hearing.

*General commdnts or the discussion of each issue such as retrievability,
discussed in the Supplementary Information at 46 FR 35282, will be answered
with those addressing the provisions for retrievability set forth in the pro-
posed rule at 46 FR 35289 (60.111)). This was done to reduce the amount of
duplication in staff responses.

2



1.3 -Purpose of the Technical Criteria

The purpose of the technical criteria is to define more clearly the bases upon

which licensing determinations will be made and to provide guidance to DOE and

information for the public with respect to the Commission's policies in this

regard. The criteria also indicate the approach the Commission is taking with

respect to -implementation of an Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standard,
particularly with respect-to the classification of processes and events as

"anticipated"' or "unanticipated" and the definition of the "accessible envi-

ronmentit from which radionuclides must be isolated.'

The Commission anticipates that licensing decisions will be complicated by the

uncertainties that are associated with predicting the behavior of a geologic

repository over the thousands-of years during which HLW'may present hazards to

public health and safety. It has chosen to address this difficulty by requiring

that a DOE proposal be based upon a multiple barrier approach. An engineered

barrier system is required to compensate for uncertainties in predicting the

performance of the geologic setting, especially during the period of high

radioactivity. Similarly, because the performance of the engineered barrier

system is also subject to considerable uncertainty, the geologic setting must

be able to contribute significantly to isolation.

The multibarrier approach-is implemented in these rules by a number of perform-

ance objectives and by more detailed siting and design criteria. In addition

to the objective of assuring that licensed facilities will adequately isolate

1Reorganizat0on Plan No. 3 of 1970 authorizes EPA to establish generally
applicable environmental standards for radioactivity. EPA's recently
proposed standard would allow higher levels of radioactivity for "unanti-
cipated processes and events" than would be permitted if "anticipated
processes and events" were to occur.. The proposed standard also relates
these levels to places within the "accessible environment." The ComMis-
sion has assumed that these concepts will be reflected in final standards
that may be established by EPA. -

ZUnder the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, the Commission's technical
criteria "shall provide for the use of a system of multiple' barriers in the
design of the repository...as the Commission deems appropriate." Sec-
tion 121(b)(1)(B). The criteria set forth in this rule represent the
criteria which, for purposes of this provision, the Commission deems
appropriate.

3
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HLW over the long term, these provisions also address considerations related to

health and safety during the operational period prior to permanent closure of

the geologic repository.

In this statement of considerations the Commission will first discuss six issues

on which it had specifically requested public comment. It will then review other
principal changes to the rule which have been adopted in the light of comments
received. The discussion will then take up suggestions of a policy nature which
the Commission has declined to adopt. Finally, a section-by-section analysis

reviews all changes made other than those of a strictly editorial nature. As
appropriate, reference is made to relevant provisions of the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act of 1982, Pub. L. 97-425, approved January 7, 1983, and to the Environ-

mental Protection Agency's proposed Environmental Standards for the Management

and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-Level, and Transuranic Radioactive
Wastes, 47 FR 58195, December 29, 1982. The Commission regards the publication

of these rules as constituting full compliance with Section 121(b)(1)(A) of the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act, which requires promulgation of the Commission's

technical criteria for geologic repositories not later than January 1, 1984.3

4The technical criteria are explicitly stated to be applicable to construction
authorization, S 60.101(b) and to the issuance of licenses to receive and
possess high-level radioactive waste at geologic repositories, S 60.101(a).
An application to authorize permanent closure requires a license amendment,
§ 60.51(a); the relevant technical requirements and criteria are set out in
the rules here being adopted, inasmuch as the Commission is to be "guided by
the considerations that govern the issuance of the initial license, to the
extent applicable," 3 60.45(b). The Commission interprets the statutory
provision pertaining to applications for "decommissioning" to refer to the
procedure described in S 60.52, pertaining to termination of a license; such
an application would also require a license amendment, and the Commission
here, too, would be guided by the present rules to the extent applicable,
together with the additional criteria already-set out at S 60.52(c). Thus,
at every stage of the licensing process, the central inquiry will be the
adequacy of DOE's plans and activities as they relate to the isolation of
wastes (as well as to. safety during operations); and for each decision point
we have provided, as is appropriate, for an evaluation that takes into account
both the performance objectives and the more detailed criteria that the _
Commission here adopts. (If Section 121(b)(I)'A) applies to the decommission-
ing of surface facilities, the required criteria have been included in
S 60.132(a). That paragraph provides that surface facilities must be designed
to facilitate decontamination or dismantling to the same extent as would be
required, under other NRC regulations, for equivalent activities. This topic
may be treated again, in greater detail, in connection with the development
of rules that would be generally applicable to decontamination and dismantle-
ment of facilities at which activities subject to Commission regulatory
authority are carried out.)
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The Commission will review these criteria after-EPA's environmental standards

are published in final form and will initiate subsequent rulemaking actions,

as necessary, to take any such standards into account. The Commission further

intends additional rulemaking to deal with any changes in licensing procedures

that may be necessary in light of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

2.0 Issues Raised by the Commission

As noted above, the Commission specifically requested public comment on six
issues, each-of which will be reviewed here before turning to other considera-
tions. These issues dealt with: (1) a single overall performance standard vs.

minimum performance standards for each of the major elements of the geologic
repository; (2) the need for, and appropriate duration of, a waste'retrievabil-
ity period; (3) the level of detail to be used in the criteria, particularly
with respect to design and construction-requirements; (4) the desirability of

population-related siting criteria; (5) the application of an ALARA (as low as
reasonably achievable) principle to the performance requirements dealing with'
containment and control of releases; and (6) alternative approaches on dealing
with possibilities of human intrusion into the geologic repository.

2.1 Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards

The Commission identified two potentially viable approaches to assuring

achievement of the desired isolation goal of controlling releases so as to

assure that radioactivity in the general environment is kept to sufficiently
low levels. The Commission suggested thatca course that would be 'reasonable

and practical" would be to adopt a "defense-in-depth" approach that would
prescribe minimum performance standards for each of the major elements of the
geologic repository, in addition to prescribing the EPA standard as a single
overall performance standard.- However, as an alternative, the Commission
invited comment'on an approach that would specify the EPA standard as the sole
measure of isolation performance.

There was general acceptance of the Commission's multiple barrier approach,
with its identification of two major engineered barriers (waste packages and
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underground facility), in addition to the natural barrier provided by the

geologic setting.

While the usefulness of multiple barriers was recognized, the establishment of

fixed numerical values for performance was extensively criticized. The

criticism took two forms. First, numerous commenters argued that until such

time as an EPA standard is established, no logical connection can be demon-

strated between the performance of the particular barriers and the overall

system performance objective. The values specified by NRC, it was argued, had

not been shown to be either necessary or sufficient to meet any particular

standard. The second criticism was that the performance appropriate to a

particular barrier is greatly dependent upon design features and site charac-

teristics and that values such as those proposed by the Commission cclud unduly

restrict the applicant's flexibility - possibly imposing great additional

expense without compensating protection of public health and safety.

The Commission recognizes the force of both these arguments. Nevertheless, if

the Commission were simply to adopt the EPA standard as the sole measure of

performance, it would have failed to convey in any meaningful way the degree of

confidence which it expects must be achieved in order for it to be able to make

the required licensing decisions. More should be done. To that end, the

Commission considers it appropriate to include reasonable generic requirements

that, if satisfied, will ordinarily contribute to meeting the standards even

though modifications may need to be made for some designs and locations.

The Commission's response, therefore, has been to applyj for illustrative

purposes, an assumed EPA standard and to examine the values for particular

barriers that would assist in arriving at the conclusion that the EPA standard

has been satisfied. For this purpose, a draft EPA standard which was referred

to in some of the comments has been used. A copy of this draft standard has

been placed in the POR and is also contained in Appendix C. Following publi-

cation of EPA's proposed standard in the Federal Register on December 29, 1982,

a supplemental evaluation was made to take into account certain departures from

EPA's earlier draft. In this way, the Commission has been able to demonstrate

the logical connection which it makes between the overall system performance

6
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objective for anticipated processes and events, as set out in EPA's proposed
standard, and the performance of specific barriers. One of the considerations
that affects its judgment in this regard is the need to take proper account of
uncertainties in the performance of any of the barriers. As one commenter
noted, "To provide a safety factor to compensate for this uncertainty, a multi-
barrier system has many advantages. Since the Commission cannot answer the
global problem and predict every possible combination of circumstances that
might cause releases of waste, multiple, independent mechanisms of slowing or
limiting the discharge of radioactive materials to the environment are desir-
able." There is nothing inconsistent between the multiple barrier, defense-
tn-depth approach and a unitary EPA standard; on the contrary, in view of the
many possible circumstances that must be taken into account, the Commission
firmly believes that the performance of the engineered and natural barriers
must-each make a definite contribution in order for the Commission to be able
to conclude that the EPA standard will be met. The Commission's task is not
only a mathematical one of modeling a system and fitting values for particular
barriers into the model in order to arrive at a "bottom line" of overall system
performance. The Commission Is also concerned that-its final judgments be made
with a high degree of confidence. Where it is practical to do so, the Commis-
sion can and will expect barrier performance to be enhanced so as to provide
greater confidence in its licensing judgments. Accordingly, a variance between
actual and assumed EPA standards will not necessarily require a change of
corresponding magnitude in the individual barrier performance requirements.

While-use of an assumed EPA standard provides a basis for specifying anticl-
pated performance requirements for individual barriers, it does not deal with
the concern about undue restriction upon the applicant's flexibility. The
Commission's response to this has not been to abandon the values altogether,
but rather to allow them to be modified as the particular case warrants. Thus,
to take one example, the Commission continues to be concerned that thermal
disturbances of the area near the emplaced waste add significantly to the
uncertainties in the calculation of the transport of radionuclides through the
geologic environment. The proposed-rule addressed this problem by providing
that all radionuclides should be contained within the waste packages for a
period of 1,000 years. The Commission continues to consider it important to
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limit the source term by specifying a containment period (as well as a release

rate). But the uncertainties associated with the thermal pulse will be

affected by a number of factors, such as the age and nature of the waste and

the design of the underground facility. For some repositories, a period

substantially shorter than 1,000 years may be sufficient to allow for some of

the principal sources of uncertainty to be eliminated from the evaluation of

repository performance. For cases analyzed by the Commission on the basis of

specified assumptions, a range of 300 years to 1,000 years would be appropriate.

(These values appear in S 60.113(a)(ii)(A).) Yet even a shorter designed con-

tainment period might be specified, pursuant to I 60.113(b), in the light of

conditions that are materially different from those that had been assumed. For

example, if the wastes had been processed to remove the principal heat-generating

radionuclides (cesium-137 and strontium-90), the 300-year provision would not

b~e controlling. Similarly, the Conmission may approve or specify a radionuclide

lease rate or a pre-waste-emplacement groundwater travel time that differs

irom the normal values, provided that the EPA standard, as it relates to antic-

ipated processes and events, is satisfied. Appropriate values will be deter-

mined in the course of the licensing process, in a manner sensitive to the

particular case, using the principles set out in the performance objectives,

without having to have recourse to the exemption provisions of the regulations.

The numerical criteria for the individual barriers included in the rule are

appropriate, insofar as anticipated processes and events are concerned, in.

assisting the Commission to determine with reasonable assurance that the pro-

posed EPA standard has been satisfied. It should be noted, however, that in

order to meet the EPA standard as it applies to unanticipated processes and

events, higher levels of individual barrier performance may be required.

2.2 Retrievability

The purpose of this requirement was to implement in a practical manner the

licensing pr.:adures which provided for temporal separation of the emplacement

decision from the permanent closure decision. Since the period of emplacement

would be lengthy and since the knowledge of expected repository performance

could be substantially increased through a carefully planned program of testing,



the Commission wished to base its decision to permanently close on such informa-

tion. The only way it could envision this was to insist that ability to

retrieve - retrievability - be incorporated into the design of 'the geologic

repository.

The proposed rule would have required in effect that the repository design be

such as to permit retrieval of waste packages for a'period of. up to 110 years

(30 years for emplacement, 50 years to confirm performance, 30 years to

retrieve). The Commission solicited comment, noting that it would not want to

approve construction of a design that would unnecessarily foreclose options for

future decisionmakers, but that it was concerned that retrievability require-

ments not unnecessarily complicate or dominate repository design.

While the benefits of retaining the option of'retrieval were recognized, the

length of the proposed requirement, in'the opinion of several commenters, was

excessive. In their view, the Commission had given inadequate consideration to

the additional costs of design, construction, and operations implied in the

original proposal; however, no new cost or design information was presented

by the commenters.

The Commission adheres to its original position that retrievability is an

Important design consideration. However, in response to the concerns expressed,

the Commission'has decided to rephrase the requirement in functional terms.

The final rule thus specifies that the design shall keep open the option of

waste retrieval throughout the period during which the wastes are being

emplaced and, thereafter, until the completion of a'performance confirmation

program and Commission review of the information obtained from such a program.

By that time, significant uncertainties will have been resolved, thereby pro-

viding greater assurance that the performance objectives will be met. In

particular, the performance confirmation program can provide indications

whether engineered barriers are performing as predicted and whether the

geologic and hydrologic response to excavation and waste emplacement is con-

sistent with the models-and tests used in the Commission's earlier evaluations.

While the Commission has provisionally specified that the design should allow

retrieval to be undertaken at any time within 50 years after commencement of
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emplacement operations, this feature is explicitly subject to modification in

the light of the planned emplacement schedule and confirmation program for the

particular geologic repository.

Some commenters suggested that the technical criteria specify the conditions

that would require retrieval operations to be initiated. Such provisions would

not belong in Subpart E, which is concerned with siting and design. Nor are

they needed elsewhere. In the Commission's view it is clear that retrieval

could be required at any time after emplacement and prior to permanent closure

if the Commission no longer had reasonable assurance that the overall system

performance objective would be met. This situation could exist for a variety

of reasons and the Commission believes that it should retain the flexibility

to take into account all relevant factors and that it would be imprudent to

limit the Commission's discretion by specifying in advance the particular

circumstances that would make it necessary to retrieve wastes. It should be

noted that DOE may elect to maintain a retrievability capability for a longer

period than the Commission has specified, so as to facilitate recovery of the

economically valuable contents of the emplaced materials (especially spent

fuel). So long as the other provisions of the rule are satisfied this would

not be prohibited. This consideration, however, plays no role In the Commis-

sion's requirement pertaining to retrievability. The Commission's purpose is

to protect public health and safety in the event the site or design proves

unsuitable. The provision is not intended to facilitate recovery for resource

value. 4

"Under the Nucledr Waste Policy Act of 1982, the Commission's technical criteria
Ushall include such restrictions on the retrievability of the solidified high-
level radioactive waste and spent fuel in the repository as the Commission
deems appropriate," Section 121(b)(1)(B).- The criteria set forth in this rule
represent the criteria which, for purposes of this provision, the Commission
deems appropriate.
Section 122 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act provides that, at the same time a
repository is designed, DOE shall specify an appropriate period during which
spent fuel could be retrieved for any reason pertaining to the public health
and safety, or the environment, or for the purpose of permitting recovery of
the economically valuable components of such spent fuel. The period of retriev-
ability is subject to approval or disapproval by the Commission as part of the
construction authorization process. Insofar as health and safety considerations
are concerned, the Commission intends to grant such approval so long as its
technical criteria are satisfied, and the Commission further intends to modify
the licensing procedures to so specify.
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The Commission has also included a specific provision clarifying its prior

intention that the retrievability design features do not preclude decisions

allowing earlier backfilling or permanent closure. -A related clarifying change

has been the incorporitiion of a definition of "retrieval." This definition

indicates that the requirement of retrievability does not imply ready or easy

access to emplaced wastes at all times prior to permanent closure. Rather, the

Commission recognizes that any actual retrieval operation would be an unusual

event and may be an involved and expensive operation. The idea is that it should

not be made impossible or impractical to retrieve the wastes if such retrieval

turns out to be necessary to protect the public health and safety. DOE may

elect to backfill parts of the repository with the Intent that-the wastes

emplaced there will never again be disturbed; this is acceptable so long as the

waste retrieval option is preserved.

The Commission has thus retained the essential elements of the retrievability

design feature, but has provided greater flexibility in its application. The

Commission recognizes' that retrievability implies additional costs - more,

perhaps, for some media and designs than for others - yet it believes this is

an acceptable and necessary price to pay if it enables the Commission to

determine with reasonable assurance, prior to an irrevocable act of closure,

that the EPA standard will be satisfied.

2.3 Level of Detail -

The proposed rule contained general and detailed prescriptive requirements-,

derived from Commission experience and practice in licensing other facilities,

with respect to the design and construction of a geologic repository. The-

Commission noted, however, that it was continuing to examine other possibil-

ities for promulgating the more detailed of these requirements and it invited

comments on the topic.

The public response included arguments addressed both to the level of detail

generally and to specific criteria which were deemed to be unduly restrictive.

The Commission has concluded that there is merit in describing, in functional

terms, the principal features which should be incorporated into geologic
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repository design - such as protection against dynamic effects of equipment

failure, protection against fire and explosions, emergency capability, etc.

Certain of these proposed criteria, however, such as those dealing with sub-

surface ventilation and shaft and borehole seals, were excessively detailed

and, in some cases, inappropriate. At this stage of development, the Commis-

sion believes it should place emphasis upon the objectives that must be met and

not become unduly concerned about the particular techniques that may be used

in doing so. The changes that have been made are addressed in some detail in

the section-by-section analysis of the rule.

2.4 Population-Related Siting Criteria

The proposed rule did not include any siting requirements which dealt directly

with population density or proximity of population centers to a geologic

repository operations area. The Commission indicated its belief that a more

realistic approach, given the long period of time involved, would be to address

the issue indirectly through consideration of resources in the geologic.setting.

The numerous comments submitted in response to the Commission's specific

question on this issue fell generally into two categories - those that endorsed

the proposed approach and those that argued that population factors were

important. The latter group addressed not only the geologic repository's

long-term isolation capability, but also the relevance of population con-

siderations in connection with the period when wastes are being received and

emplaced.

The Commission is persuaded that population factors may need to be considered

in connection with the period when wastes are being received and emplaced

through evaluation of the adequacy of DOE's emergency plans.. That section of

the safety analysis report dealing with emergency planning (see 60.21(c)(9))

will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis in the licensing process according

to criteria that will be set forth in the future in, Subpart I. (It should also

be noted that under Section 112(a) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982,

DOE is required to develop guidelines that, among other things, will specify

population factors that will disqualify a site from development as a reposi-

tory. Issuance of these guidelines is subject to the concurrence of the
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Commission. The Commission-has made no determination whether such guidelines,

when issued, should in some manner be reflected in either the technical

criteria or licensing procedures portions of 10 CFR Part 60.)

Population distribution over the long term is immaterial if the geologic

repository operates as anticipated. Demogtaphic factors coulc nevertheless be

of concern to the extent that they could increase the probability or the con-

sequences of releases associated with unanticipated processes or events. As to

probability, it is difficult to relate the likelihood of releases to population

factors; it is the view of the Commission that it is more realistic, as originally

stated, to reduce the probability by avoiding sites with significant resource

potential and by using records and monuments to caution future generations.

Consequences of unanticipated releases would be greater if they should occur in

densely populated areas. Nevertheless, it is the view of the Commission that

it makes little sense to attempt to limit such consequences by means of a

population-related siting criterion, since long-range demographic forecasts are

so inherently speculative and unreliable; instead, the Commission is taking the

approach that releases that result from the occurrence of unanticipated

processes and events must be evaluated and must satisfy the EPA standard.

While the Commission considers, based on the above, that the rule should not

now contain explicit requirements, particularly numerical limits, on population
density or distance from population centers, it notes that considerations

related to future human activities, particularly uses of groundwater, are an

important source of uncertainty in assessing future performance of a geologic
repository. The Commission would consider it a favorable condition if these
sources of uncertainty, which would be affected by a large nearby population,

were not present at a particular site. Therefore, the Commission has included

in the final rule, as a favorable condition, a low population density within the

geologic setting and a controlled area that is remote from population centers.

The Commission anticipates that the selection of a densely populated area would

be unlikely even in the absence of expressed constraints in NRC regulations.

For one thing, such a site would be disqualified under the guidelines to be

developed under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. Additionally, DOE will need to

acquire interests in land within the controlled areas and may have additional
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powers beyond the boundaries of the controlled area. These requirements may be

difficult to-satisfy unless a remote location is selected for the geologic

repository.

2.5 ALARA

The notice of proposed rulemaking requested comment on uwhether an ALARA (as

low as reasonably achievable) principle should be applied to the performance

requirements dealing with containment and control of releases." Some commenters

believed that ALARA should be applied to all licensed activities, and that no

exception should be made for geologic repositories. Other commenters argued

against incorporating ALARA, since the allowable releases under the EPA standard

would already be so low as to eliminate any significant risk to public health

and safety.

Bzsed in part upon the standard recently proposed by EPA, the Commission

considers it reasonable to anticipate that the permissible amounts of radio-

activity in the general environment will be established at such a low level that

efforts to reduce releases further would have little, if any, demonstrable

value commensurate with their costs. Accordingly, the ability of a geologic

repository to perform at levels superior to the EPA standard should not be the

issue in licensing proceedings. The central issue with respect to the EPA

standard is whether DOE's proposal, and the data presented in its support, will

enable the Commission to determine with reasonable assurance that the established

EPA standard will be met. The Commission may insist upon the adoption of a

variety of design features, tests, or other measures in order to be able to

conclude with confidence that the EPA standard is met. The result may be the

same as if the Commiss*-; were to impose similar requirements in the name of

keeping releases as low as reasonably achievable. But when the Commission finds

that certain measures are needed to improve confidence in dealing with uncertain-

ties, it is making a substantial safety judgment.

The same kinds of balancing that are undertaken in ALARA determinations may be

appropriate. That is. if confidence in the performance of the geologic reposi-

tory is sensitive to a particular source of uncertainty, it will be in order
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for the Commission to take into account both the significance of the factor

involved and the costs of reducing or eliminating it.

In short, the Commission has concluded that the long-term performance require-

ments should not be tied to an ALARA principle, and the rule remains as it was

when proposed. The Commission believes the concerns of the commenters in sup-

port of the ALARA approach will be largely accommodated in connection with its
treatment of uncertainties in the course of the licensing process. 5

2.6 Human Intrusion

The Commission observed, in the preamble of the proposed rule, that everything

that is reasonable should be done to discourage people from intruding into the

geologic repository. Those measures which it believed to be reasonable

included directing site selection toward sites having little resource value and

marking and documentation of the site. Beyond that, the Commission felt there

would be no value in speculating on the "virtual infinity of'human intrusion

scenarios and whether they will or will not result in violation of the EPA

standard." The Commission explained that.inadvertent Intrusion was highly

improbable, at least for the first several hundred years during which time the

wastes are most hazardous; and even if it should occur, it is logical to assume

that the intruding society would have capability to assess the situation and

mitigate consequences. The Commission recognized that deliberate intrusion to

recover the resource potential of the wastes could result in elevated'releases

SThe proposed EPA standard'ealls for disposal systems to be selected and
designed to keep releases to-the accessible environment as small as reasonably
achievable, taking into account technical, social, and'economic considerations.
Proposed 40 CFR S 191.14(b).' The Commission's rules will accommodate the
underlying concerns ofEPA, as they are articulated in the preamble to the
Agency's proposed standards. There EPA explains that it is concerned, as is
the Commisilon, with assuring'confidence in complying with the numerical
release limits. The Commission also notes that the definition of "generally
applicable environmental standards" in Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970
refers to limits such as those contained in proposed § 191.13 and related
definitions. Accordingly, the Commission would not-contemplate making any
revision to its rule even if EPA were to adopt a provision such as proposed
i 191.14(b). Because of the measures that will be required to address the
uncertainties, the Commission fully expects that actual-releases are likely to
be well below the upper bounds expressed in the EPA standard.
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of radioactivity, but concluded that the acceptability of such releases was

properly left to those making the decision to undertake resource recovery

operations. It noted that comment on its proposal and alternative approaches

would be welcome.

Commenters generally accepted the approach outlined. A number of commenters

did emphasize the importance of intrusion scenarios as having the potential to

lead to releases of radionuclides to the environment, Tut they suggested no
alternative means for dealing with the prospect. One commenter correctly calls

attention to the possibility of a third category of intrusion - that which is

'intentional yet indifferent" - which was not covered in the earlier discussion

of "inadvertent" or "deliberate2' intrusion. This behavior presupposes knowledge

(albeit imperfect) of the existenre and nature of the geologic repository and a

level of technology that could be applied to remedial action as well as to the

intrusion itself, yet makes no judgment as to whether a societal decision has

been made concerning the intrusion. The Commission has addressed this and

other concerns in the revised language that is being adopted, as explained

below.

Although th. discussion accompany', the proposed rule indicated that intrusion

scenarios netd not be considered, i rule itself was not explicit on this

point. The '.-imission considers it necessary to clarify its position and, in

doing so, allows for examination of intrusion under appropriate bounding condi-

tions. After careful consideration of the public comments received on questions

relating to human intrusion, the Commission is of the view that while the

passive control measures it is requiring will reduce significantly the likeli-
hood of inadvertent intrusion into a geologic repository, occasional penetra-

tion of the geologic repository over the period of isolation cannot be ruled
out, and some provision should be made in the final rule for consideration of
intrusion should these measures fail. Its objective is to provide a means for
evaluating events that are reasonably of concern, while at the same time
excluding speculative scenarios that are inherently implausible. The Commission
will not require this generation to design for fanciful events which the

Commission has an abiding conviction will never occur; on the contrary, it will

grant a license if it is satisfied that the risk to the health and safety of

future generations is not unreasonable.
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The rule now incorporates a definition of "unanticipated processes and events"

which are reviewable in a licensing proceeding; such processes and events

expressly include intrusion scenarios that have a sufficiently high likelihood

and potentially adverse consequence to exceed the threshold for review.' The

scenarios must be 'sufficiently credible to warrant consideration." The

Commission is requiring that certain assumptions be made in assessing this

likelihood. First, the monuments required by the rule are assumed to be

sufficiently permanent to serve their intended purpose. The Commission takes

this position because of its confidence that monuments can be built to survive.

While it assumes that the monumentsiwill last, it does not automatically assume

that their significance will continue to be understood. Second, the Commission

requires an assumption that the value to future generations of potential

resources can be assessed adequately at-this time. Consistent with its pre-

Viously stated views, 'it thinks that the selection of a site with no foresee-

ably valuable resources could so reduce-the likelihood of intrusion as to

reduce, or eliminate,' any further need for it to be considered. Third, the

Commission requires the assumption that some functioning institutions - though

not necessarily those undertaking the intrusion - understand the nature of

radioactivity and appreciate its hazards. The extent of intergenerational

transfer of knowledge is, of course, debatable; it is conservative, in the

light of human history to date, to predict this minimal level of information

and to take it into account In assessing the likelihood that intrusion will

occur. Fourth, the Commission provides that relevant records are preserved,

and remain accessible, for several hundred years after-permanent closure.

While perhaps this period could not be justified on the basis of historic

precedents alone, the Commistion considers the required deposit in land records

and archives, together with current data handling technology, to provide a

sufficient basis for assuming that information about the geologic repository

will-continue to be available for several'hundred years.

The definition of 'unanticipated processes and events" also implicitly bounds

the consequences of intrusion scenarios. This is accomplished not only by the

assumption of continued understanding of radioactivity and survival of records,

but also by the further assumptions that if there are institutions that can

cause intrusion'at depth in the first place, there will also be institutions

17
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able to assess the risk and take remedial action. It need not be assumed that

today's technology would be used - merely that a level of social organization

and technological competence equivalent to that applied in initiating the

processes or events concerned would be available to deal with the situation.

It was suggested that another way to reduce the likelihood of human intrusion

would be to adopt additional design criteria for the waste form or waste package.

These would prohibit, or at least discourage, the emplacement of materials which

themselves might attract recovery operations - for example, operations to recover
the residual energy resource value in spent fuel or scarce and expensive materials

in the waste package. But, under the definition of "unanticipated processes and

events" in the final rule, intrusion for such purposes would have to be reviewed

in the licensing process if the particular circumstances are sufficiently credible

to warrant consideration. This imposes a reasonable constraint. The Commission

believes that any further limitation would unduly interfere with the flexibility

of DOE as a designer and could, in the case of spent fuel disposal, conflict

with other national objectives.

In summary, the Commission has retained the principle that highly speculative
intrusion scenarios should not be allowed to become the driving force in

license reviews, but has introduced some flexibility to permit consideration of

intrusion on a case-by-case basis where circumstances warrant.

3.0 Other Principal Changes

3.1 Anticipated/Unanticipated Processes and Events

The proposed rule defined anticipated processes and events as "those natural

processes and events that are reasonably likely to occur during the period the

intended performance objective must be achieved and from which the design bases

for the engineered system are derived." At the same time,, the Commission was
requiring that the facility be designed so as to assure that long-term releases

conform to standards established by EPA. The statement of considerations

pointed out that if the process or event is unlikely, the overall system must

still limit the release consistent with the EPA standard as applied to such
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events. This created a contradiction because on the one hand it was stated
that the design bases should be derived from anticipated processes and events
while, on the other hand, the design was to meet an EPA standard as applied to
what was unanticipated.

The Commission has resolved this conflict bay eliminating the reference to design
bases from the definition of anticipated processes and events." It has also
included a definition of "unanticipated processes and events." In the final
rule, numerical performance objectives are established for particular barriers,
assuming "anticipated processes and events." Such numerical criteria are not
established for "unanticipated processes and events." Rather, additional
requirements may be found to be necessary to satisfy the overall system
performance objective as it relates to unanticipated processes and events.

It should be noted that the distinction between anticipated and unanticipated
processes and events relates solely to natural processes and events affecting
the geologic setting. The Commission intends that a judgment whether a natural
process or event Is anticipated or unanticipated be based upon a careful review
of the geologic record. Such processes or events would not be anticipated
unless they were reasonably likely, assuming that processes operating in the
geologic setting during the Quaternary Period were to continue to operate but
with the perturbations caused by the presence of emplaced waste superimposed
thereon. Unanticipated processes and events would include those that are judged
not to be reasonably likely to occur during the period the intended performance
objective must be achieved, but which nevertheless are sufficiently credible
to warrant consideration. These include processes and events which are not
evidenced during the Quaternary Period or which, though evidenced during the
Quaternary, are not likely to occur during the relevant time frame. Identifica-
tion of anticipated and unanticipated processes and events for a particular
site will require considerable judgment and will not be amenable to accurate
quantification by statistical analysis, of their probability of occurrenceA

OThe Commission views the proposed EPA standard as being directed to the
evaluation of releases arising out of the categories that we have defined as
"anticipated processes and events" and "unanticipated processes and events."
As EPA itself recognizes, there can only be estimates rather than rigorous
demonstrations of probabilities of occurrence. The Commission's translation
of the EPA language into qualitative terms provides a clearer basis for
Judging, under the Atomic Energy Act, whether there is unreasonable risk to
the health and safety of the public.
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Because the design basis for the engineered barrier system will be derived from

the identification of anticipated and unanticipated processes and events, such

identification will have a pervasive effect on the basic structure of the

licensing proceedings. The Commission therefore contemplates directing that

rulings made in the course of construction authorization hearings on the scope

of anticipated and unanticipated processes and events be separately identified

by the presiding officers and certified to the Commission for interlocutory

review, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.718(i).

The license review will thu.d -teed to include a determination whether the proposed

activities will meet the EPA standard as applied to anticipated processes and

events and as applied to such unanticipated processes and events, if any, as

have been found to warrant consideration. Each determination will be made in

the light of assessments which will involve interpretation of the geologic

record and consideration of credible human-induced events as bounded by the

assumptions set forth above. Worst-case scenarios would be analyzed to the

extent they may be encompassed by the definition of unanticipated processes and

events. Complex quantitative models will need to be employed, and a wide range

of factors considered in arriving at a determination of whether there is reason-

able assurance, making allowance for the time period and hazards involved, that

the EPA standard will be met. There are two principal elements that will go

into the Commission's application of this 'reasonable assurance" concept. First,

the performance assessment which has been performed must indicate that the

likelihood of exceeding the EPA standard is low. Second, the Commission must

be satisfied that the performance assessment is sufficiently conservative, and

its limitations are sufficiently well understood, that the actual performance

of the geologic repository will be within predicted limits.

3.2 Transuranic Waste (TRU)

The proposed rule included a definition of transuranic waste and performance

objectives that would apply to the disposal of TRU in a licensed geologic

repository. This was widely misconstrued as a requirement that radioactive

material conforming to the definition must be disposed of in this manner. This

was not the intention, nor in fact did the rule so specify. Rather, the Commis-

sion was merely indicating what performance objectives would apply if TRU were
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disposed of in a licensed geologic repository. Some commenters also took

exception to the definition of TRU in the rule.

Whether or not a geologic repository is subject to licensing depends upon the'

applicability of Sections 202(3) and 202(4) of the Energy Reorganization Act of

1974. (See definition of "HLW facility.") If a facility is licensed, then-'the

Commission must consider the radiological hazards associated with whatever

wastes may'be emplaced. The Commission attempted, in the proposed rule, to

address the requirements for one such kind of waste - TRU.; But the Commission

was too restrictive, in'that its definition of TRU was too-limited for present

purposes and in that wastes other than HLW and TRU were not covered at all.

For the time being, the Commission has concluded that the matter is best handled

by eliminating all references to TRU. The remaining performance objectives

provide adequate guidance to deal with TRU-related issues that may arise.

The Commission has also reviewed the waste package requirements, which as

originally written would have applied to all emplaced radioactive waste. It is

appropriate to include such requirements for HLW, which must necessarily be

disposed of in a licensed facility. Since the Commission does not know what

other radioactive wastes, if any, will also be emplaced, and what their

chemical, radiological, thermal, and other characteristics may be, it has

decided to leave pertinent waste package requirements to be determined on a

case-by-case basis as the need arises.

3.3 Siting Criteria

Although provisions relating to site characteristics have been revised, the

Commission has retained the same two basic concepts. First, a site should

exhibit an appropriate combination of favorable conditions, so as to encourage

the selection of a site that is among the best that reasonably can be found.

By referring to a "combination" of conditions, it implies that the analysis

must reflect the interactive nature of geologic systems. Second, any poten-

tially adverse conditions should be assessed in order to assure that they will

not compromise the ability of the geologic repository to meet the performance

objectives. It is important to recognize that a site Is not disqualified as a
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result of the absence of a favorable condition or the presence of a potentially

adverse condition. The Commission emphasizes this point here because several

commenters who characterized the siting criteria as unduly restrictive failed

to appreciate that the presence of potentially adverse conditions would not

exclude a site from further consideration while others mistakenly assumed that

favorable conditions were requirements. -

The changes do not reflect any departure from the Commission's original

philosophy, but they are designed to express its purpose more clearly. Thus,

its interest in specifying that the geologic setting shall have exhibited

"stability" since the start of the Quaternary Period was to assure only that

the processes be such as to enable the recent history to be interpreted and to

permit near-term geologic changes to be projected over the relevant time period

with relatively high confidence. This concept is best applied by identifying,

as potentially adverse conditions, those factors which stand in the way of such

interpretation and projection; this is the approach the Commission has chosen

to follow.

One revison is the elimination of the classification of potentially adverse

conditions into one set pertaining to the "geologic setting" (corresponding to

"site" in the final rule) and one set pertaining to the "disturbed zone." The

Commission has determined that by defining these conditions as potentially

adverse only when they occur in the site or disturbed zone, respectively, some

significant factors bearing upon waste isolation may not be assessed. The

Commission has changed the siting criteria, therefore, so that the presence of

any of the enumerated conditions is to be regarded as potentially adverse if it

applies to the controlled area and, in addition, such a condition outside the

controlled area is to be regarded as potentially adverse if it may affect

isolation within the controlled area.

Another change, discussed under Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards, may

have the effect of increasing the importance of the geological conditions.

Under the final rule, the performance objectives for the engineered barrier

system (o60.113(a)(1)) may be adjusted, on a case-by-case basis, if the overall

system performance objective, as it relates to anticipated processes and

events, is satisfied. This feature of the final rule may provide the designer
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additional incentive to select the site so as to maximize Its isolation

capabilities.

The Commission's review of the siting criteria, as modified, has led it to

conclude that the isolation capabilities of the geologic repository will be

given the emphasis that they-merit. This review'has included a consideration

of suggestions that the rule require that the slate of sites be among the best

that can be found on the basis of geological factors alone and that the

geologic characteristics of the site provide the highest reasonably available

degree of the site's isolation capabilities. These topics are discussed below,

under the heading Geological Conditions.

A detailed review of the siting criteria is contained in the Section-by-Section

Analysis.7

3.4 Containment

Several commenters took exception to the performance objective calling for a

design of the waste packages to "contain all radionuclides" for a specified

period after permanent closure. The objections were: first, that 100%

performance cannot be expected in view of the very large number of containers

that may be emplaced; second, that 100% performance cannot-be justified as

being needed in order to meet any likely EPA standard; and, third, that the

adequacy of design to contain "all" radionuclides for long periods of time is

not demonstrable. The commenters failed, in part, to recognize that under the

specified standard of proof (see Reasonable Assurance, below), the applicant

would not be forced to carry an impossible burden. Nevertheless, since the

Commission does not expect proof that literally all radionuclides will be

contained, the performance objective now requires design so that containment

7Under Section 112(a) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, DOE is required
to develop guidelines for the'recommendation of sites for repositories. Among
other things, such guidelinesare .to ."specify detailed geologic considerations
that shall be primary criteria for the selection of sites in various geologic
media." Issuance of these guidelines is subject to the concurrence'of the
Commission. .The Commission has made-no determination whether such guidelines,
when issued, should in some manner be reflected in either the technical
criteria or licensing procedures portions of 10 CFR Part 60.
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of HLW within the high-level waste packages will be "substantially complete"

for the specified period.

4.0 Terminology

Several commenters criticized, as vague or confusing, the terms used by the

Commission to describe the various geographical locations that are addressed by

the rule. There are many such locations--and there must be--because the

Commission must deal with different concerns during site characterization,

during operations, and after permanent closure. The Commission has neverthe-

less attempted to clarify the terms. In addition to the significant changes

reviewed here, see also the discussion in the Section-by-Section Analysis.

4.1 Accessible Environment/Controlled Area..

The isolation capab21ity of a geologic repository is evaluated at a boundary

which the Commission has referred to as the "accessible environment." Under

the proposed rule, this was defined as "portions of the environment directly

in contact with or readily available for use by human beings." Several

commenters criticized this definition as being excessively vague; further, the

definition failed to assure that the isolation capability of the rock

surrounding the underground facility would be given appropriate weight in

licensing reviews.

The Commission agrees with the criticism and has revised the definition in

several respects--most importantly by excluding from the accessible

environment that portion of the lithosphere that is inside what the Commission

is calling, in the final rule, a ucontrolled area." This is an area marked

with monuments designed to caution future generations against subsurface

penetrations. The size and shape of the controlled area will depend upon the

characteristics of the particular geologic repository, but it must be small

enough to justify confidence that the monuments will effectively discourage

subsurface disturbances. The Commission has therefore limited the size Of the

controlled-area so that it extends no more than 10 kilometers from the emplaced

waste. The term Uaccessible environment" also appears in the proposed EPA

standard. The Commission has used the EPA language as a starting point - for
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example, in specifying the surface locations that are part of the accessible

environment. But there is an important difference between the two definitions,

in that EPA includes in the accessible environment only those parts of the

lithosphere that are more than 10 kilometers from the emplaced waste, whereas

NRC may include parts of the lithosphere that are less than 10 kilometers from

the emplaced waste, depending on the extent of the "controlled area" for a

geologic repository. In other words, the accessible environment may be larger

under 10 CFR Part 60 than might be the case under the proposed EPA standard.

The two definitions are nevertheless consistent in the sense that if the iso-

lation requirements are satisfied at the boundary of the accessible environment

specified by 10 CFR Part 60, they will necessarily be satisfied at the boundary

defined by EPA as well.

Both technical and legal considerations have influenced the Commission's

decision not to adopt an unqualifed 10-kilometer standard. The technical

consideration is that uncertainties about activities that-may be undertaken in

the area outside the controlled area are so great that the Commission would

not be warranted in giving credit to the isolation capability of the

undisturbed lithosphere, there. The legal consideration is that the standards

established by EPA are to apply outside the boundaries of locations controlled

by NRC licensees, and in the context of 10 CFR Part 60 this refers most

appropriately to the "controlled area" as defined by the regulation. The

Commission believes that the final rule is fully responsive to the concerns of

the commenters while conforming as well to the policies underlying EPA's

proposed standard.

4.2 Geolocic Settina

The proposed rule limited this term to systems that provide isolation of the

waste. This is too restrictive a definition to cover the wider region of

interest which the Commission seeks to encompass by ''geologic setting." The

definition has accordingly been extended to include the geologic, hydrologic,

and geochemical systems of the region in which a geologic repository operations

area is or may be located.
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4.3 Site

"Site" had been defined in the proposed rule as being equivalent to "geologic

setting." This was appropriate where geologic setting referred to an area

having Isolation capability. In the final rule, isolation is to be provided

within a controlled area rather than within the geologic setting and

accordingly "site" now refers to the location of this controlled area.

4.4 Decommissioning

As used in the proposed technical criteria, the term "decommissioning" was intended

to apply to that stage at which the underground facility was closed and shafts

and boreholes were sealed. It was these'activities that were addressed in

§ 60.51, "License amendment to decommission." This intention is better expressed

by employing the term "permanent closure." Several commenters on the proposed

rule expressed the opinion that including the requirement for dismantlement of

all surface facilities in the definition of the term "decommissioning" may be

unnecessary and overly restrictive. Upon consideration of these comments the

Commission believes that where there is a need to refer to decontamination or

dismantlement of surface facilities, this can readily be done without referring

to "decommissioning."

Accordingly, references to "decommissioning" with one exception (see §60.132(e)),

have been deleted from the rule, and the language now refers to "permanent

closure" or to. '-decontamination or dismantlement of surface facilities," as

appropriate.

4.5 Important to Safety

In past NRC usage, the term "important to safety" has only been defined

qualitatively (e.g., 10 CFR Part 50, App. A). In response to public comments

on Part 60, the NRC staff has adopted a numerical criterion for determining

which structures, systems and components are important to safety. Structures,

systems, and components are important to safety if, in the event they fail to

perform their intended function, an accident could result whikh causes a dose

commitment greater than 0.5 rem to the whole body or any organ of an individual
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in an.unrestricted area. The value of 0.5 rem is equal to the annual dose to

the whole body of an individual in an unrestricted area that would be permitted

under 10 CFR Part 20 for normal operations. The definition that has been

adopted defines as important to safety, therefore, any system, structure or

component whose failure to operate as intended could result in an annual dose

commitment to an individual in -an unrestricted area in excess of what would be

permitted for normal operations of certain other activities licensed by NRC.

Such systems, structures, and components would be subject to additional design

requirements and to a quality assurance program to ensure that they performed

their intended functions. This conservative approach is possible because, as

noted-by several commenters, the materials received~and possessed at a HLW -

facility will be in a form, and the operations that are carried out will be of

a nature, that little potential exists for large releases.of radioactive

materials to unrestricted areas. The choice of.0.5 rem in this instance

should not-be construed as implying that it would be appropriate if applied to

any other types of activitiesisubject to.regulation by the Commission.

The term "important to safety" has traditionally been linked to structures,

.systems, and components-which must operate under accident conditions in a

manner that will prevent serious offsite consequences. The proposed rule

inappropriately referred to structures, systems,,and components which must

operate to meet the performance objectives--including those pertaining to

long-term isolation under anticipated conditions--as being "important to

safety." The effect of this was to extend accident-related design criteria to

elements not subject to relevant kinds of accidents.. Design criteria related

toisolation are important, and are included, but not because the structures,

systems, and components in question are "important to safety" in the tradi-

tional sense.

"Important to safety" is also important in defining the actions that are

necessary elements of a quality assurance program. For a geologic repository,

however, quality assurance must be extended to.structures, systemsi and com-

ponents important to.waste isolation. Since, for the reasons discussed above,

these concerns are no.longer encompassed by the term "important to safety," the
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quality assurance provisions have been amended to apply to structures, systems,

and components "important to waste isolation" as well.

5.0 Other Principal Comments

These issues raised by commenters merit discussion here even though they have

resulted in no change to the rule.

5.1 Comparative Safety Analyses

Several commenters took exception to the proposed requirement that the safety

analysis report include a comparative ealuation of alternatives to the major

design features that are important to radionuclide containment and isolation,

[now termed "important to waste isolation"], on the ground that a safety analysis

should be directed at the specific design being proposed. As a general principle,

the commenters are correct. In the context of licensing activities at a geologic

repository operations area, however, the Commission thinks it is well within its

discretion to seek the requested information. If the Commission finds, on the

basis of its review, that the adoption of some alternative design feature would

significantly increase its confidence that the performance objectives would be

satisfied, and that the costs of such an approach are commensurate with the

benefits, it should not hesitate to insist that the alternative be so adopted.

This is consistent with the views expressed above in the discussion of the ALARA

principle and, also, with the provisions of the revised performance objectives

which contemplate that the performance objectives for particular barriers are

subject to modification, on a case-by-case basis, as needed to satisfy applicable

EPA standards.

5.2 Unsaturated Zone

The Commission had explained that the proposed criteria were developed for

disposal in saturated media, and that additional or alternative criteria might

need to be developed for regulating disposal in the unsaturated zone. Accord-

ingly, the performance objective for the engineered barrier system (360.113(a)(1))

was written so as to require the assumption of full or partial saturation of
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the underground facility and the favorable and potentially adverse conditions

concerned only siting in the saturated zone.

This approach was criticfzed on the basis that disposal in the unsaturated zone

was i viable alternative, and that since the criteria were generally applicable

without regard to the possibility of saturation, their scope and applicability

should not be unduly restricted. The Commission has reviewed the criteria in

the light of the comments and find this criticism to be well-founded. Although

the criteria as written are generally appropriate to disposal in both the satur-

ated zone and the unsaturated zone, some distinctions do need to be made. Rather

than promulgating the criteria which will apply-to the unsaturated zone at this

timei the-Commission will shortly issue such criteria in proposed form so as

to afford a further opportunity for public comment. However, those criteria

that are uniquely applicable to the saturated zone are so indicated.

5.3 Geolocical Conditions,

One commenter recommended'that the rule should require that the slate of sites

characterized by DOE be among the best that can reasonably be found on the

basis of geological factors alone. The Commission did indicate, when it adopted

licensing procedures, that the site characterization requirements will assure

that DOE's preferred site will be chosen from a slate of sites that are among

the best that reasonably could be found. The standard proposed by the commenter

is quite different. The Commission intended that DOE-should be able to take

into account a variety of non-geological-considerations in its screening process.

It could properly'exclude such locations as (1) areas, such as national parks

and wilderness, devoted to other paramount uses, (2) locations which would be

subject to unusually severe environmental and socioeconomic impacts, and

(3) locations where necessary surface, mineral, and water rights may be obtainable

only at great expense and with severe dislocating effects on residents. The

Commission considers the rule, as written, properly conveys its meaning on this

score.

The same commenter urged it to require a demonstration that the geologic

characteristics of the chosen site provide the highest reasonably achievable
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degree of enhancement of the waste isolation capabilities of the geologic

repository. Again, the Commission declines to accept the suggestion. In the

first place, it anticipates that DOE would on its own initiative strive to

maximize isolation capabilities in order to demonstrate more conclusively the

facility's compliance with the performance objectives and other technical

criteria. Beyond this, however, the Commission believes the proposal could

have undesirable and unintended consequences. Maximizing isolation capabil-

ities could dictate development at one particular location instead of at

another a few miles away; this could result in the same kind of adverse envi-

ronmental or other effects as were described above. Furthermore, adherence to

the proposed standard could unduly interfere with, or increase the cost of,

achievement of other goals, such as maintenance of retrievability, providing

for worker safety, etc.

There were other related comments which argue that the Commission's approach

places too great an emphasis on engineered barriers and provides insufficient

incentive to select a site with optimal geologic and hydrologic characteristics.

The Commission considers both engineered and natural barriers to be important,

and. it has structured the technical criteria in a manner that demands not only

the use of advanced engineering methods, but also selection of a site with

excellent isolation capabilities. As explained in the discussion of Reasonable

Assurance, below, uncertainties in the models used in the analysis of repository

performance must be considered in the Commission's deliberations on the issu-

ance of a construction authorization or license. Selection of a site with

favorable geologic conditions will greatly enhance the Commission's ability to

make the prescribed findings. Moreover, since the final rule provides flex-

ibility for the Commission to approve or specify performance objectives for the

engineered barriers on a case-by-case basis, the applicant is afforded still a

further incentive to pick a site in which the host rock has favorable geochem-

ical characteristics or in which other particular sources of uncertainty about

hydrogeologic conditions are substantially reduced. But in any event, the -

Commission anticipates that a high standard of engineering will be necessary--

not only to compensate for geologic uncertainties at even the best reasonably

available sites, but perhaps also to mitigate the consequences of unanticipated

processes and events (including potential intrusion) during the years when

fission product inventories remain high.
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Although the Commission agrees with the underlying appraisal of the commenters

that the isolation capabilities of.the site play a key role in assuring that

the performance objectives will be met, it finds no reason to change the rule's

basic approach.

5.4 Reasonable Assurance

The proposed rule stated that with respect to-the long-term objectives and criteria

under consideration, "what is required is reasonable assurance, making allowance

for the time period and hazards Involved, that the outcome will be in conformance

with those objectives and criteria." A number of commenters took exception to

this formulation on the ground that it provides inadequate guidance as to the

required level of proof. Others were concerned that "reasonable assurance" was

too weak a test and that the Commission should not license DOE activities without

a "high degree of confidence" that releases would be very small. Some commenters

suggested that a statistical definition of acceptability should be employed.

For the reasons set forth below, the Commission has not modified the language.

In the Commission's view, the 'treasonable assurance" standard neither implies

a lack of conservatism nor creates a standard which is impossible to meet. On

the contrary, it parallels language which the Commission has applied in other

contexts, such as the licensing of nuclear reactors, for many years. See 10 CFR

50.35(a) and 50.40(a). The reasonable assurance standard is derived from the

finding the Commission is required to make under the Atomic Energy Act that the

licensed activity provide "adequate protection" to the health and safety of

the public; the standard has been approved by the Supreme Court. Power Reactor

Development Co. v.; Electrical Union, 367 U.S. 396, 407 (1961). This standard,

in addition to being commonly used and accepted in the Commission's licensing

activities, allows the flexibility necessary for the Commission to make judgmental

distinctions with respect to quantitative data which may have large uncertainties

(in the mathematical sense) associated with it.

The Commission has not modified the language, but has explained elsewhere (see

Anticipated/Unanticipated Processes and Events, above) how the concept will be

applied. The Commission expects that the information considered in a licensing
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proceeding will include probability distribution functions for the consequences

from anticipated and unanticipated processes and events. Even if the calculated

probability of meeting the Commission's standards is very high that would not

be sufficient for the Commission to have "reasonable assurance"; the Commission

would still have to assess uncertainties associated with the models and data

that had been considered. This Involves qualitative as well as quantitative

assessments. The Commission would not issue a license unless it were to con-

clude, after such assessments, that there is reasonable assurance that the

outcome will in fact conform to the relevant standards and criteria.

It is important to keep in mind this distinction between, first, a standard of

performance and, second, the quality of the evidence that is available to

support a finding that the standard of performance has been met. In principle,

there is no reason why the first of these - the performance standard - cannot

be expressed in quantitative terms. The rule does this in several places -

notably, in including as performance objectives a designed containment period,

a radionuclide release rate, and a pre-waste-emplacement groundwater travel

time. Similarly, EPA's standard will establish limits on concentrations or

quantities of radioactive material in the general environment.

Expressing a requisite level of confidence in quantitative terms is far more

problematical. To be sure, measurement uncertainties are amenable to

statistical analyses. Even though there may be practical limitations on the

accuracy and precision of measurements of relevant properties, it is possible

to make some quantitative statement as to how well, these values are known. The

licensing decisions which the Commission will be called upon to make Involve

additional uncertainties - those pertaining to the correctness of the models

being used to describe the physical systems - which are not quantifiable by

statistical methods. Conclusions as to the performance of the geologic

repository and particular barriers over long periods of time must largely be

based upon inference; there will be no opportunity to carry out test programs

that simulate the full range of relevant conditions over the periods for which

waste Isolation must be maintained.

The validity of the necessary inferences cannot be reduced, by statistical

methods, to quantitative expressions of the level of confidence in predictions
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of long-term repository performance. Similarly, the-Commission will not be

able to rigorously determine the probability of occurrence of an outcome that

fails to satisfy the performance standards. It must use some other language.,

such as "reasonable assurance," to characterize the required confidence that

the performance objectives will be met. In practice, this means that modeling

uncertainties will be reduced by projecting behavior from well understood but

simpler systems which conservatively approximate the systems In question.

Available data must be evaluated in the light of accepted physical principles;

but, having done so, the Commission must make a judgment whether it has reason-

able assurance that the actual performance will conform to the standards the

Commission has specified in-this rule.

It should also be borne in mind that the factfinding process is an administrative

task for which the terminology of law, not science, is appropriate. The degree

of certainty implied by statistical definition has never characterized the

administrative process. It is particularly inappropriate where evidence is

"difficult to come by, uncertain or-conflicting because it is on the frontiers

of scientific knowledge.' Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d 1, 28 (D.C. Cir. 1976).

5.5 Population vs. Individual Dose

Some commenters noted that the performance objectives are derived from an

assumed EPA standard that Is based upon consideration of doses to populations

as a whole rather than to. the maximally exposed individual. Several other

analyses of repository design have examined prospective requirements in terms

of keeping individual doses-below specified values, and as a consequence have

led to different conclusions. The differences represent a source of potential

uncertainty regarding the overall goal for safety performance. However, the

resolution of this question is a matter within the province of EPA. The

Commission has assumed that the EPA approach will be based upon population

dose, since that is the direction reflected in its working documents and its

recently proposed standard. The Commission's rule, especially as modified to

allow performance objectives for particular barriers-to-be adapted in the

light of the EPA standard, can be applied whether the overall safety goal is

expressed in terms of total releases to the environment or In terms of maximum

dose to an individual or maximum concentration at any place or time.
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If EPA were to establish a standard based upon individual doses, the Commission

would review the provisions dealing with the content of the license application

(S 60.21) so as to develop requirements for any additional analyses that might

be needed to evaluate site-specific pathways for released radionuclides to

reach humans.

5.6 Long-Term Post-Closure Monitoring

Several of the commenters suggested that the performance confirmation program

be required to be continued for as long as one thousand years after permanent

closure of the underground facility. The Commission considers such measures

unnecessary and unlikely to provide useful information on the performance of a

geologic repository. The multiple barrier approach the Commission has adopted

will result in containment of substantially all of the radioactive materials

within the waste packages for centuries after permanent closure, the feasi-

bility of obtaining reliable data on subsurface conditions over a period of

centuries is questionable, and the practicality of taking remedial action after

sealing of the shafts is doubtful. Moreover, the emplacement of remote sub-

surface monitoring instruments and the provision of data transmission capabil-

ities, could provide additional pathways for release that would make it more

difficult to achieve isolation. Rather, the Commission has adopted an approach

where the retrievability option is maintained until a performance confirmation

program can be completed that will allow the Commission to decide, with reason-

able assurance, that permanent closure of the facility with no further active

human intervention with the emplaced wastes, will not cause an unreasonable risk

to public health and safety. See also, Retrievability, above.

6.0 Section-by-Section Analysis

The final rule included numerous changes that reflect the considerations discussed

above. Other changes, not involving significant policy Issues, have also been

incorporated in the final rule. the following section-by-section analysis

identifies the changes from the proposed rule and includes an appropriate explana-

tion for the revisions not previously discussed. Principal references are to

the text of the final rule. Where the counterpart provision of the proposed (or

procedural) rule appeared in a different place, that citation is given in brackets.
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§ 60.2 Definitions

"Accessible environment." See Accessible Environment/Controlled Area,

above.

'Anticipated processes and events." See Anticipated/Unanticipated

*Processes and Events,7above.

"Candidate area."' This term is unchanged,,but will be considered again

in connection with the Commission's review of the licensing procedures in the

light of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

"Controlled area." N-ew. See Accessible Environment/Controlled Area, above.

"Decommissioning." Deleted. See Decommissioning, above.

"Disposal." The undefined term "biosphere" has been changed to "acces-

sible environment." As used in these rules, "isolation" refers specifically

to radioactive materials entering the accessible environment. The definition

here is related to the concept of isolation rather than to the concept of

emplacement, as in Section 2(9) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act; the Commis-

ison believes-that in each instance the term is defined in a manner appro-

priate to its context, and that the differences in the definitions will not

result in confusion or conflict.-

"Disturbed zone." The term "disturbed zone" has been modified to relate

changes in the physical or chemical properties of the controlled area to the.

performance of the geologic repository.

"Engineered barrier system." Formerly "engineered system." This clarify-

ing change reflects the fact that shaft and borehole seals, though engineered,

are not part of the.system that is being referred to. The Commission considers

this definition to be synonymous with-the term "engineered barriers" which

appears at Section 2(11) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.
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"Far field." The term "far field" has been deleted from the rule.

Therefore, the definition is no longer necessary.

"Floodplain." Deleted. This definition was taken from Executive Order 11988,

which relates to environmental consequences of occupancy and modification of

floodplains. Those effects need to be considered as part of the Commission's

environmental review, but they do not implicate the radiological concerns that

are addressed in Part 60. The term "floodplain" still appears in 60.122(c)(1).

However, rather than establishing any particular frequency as the means for

defining its extent, the Commission will allow the factors specified in §60.122(a)(3)

to be used in assessing the significance of flooding, whenever it may occur.

"Geologic repository." Clarifying change, to bring the terminology into

line with common usage. The new definition includes only that portion of the
geologic setting that provides Isolation - not the entire geologic setting.

The term, as defined, is considered to be synonymous with "repository" as

defined at Section 2(18) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

"Geologic setting." See Terminology, above. The phrase "spatially

distributed" was superfluous and has been deleted.-

"High-level radioactive waste." The Nuclear Waste Policy Act distin-

guishes between "high-level radioactive waste" and "spent nuclear fuel."

These technical criteria are applicable equally to both categories. Accord-

ingly, no change in the definition of high-level radioactive waste is required

at this time.

"Important to safety." See "Important to Safety," above.

'Medium" or "geologic medium." Deleted. For the sake of clarity, the term

"medium" is now replaced by "geologic medium" throughout the rule. Since the

term ugeologic medium" should be sufficiently clear to the professional community,

it no longer appears necessary to define it.
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"Overpack."

component of the

"waste package."

This term has been deleted. Because the overpack could be a

waste package, it was included in the definition of the term

However, this term is not used in the final rule.

'Performance confirmation." The final rule's performance objective with

respect to retrievability of the waste refers to the completion of a performance

confirmation program and Commission review of the information obtained from

such a program. The addition of this definition is intended to clarify the

intended purpose of the performance confirmation program.

"Permanent closure." New. See Decommissioning, above.

- "Restricted Area." New.. See Important to Safety, above.

"Retrieval." New. See Retrievability, above.

rule
from

"Saturated zone."

specifically refer

Water Supply Paper

New. Since the performance objectives in the final

to disposal in the saturated zone, a definition, derived

1988 (U.S.G.S., 1972) has been included.

"Site." See Terminology, above.

"Stability." Deleted. See Siting Criteria, above. Also, Section by

Section Analysis, §60.113, below.

"Subsurface facility." Deleted. Both "jubsurface facility" and "under-

ground facility" were defined in the proposed rule. The use of the two closely

similar terms resulted in some confusion. "Subsurface facility" has been deleted

and replaced (see definition of "Permanent closure") by explicit reference to

shafts and boreholes, as well as the underground facility, where appropriate.

"Transuranic wastes." Deleted. See Transuranic Waste, above.

"Unanticipated processes and events." New. See Human Intrusion, above.
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"Waste form." Clarifying change to bring terminology into line with

common usage.

"Waste package." Revised. Commenters questioned the clarity of this

proposed definition and one commenter suggested an alternative definition. One

commenter misinterpreted the proposed definition-to require that the outermost

component of the waste package be an airtight, watertight, sealed container.

The revised definition no longer uses the terms "discrete backfill" or "over-

pack," which were ambiguous. To the extent that absorbent materials or packing

are placed around a container to protect it from corrosion by groundwater, or
to retard the transport of radioactive material to the host rock, these materials

would be considered part of the waste package. However, while the final rule

no longer imposes a requirement for an airtight, watertight, sealed container

as part of the waste package, the Commission believes it likely that DOE will

incorporate such a component into the design of the waste package in order to

meet the performance objectives for the engineered barrier system for the.

period following permanent closure. The related terms "disposal package" and

"package," as defined at Section 2(10) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act,

include unspecified overpacks; for purposes of the Commission's rules, and

specifically in connection with the performance objective set out at Sec-

tion 60.113(a)(1)(ii)(A), a more precise definition is needed. The differ-

ences in the definitions will not, in the judgment of the Commission, result

in confusion or conflict.

"Water table." New. Required because the term appears in the definition

of "saturated zone". The definition is derived from Water Supply Paper 1988

(U.S.G.S., 1972).

§ 60.10 Site characterization.

One amendment clarifies the point that investigations shall be conducted

in such a manner as to limit adverse effects; the original language could have

been construed to mean that the purpose of the investigations was to limit such

effects. The provision calling, as a minimum, for the selection of borehole

locations to limit subsurface penetrations was said to be confusing; the
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(3) For purooses of this paracranh, a reasonable schedule for

retrieval is one that would permit retrieval in about-the same time as

that devoted to construction of the oeolooic repository operations area

and the emplacement of wastes..

(fb5--P erformane-cf-the-qeei ogte-repos~tterg-fter->ermenent-ciosure.

(i3-6veraii-system-performanci.]-.

. 60.112 Overall system performance objectives for the geologic reoosifory

.after permanent closure.

-. .The geologic setting shall be selected and the enoineered barrier

_ .*system.tsbsurfece-fectiityJ and the shafts, boreholes and their seals shall

be designed [so-as] to assure that (essmxn-ntcted-processes-nd -- --

_ .eventsLdreleases of radioactive materials [frtm-the-getiogic-repositery]

to the accessible environment following.permanent closure conform.to such-.-

generally applicable environmental standards for radioactivity as may have

been established by the Environmental Protection Agency with resoect to

both anticipated-processes and events and unanticipated Drocesses and .

events.

.Etf3-P erformance- of-the- ena4neered- syste.m .--?_.

-- atvpakae

waste-cniess-TRc-waste- s-empace{d-c se-tflrcghti kW-that-the-Rt-rg.

ftze-raty-ee-an-bse- r,-:ndfica tmireff-cn ted-brt r-ect-geer-Xi-ten-7ts,-e- heI-. ..

_ __vSt-ak~e-t+-~twna+-atceide-c-t-esttefis- ,S

.-. - . .-
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ffai3--oftrod-of-rh e eases.

((AB--For-H te-the-engineered-system-shai3-be-da esignedso-that h

after-the-firnt-rgrde-yeai-foiiowyng-permanent-ciosareg-the-annUai

rei ease-rate-of-any-rad~ionuc*4de- from- the-engineersd-system-nto-the

getologi-s et4 ng;-assscm'ng-anticipated-prccess es-and-events;-is-at.-most

one-part-f n-ti~8;eS-of-the-maximc -amount-of'that-radi onuc~iie-ca c?-

aatet-to-be-present-in-tthe-cndergrotnd-facitity-{asscing-no-ritease

fromtthh-endergrounn-faciiiity-at-any-tmimaf tr- * e83-ears-foHoiing

permanent-ciosur!?-7-hs-requir~ement-does-not-appiy-to-radionuctide3

whose-contributon-4s-less-tha~n-8:i%-of-the-tota5-annuaI-curie-reiease

as-pr sc nibed-by-thi--paragraph.

(BT--eor-nR-wastee-the-enaineered-ssstemssha1lb-ee-designed-so-that

foiiowing-F-rmanent-ciosure- the-annuas-reiease-rate-of-any-radionucitide

fro-rthe-undergrodn-faecitity-into-the-geoiogic-setting;-assuming-

antacatid-proessss-ansesaentd -es-atmost-onetpart-i H8 wll68-of-the

xma~mcstount- oicai Uated-to- be- pres ant-in- the-andergroand-fac~i4 ty

{asstmang-nt-reiese- from-the-rnderground- faw rtya-at- any- thme

fondoitng-perinanent-cnosure--Thsareqrsresentemoaed notebppifiston -

radtonCsi~des-whose-contribatton-7s-ies3-than-3-?X-of-t.'e-afinuai

'i 60.113 Performance of oarticular barriers after oermanent closure.

-(a) General provisions.

(1) Eng~neered barrier system.*

(I) The engineered barrier systemn shall be designed so that assum-

mac anticloated orocesses and events (A) containment of 111W will be

substantially comolete during the aeriod when radiation and thermal

co4,dltions Iln the enaTneered barriler system are dominated by fission

; ' '/^tee l~s l
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product decay; and (5) any release of radionuclides from the engineered

barrier svstem shall be a gradual process which results in small fractional

releases to the geoloagc settina over long times. For disposal in the

saturated zone. both the partial and complete fillino with groundwater

of available void spaces in the underground facility shall be appropriately

considered and analysed among the anticipated processes and events in

desionina the engineered barrier system. -. . .

(ii) In satisfying the precedino reouirement, the engineered barrier

system shall be designed, assuming anticipated processes and events, so

that:

(A) Containment of HLW within the waste packages will be substan-

tially complete for a period to be determined by the .Commission takina

into account the factors specified in subsection 60.113(b) provided, that

such oeriod shall be not less than 300 years nor more than 1,000 years

after permanent closure of the oeologic repository; and

B8) The release rate of any radionuclide from the engineered barrier

s*yste following the containment period shall not exceed one oart in

100,000 per year of the inventory of that radionuclide calculated to be

present at 1.000 vears following Permanent closure, or such other

fraction of the Inventory as may be approved or specified by the

Commission; provided. that this reouirement does not asoly to any radio-

nuclide which is released at a rate less than 0.1X of the calculated

total release rate limit. The calculated total release rate limit

shall be taken to be one part in 100.000 ver year of the inventory of

radioactive waste, originallv emolaced in the underoround facility, that

remains after 1.000 years of radioactive decay.
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- mt*-3-- gerforanof-tha-geooogic-soettang-

(fli--otab inhen--y-t he- --iurmn the-contaenment-p-o-Fo-the-peoiogie

aS3=tiong-that5-mthoset-tro-i3e3-aert-of-p-mthe-te-a;5re--theo~-enhichre

.syst&m--The-abiity-o-th^-geoiggic-sett3ng--o-x sohi te-wastes-danidg-the

toatOniC3riit y-J4n- ce-paragraph-tb-333(-i--of-thts-nertiond

sha b-be-deemed-io-satisfy-thhs-requithment-3 *

Secheica-,--i attnd-gezrpiCd---Ftabiity-3ine-thvntarnt-prcf-th-Quther~ar

ogic-settn- Gn-conjunctics-etin.h-the- engiinered-system-as-ong- as-lha

systemis-oxphcted-to-functionm-and-cImng-thernafter -shave -be-capabie-of

isofartisg-rad] acteth-waste-so-toat-ansport-of-radionuciides-to-the

acessisbe-endirone ent-sheac-be-in-bmonvs-and-mentCaetratbons-that-con-

form-to-such-generaI5y-app*4cabie-environmewita+-stand-ds-as-may-haie-

been-estabiished-by-tI"e-Enhtronmentai-Protect~on-Agency?--Fol'-the-purpose

of-t~his-paragraph;-the-evaation-of-the-site-sha*5-be-based-upon-the

asswmpton-that-hose-procasaes-operating-on-the-1tte-are-those-wh4-h

haie-been-operattng-on-it-doring-the-iuter1'erg-Period;-with-pertarbations

caused-by-t~ie-presence-of-emplaced-radioact~ive-wastes-superimposed-therson?-J

_ ti~~68?% il--Requred-carattettics-of-the-geoiogie-setting; -

fa3--The-geoo+gic-setting-sha++hae-exhtbited-struct~rai-and

tectonic-stabi*tyt-stnce-t~he-sta't.-oi-the-iuaternary-Periodt

-- - {bi-hec-geoiogic-setting~sha-vetcexhibtted-y'rogaoiogst,

geochecai;ei-and-gimrphic-stabi~trsince-he~stat-of-the-Qaternary

t(c3) (2) Geolooic setting. the geologic repository shall .be

located so that pre-wasta-emplaceinent groundwater travel time~s-through

the-far-fietid alona the fastest oath of likely radlonuclide travel from

the dilsturbed zone to the accessible environment tarcJ shall be at least

42 t4veC
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1,000 years or such other travel time as mav be avoroved or specified by

the Commission.

-Ab) On a case-by-case basis, the Commission may approve or specify

some other radionuclide release rate, designed containment period, or

pre-waste-emplacement groundwater travel time, provided that the overall. _

systemperformance objective, as it relates to anticipated processes-- ....

and events, is satisfied. Amona the factors that the-Commission may _

take into account are--a

(1) Any cenerally aollcable environmental standard for radioactivity

established by the Environmental Protection Agency;

(2) The ace and nature of the waste, and the design of the under-....

.round facility, particularly as these factors beat. uvon.the. timedurin _

which the thermal pulse is dominated by the decay heat from-the-fissL.n ___

-roducts:

(3) The geochemical characteristics of the host rock. .surroundinq__g

-strata and groundwater and _

. . (4) Particular sources of uncertainty in predictino the.-oer-formancei

of the aeolocic reoository.

. (c) Additional reouirements may be found to be necessary tqsatisfy.

the overall system Performance objective as it relates to unanticipated. _

processes and events.

TQAQ OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL (ef-THE-UEEG4GsU-REP sfiTRY-ePERkMs=HS-AREA-]

£ 60.121 Requirements for ownership and control of interests in land.

' -'- ''' the-;eoec-rtpositcry-eperattons'area:)

a(i) Ownership of land. [the-geo3iogic-repesitery-eperatens-area.73

(1) Both the geologic repository operations area and the controlled

area shall be located in and on lands that are either acu ired lands under
- 0
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the jurisdiction and control of DOE, or lands permanently withdrawn and

reserved for its use.

(2) These lands shall be held free and clear of all encumbrances,

if significant, such as: (i) )] rights arising under the general uining

laws; lul2t((Z3 easements for right-of-way; and (Mif)C(-3J all other

rights arising under lease, rights of entry, deed, patent, mortgage;,

appropriation, prescription, or otherwise.

(b) tEstabiishment-of] Additional controls.

Appropriate controls shall be established outside of the [geologic

repository-operations] controlled area. DOE shall exercise any jurisdic-

tion and control over surface and subsurface estates necessary to prevent

adverse human actions that could significantly reduce the geolocic reposi-

tory's (site-or-engineered-s3stemfs] ability to achieve Isolation. The

rights of DOE may take the form of appropriate possessory interests,

servitudes, or withdrawals from location or patent under the gereral min-

ing laws.

(c) Water rights.

(1) DOE shall also have obtained such water rights as may be needed

to accomolish the purbose of the geologic reoository operations area.

(2)- Water rights are included in the additional controls to be

established under oaragraph (b) of this section.

- . ADB 1e3At-RE iRzE2ENi-F6R-ThEv-SE8d6618-S.triN

SITING CRITERIA

§ 60.122 Siting criteria [Favoribie-condrtAonsl

(a)(1) tEach-of-the-footng-c on s-may-cntn bute-to-the

abii t-of *.fO-g Ogt-seti ng- to-:eet-J'-pfranca-obj tives

.. .. _~ 4 4 ___. . _ _4
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- reieting-to-iso~aticn-of-the-wasteJ Cin-eddntton-to-meettng-the

mandatery-requtrements-cf-J-66iE.i;-aI A.geologic setting shall exhibit

an appropriate combination of tthese) the conditions specified -In --

paracravh (b) so that, together with the engineered barrier system, the

favorable conditions present are sufficient to provide-reasonable ---

assurance that [such] the performance objectives relatino--to-isolation--

of the waste will be met..

(2) If any of the potentially adverse conditions specified In

-- paraoraDh (c).of this section is oresent, it may compromise the-ability

of the geologic repository to meet the oerformance objecttves relatin!1

to isolation of the waste. In order to show that a potentiafly-adverse- -

condition does not so compromise the performance of the aeoloic.-

_ _ _epository, the followino must be demonstrated:d

- -- [68?i24--Assessm~ent-of-potentieyt-adven e-cnd~ttionx -

- ..,._.,, ., _ ,in-order-to-show-thet-z-potentiaiiy-adverse-condition--cr-combiSation----

of-conditions-ci ted-in- §-68U~-tsnt;m~rssir:ntyte*ioy- -

. ''---- :. , f-th,- c~ot-repositeytorrt-;so+te-the-rfldioctive-wast*.,--the4eiovr -^

*ng-mcst-be-demonstrated13 . ,- :

_ _ . ati 3J). The potentially adverse human activity or natural-condi-.. -

.___ _ t ..h4a been adequately investigated Ccharacteri-ed}, 4ncluding--the--

extent to which the condition may be present and stil-LUe-.undetected--

taking Into account the degree of resolution achieved by the investiga-

tions; and

- . Et--bU(01) The effect of the potentially adverse human activity

or natural condition on the site Egetiogicsetting) has been adequately

evaluated using tccnserat'ive] analyses which are tand-asscmptitns1-tnd

he-evaieation-zsed-Xis sensitive to the potentially adverse human

* ..
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activity or natural condition and assumptions which are not likely to

underestimate its effect; and

Uci(1U](jil)(A) The potentially adverse human activity or natural

condition is shown by analysis pursuant to' [in] paragraph CbJ(2)(11) of

this section not to affect significantly the ability of the geologic

* - repository [settig-to-iso3ate-wastv93 to meet the performance objectives

relating to isolation of the waste, or

tici(J ~(8) The effect of the potentially adverse human actlv-

ity or natural condition is compensated by the presence of a combination

of the favorable characteristics teited-in-9-680:ii27 so that the perform-

ance objectives relating to isolation of the waste are met. or

ti3fzS (C The potentially adverse human activity or natural

condition can be remedied.

(S)-il-f a--mte-nature-and-ratrs-of-'ectonic-processes-that-hare

ioeecred-1sintc-the-satart-of-the-Qaternary-Pertd-are-uch- that,-when

projected;-they-socid-not-affect-or-wouid-favorabiy-affeet-the-abiitty

of-the-geoiogic-rapository-to-isoiate-the-waste-

(b3--The-nature-and-rates-of-s tratra*-proces es-that-have-ecccrred

since-the-atrt-of-the-qaetrnary-Period-sre-suc-that;-'when-projected: .

they-wouid-not- affect-or-wouid- feworab~y- ffect-the- ab4iity-of-the-geo-

- - ~~ogi c-repository- to-tiooate- the-waste--- ? ~

(cl--The- natore-and-rates- of- hyrogeoi ogi cat-processes- that- haie-

- ~ccerred-sfnen-the-start-of-the-Qcaternary-Pertio-are-sach-that;-when-

prodectce-tyt-wooId-not-affect-or-wouid-faoerab~y-affect-the-a~itity~

of-the-geoiogc-repository-to-isoi ate-the-waste?

AeeesLhx 8
-. - _ _ __- _ A F - - -- .-.. ". .- L
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(d)-3The-natnre-and-rates-gf-geohemic-processes-that-have-occrr-

red-since-the-stert-cf-the-scaternary-Perid-are-such-that,-when-pro-

..ectedv-they-wouid-not-affect-or-woued-faeorabiy-affect-the-abi4ity-of

the-geoogic-repository-to-4soiate-the-waste :

(e3--The-netore-and-rates-of-geomorphic-procecses-that,-hayteoccura.

_______ ed-si ace- the-s Ur'- of- the-q=aternelry- Period- ere-soch- thet.;-wI'en- pro- -

nected;-they-wodn-not-effect-or-woait-fevorsbiy-affect-the-ebifi ty-of

* the.-geologtc-repository-to-4sodete-the-waste?: _ , .

(f3--A-host-crtk-that-provides-the-foilowing-grocnd-water

,, ,, ,,,,_,_chasrecten stics--(i3-ioW-groundwater-content;-(23-inhtibtton-of-grccnd-- -

_____ wat~te~r ct riaiion-in-the-host-rock;-(33-inhibition-of---rondweter-~flow--*--

- between-hydrogeologic-inits-or-aiong-shafts,-drift !-,-and-borehoies-,--and

-- (-45-grocndwater-treve - times;- cnder-pre-was te- empi acement-condi ttcons;---

-- eteen-the-tndergrond-factiity-and-the-acesibfe-envrentithat '

-- ~- substantia+iy-exceed-i eee-years-3 'J

- b)-: Favorable conditions.

-: -(1) The nature and rates of tectonic, hydroce6l cbicgeochemica '

and geomorphic processes (or any of such processes)'o6eratinq within

the geolocic setting during the Ouaternary Period, when orolected, would

not affect or would favorably affect the ability of the aeologic

reoository to isolate the waste.

* (2) For disoosal in the saturated zone, hydroaeolooic conditions

that provide -

(i) A host rock with low horizontal and vertical oermeability;

- f(ii) Oownward or dominantly horizontal hydraulic gradient in the

- host rock and in immediately surroundino hydroloceolocic units' and

. . . k
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(iii) Low vertical permeability and low hydraulic potential between

the host rock and surrounding hydrogeologic units; or

(iv) Pre-waste emplacement groundwater travel time along the fastest

path of likely radionuclide travel from the disturbed zone to the acces-

sible environment that substantially exceeds 1,000 years.

L(36SiSifg33 Geochemical conditions that--E()t133] Promote precipi-

tation or sorption of radionuclides; (MU)2(s3 Inhibit the formation of

particulates, colloids, and inorganic and organic complexes that increase

the mobility of radionuclides; or [and] (i0i)(E3CJ Inhibit the transport

of radionuclides by particulates, colloids, and complexes.

(68 £i3r hI] Mineral assemblages that, when subjected to antici-

pated thermal loading; will remain unaltered or alter to mineral assemblages

having equal or increased capacity to inhibit radionuclide migration.

((63] (5)- [68:1flZf3 Conditions that permit the emplacement of

waste at a minimum depth of 300 meters from the ground surface. (The

ground surface shall be deemed to be the elevation of the lowest point

on-the surface above the disturbed zone.)

to-iso~ation?]

(6) A low oooulation density within the geolocic setting and a

controlled area that is remote from opoulation centers.. _

[68r3iS] (c) Potentially adverse conditions.

The following conditions are potentially adverse conditions (The

,rese:\ce-of-any-suh-cditions-mrcar~oisescsta'sutab Htrab;tnd-w~i*

?eqanrs-?*efi- ena-7ys7-^d-such-..casres-sa re-necessary-t~o-cornpen- -

_ *- s ate- fore tthe:- adeatai~r punant to i-id 4- 2 if they are characteristic

of the controlled area or may affect isolation within the controlled area.--

48 ___ 4ecu.A h
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L 68?fSie3S(C3MI Potential for flooding of the underground facil-

ity, whether resulting from the occupancy and modification of floodolains

or from the failure of existing or planned man-made surface water

impoundments. tttc ause-fiooding-of-the-geologic-repository

..opera ns-tre3. - -
.. .Q r~ . .. .

tff3-Potenti a,-bas ed-on- exist4 ng-geoi.ogic-and-hydroe ogtc-cond*-

tions,-that-pi nned-constrictton-of-5erge-scaie-scrface-water-4mpcend-

ments-may-significantiy-affect-the-geoiogic-repository-through-ehanges

in-the-regionai-groundwater-fiow-syste'm .

t(33]3 Potential for foreseeable human activity to adversely

affect [significantiy-the-geoiogtc-repository-througch-hznges-in-the

kydrogeoiog?--- is-activity-inc des;-but-4s-not-iimtted-tto-piannedI

the Groundwater flow system such as, groundwater withdrawal,-extensive--

irrigation, subsurface injection of fluids -underground pumped storage,.

. [faciiit4es,-or--onderground3 military activity or construction of larce

scale surface water imooundments. - -

- -- 53-A-fI zt-th-the-geologic-sett r~g-that:has-been-ac'tie -since-the

stirt-of-the-Quaternary-Perid-ant -iichs-wi'hKina-di6tance-of-the

tst' e zone-that-3s-ess-thnth mai*est-dimension-of-the-faftt

rapture-surfece3] --

63--Potentia4-far-adyerse-impacts on-the-eoiegic-reposit ry

resc:ting-frcm-the-occpuancY-an adificition-of-ficodpitins- 3

IR(M({3 Potential for natural phenomena such as landslides, sub-

sidence, or volcanic activity of such a magnitude that large-scale sur-

face water impoundments could be created that could Caffect-the-perfor-

mance-cf-thc-egeo'g gcritpaghcehangesn) j ~chanae the regional

494*___ 49 4 ~ J~
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groundwater flow system and thereby adversely affect the Derfo-mance of

the geolocic reoository. -

; (8-U 3(b3(S3J Structural deformation, such as uplift, subsidence,

folding, or faulting, [and-fractrng-doring-the-Qiaternary-Period] that

may adversely affect the regional groundwater flow system.

-- -t368023fb(31) Potential for changes in hydrologic ccnditions

that would EsignificantiyJ affect the migration of radionuclides to the

accessible environment, such as Cinciading-but-not-4imited-to] changes

*in hydraulic gradient, average interstitial velocity, storage coefficient,

hydraulic conductivity, natural recharge, potentiometric levels, and

discharge points.

_t6863- (a3(83-Expected-ciimatic-changes-that-wouid-hait-an

adverne-effect-'on-the-eoeiagie,-geochami cai-or-hydroiogic-character-

istiC33 Potential for chances in hydrologic conditions resulting from

reasonably foreseeable climatic changes.

' Q)C6.3(bfI14j3 Groundwater conditions in the host rock, includ-

ing chemical comoosition, (but-not-iimited-to) high ionicstrergtlh or

ranges of Eh-pH, that could (affect]3 increase the solubility or (and3

chemical reactivity of the engineered barrier system[s].

(68? fbi Advers e-condi tions-In-*.he-disturbed- zone

-For-the-purpose-of- de rniiing-the-pres ence-of -the-fodi owi 'g-condi-

to~ons-withn-the-investigations-shouid-extend-to-the-greater-of-either

its-cslcuiated-exten'-r--hor;,oni-dt dstance-of-sl-from-the-iimita

. of-the-underground-f y;tr-and-froI-the'surfaca-to-a-dejth-pathtwas

for-radienoci ide-of-588-smeters-be~ow-the~5rn~ts-of-the-repos~toi 7

ceXC8at~a.?*

* - ff~A L/e
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C6e.8I3ES-More-freqe-occtrrence-'of-earthqtakes-or-earthqcakes-of

-..- hightr-magni tede-hs -3typicai-of -the-area-in-whch-the-geoiog ic-set-

ting-Is-iccatedr: .

(F6-6:eU(bj(i53] Geochemical CP3,prqcesses that would reduce sorp--

tion of radionuclides, result indegradation of the ro'ck strength, or

adversely affect theperformanceof the engineered bare-r-e system.

- .66:i4f5(b3(- 333]F-r disposal in-the-saturated zone, c roun dwater

IQ6) conditions in the host rock that are notcreducisse ta ond reti uceri

L U066:-Usfbi(5 SU Evidence of di asol uti oni ng -f-oiberck----

such as breccia Poles, dissolution cavities, or brine pockets.

-a66:reyf bc (83t Structural deformation seuch 'as rripr1ftsyst

sidence, folding, and faultino d and-fracthrines duratedzohe-Q, ateirnday-r

Period..

-cndit3ons in Earthquakes which racve toccuidJ 'hstorica'lly that7

if they Were to be repeated could affect the Egeoiogic-repository3 site

significantly.

3. )(66-iE3(b3f!6j3 Indications, based on correlationsn of earthquakes

with tectonic processes and features that either ti e ucy okoctr- -

rence or magnitude of earthquakes may increase. a;

-i .2t66-iE3(S(b3 3] More frequent occurrence of earthquakes or

earthquakes of higher magnitude than is typical of the area in which

- the geologic setting is located. 13

**.51
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- -( tM88-i:32b)(k3) Evidence of igneous activity iince the start of

the Quaternary Period.

Li6 t68riI3(bj(43J Evidence of extreme erosion during the Quaternary

Period.

(17M68A.i3(bf(3)3 (Resources-that-haveeitherJ The presence of

naturally occurring materials, whether identified or undiscovered. within'

the site, in such form that:

- 2 ()economic extraction is currently feasible or potentially

feasible during the foreseeable future; or

(ii) such materials have greater gross value or net valueC7-or

commerc4ai-potentiai] than the average for other [representative]

areas of-similar size that are representative of and located

in the geologic setting. -

(18)t68.2t3(f(i3)d Evidence of subsurface mining for resources within

the site.-

(19)(68?3H(b)(233 Evjdence of drilling for any purpose within the

site.

(2O(68.3jb3fI63] Rock or groundwater conditions that would require

complex engineering measures in the design and construction of the

underground facility or in the sealing of boreholes and shafts. -

(2L)68?-A23b)(113] Geomechanical properties that do not permit

design of (stable] underground openings Edunng-constructixn-wests

empiaesment;-or-rttrielai-operations-3 that will remain stable throuch

permanent closure.

.---.. . _ -
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DESIGN CANB-66NSTRUCTfU-REQHREMENt-3 CRITERIA FOR THE GEOLOGIC

-- REPOSITORY OPERATIONS AREAS

* 60.130 Scope of j6enerail desiqn criteria (reqairements] for the. geo-

logic repository operations area.

Has)] Sections t66-;3e; 60.131 through 60.134 specify minimum

[requirements] criteriaffort.the design of(;-and-construction-specifia-.c

tion3-for;J the geologic repository operations area. (Requirements-for

design-contained-in-§§6e.83%-throagh-6e.3S-mus'.-be-considered-in-conjunc-

-tion-wi th-the-requf rements-for-construction-in- §6&.34.--Sections-68:i36

through-6e.834-are-not-intended-to-contzn-an-exhaustive-iist-of] These

- design tand-constrrction-rtequirements] criteria are not intended to be

exhaustive, however. Omissions in §§ W 83 6 0.13 1 through 60.134 do

not relieve DOE from [providing] any obligation to provide such safety

features in a specific facility needed to achieve the performance objec-

- .- tives. (contained-in-§§-66ei.n] All design [and-construction-criterie-J

bases must be consistent with the results of site characterization

activities.

((bf-Systems,-structures;-and-components-of-the-geeiogic-repository

* eperat-ons-eree-shai-sait~fy-the-fo+icw; ng?)

§ 60.131 General design criteria for the aeolocic reiository ooerations

area.

WC66e:i36(bj(i3 Radiological Protection.

The aeolooic resDository ooerations area tstrtctures7-systems7-and

ccmponents-iocated-within-restricted-ereas] shall be designed to maintain-

radiation doses, levels, and concentrations of radioactive material in air

53 . --f 1
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in Cthose] restricted areas within the limits specified in Part 20 of

this chapter. EThese-structures;-systems3-and-components] Design shall

te-destgned-to) include--

(12jCff5 Means to limit concentrations of radioactive material in .

air;

{2ftfi431 Means to limit the time required to perform.work inthe

vicinity of radioactive materials, including, as appropriate, designing

equipment for ease of repair and replacement and providing adequate space

for ease of operation;

(3)[(Ciiiit Suitable shielding;

( fiv)] Means to monitor and control the dispersal of radioactive

contamination;

ME (Y)] Means to control access to-high radiation areas or air-

borne radioactivity areas; and

.§[2tv+)3 A radiation alarm system to warn of significant increases

in radiation levels, concentrations of radioactive material in air, and

of increased radioactivity released in effluents. The alarm system shall

be-designed with provisions for calibration and for testing its operability.

Credtndanc7-and-4n-sita-testing-cepabiii'4 -y?

(b) Structures, systems, and components important to safety.

(Llj68-38(bjI33 Protection aoainst natural Phenomena and environ-

mental conditions.

C(i3-The-itrzctzre3 -3yste,. 3-and-cer.ponent3-impor%4ant-to-3afet7

sha*i-be-designed-to-be-compatibie7w4th-anticipated-site-charactertstc:s

and-to-aceomrodate-the-effcts-offenvironmentai-conditions;-so-as-to

pre7ent-interf rence'with-mormai-operation -maintenanct-and-tasting

daring-the-entire-perfod-of-construction5 and4operations

__ __ 54 ._____o-
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((4i3) The structures, systems, and components important to safety

shall be designed so that natural phenomena and environmental conditions

anticipated at the [site) Beoloqic repository operations area will not

.-.(resut-4n-any-rei~evet-t e-perted-4n-fore-to-ahiee-th~eperfoar-

ance-objectives] interfere.with necessary safety functions.

(2) ((33 Protection against dynamic effects of eauIoment failure

and similar events. . -.

The structures, systems, and components important to safety shall be

designed to withstand.dynamic effects such as missile impacts that could

result from equipment failure[,-sach-as-missiie-impacts3, and similar

events and conditions that could lead to loss of their safety functions.

X [ fE43] Protection aiaanst fires and explosions\ -

.() The structures, systems, and components important to safety

shall be designed to perform their safety functions during and after

credible fires or explosions in the geologic repository operations area.

(ii) To the extent practicable, the geologic repository operations._

area shall be designed to incorporate the use of noncombustible and heat

resistant materials.

(Mii) The geologic repository operations area shall be designed to

include explosion anid fire detection alarm systems and-appropriate sup-.

pression systems with sufficient capacity and capability to reduce the

-adverse-effects of fires and explosions on structures, systems, and

components important to safety.

(iv) The geologic repository operations area shall be designed to

include means to protect systems,-structures, and components important

to safety against the adverse effects of either the operation or failure

of the fire suppression systems. ;

.. . . ...
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L4CES)) Emergency capability.

(M) The structures, systems, and components important to safety

shall be designed to maintain control of radioactive waste and radioac-

tive effluents, and permit prompt termination of operations and ev9cua-

tion of personnel during an emergency.

(0i) The geologic repository operations area shall be designed-to

include onsite facilities and services that ensure a safe and tinely

response to emergency conditions and.that facilitate the use of avail-

able offsite services (such as fire, police, medical and ambulance

service) that may aid in recovery from emergencies.

(Stf(6)] Utility services.

(i) Each utility service system that is important to safety shall

be designed so that essential safety functions can be performed under

both normal and Cemergen y] accident conditions.

(ii) The utility services important to safety shall include redundant

systems to the extent necessary to maintain, with adequate capacity, the

ability to perform their safety functions.

C(Ii~i3The-ueergencr stHi ty-sertiies-shaii-be-desfgned-to-per~mit

teiting-of-their-frnctionai-operabi~ity-and-capacity:--This-wi*i-inc*ade

the-faii-operationa*-setqenee-of-each-system-when-transfferring-between

nor ai-and-emergency-sc~piy-sources -ts-we~i-a5-he-cperstlon-of

associated-saf etr-systeMs3 -

(iii)Cfivi] Provisions shall be made so that, if there is a loss

of the primary electric power source or circuit, reliable and timely

Ccontinted] emergency power can be Cis] provided to instruments, utility

service systams, and operating systems, including-alarm systems. important

to safety. CThis-emergency-power-shaii-be-3officient-to-aiiow-safe-condi-
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before emplacement or as a result of retrieval from the underground

facility. tThe-strface-faciiities-shaii-be-designed-so-as-to-permit

inspection;-repafr- -and-decontamination-of-s ch-wastes-and-their

.cn nc S--aSrface-storage-capacity-is-not-required-for-aii-emi aced

waste:).

(b) Surface facility ventilation. Surface facility ventilation

systems supporting waste transfer, inspection, decontamination, pro-

cessing,Tor packaging shall be designed to provide protection against

radiation exposures and offsite releases as provided in §60.1=Ll.

(c) Radiation control and monitoring.

(1) Effluent control. The surface-facilities shall be designed

. . to control the release of radioactive materials in effluents during

normal [and-emergency] operations so as to meet the Performance objectives

of § 60.111(a). he-faci~4ttes-sheii-be-designed-tprovide-protecticn

agal nst-vedsition-expos ares-and-offsf te-rei eases-as-provtided- n-§66:. ii:)

(2) Effluent monitoring. The effluent monitoring. systems shall be

designed to measure the amount and concentration of radionuclides in any--.

effluent with sufficient precision to determine whether releases conform

to the design requirement for effluent control. The monitoring systems

shall be designed to include alarms that can be periodically tested.

-(d) Waste treatment. Radioactive waste treatment facilities

. shall be designed to process any radioactive wastes generated-at the

. . . geologic repository operations area into a form suitable- to-permit safe -

disposal at the geologic repository operations area or to permit safe

transportation and conversion to a form suitable for disposal at an

alternative site in accordance with any regulations that are applicable.

a
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(C) Consideratlon of decommissioninM. The surface facility shall be

designed to facilitate Edecammissioning] decontamination or d1smantlement

to the same extent as would be required, under other -arts of this chapter,

.with rescect to equivalent activities licensed thereunder.

§ 60.133 tt-68.U32J Additional subsurface design [requirements3 criteria -

for the underground facility.

(a) General criteria for the underground facility ...... _

t(13--The-undrrend-faciiity-sha5i-be-designed-so-ss-tsoperform

fts-safety functions-ssasing-interacti ns- aong-the-guocigic-setting,

the-aniderground-faciiity;-and-the-waste-package:]

ttf3--ihe-undergroond-faciity-shai-be-designed-to-provide-for

struot'rai-3tabi; ty;-controa-of-grotndwater-movement-and-controi-of

redionu-rsieases3-as-necssary-tz-t.mpiy-with-the-performance

(1) Cf33] The orientation, geometry, layout, and depth of the

underground facility, and the design of any engineered barriers that are

part of the underground facility shall contribute to the [enhance] con-

tainment and isolation of radionuclides Eto-the-extent-practieabie-at

the-Site.-

(2) ((4)] The underground facility shall be designed so that the

effects Of credible disruptive events durina the oeriod of ooerations,

..such as tintrusion-of-s;-or-water-or) flooding, fires, and explosions,

will not spread through the facility.

(b). Flexibility of desion. The underground facility shzil be

designed with sufficient flexibility to allow adjustments where neces-

sary to accommodate specific site conditions identified through in situ

monitoring, testing, 6r excavation. . A B

so ___en'ee4owee- -.
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S f*e -- Separtiorrof-exca'ration- and-waste-empi acemeint-(od~ier-conscpt3:

If-concurrent-exeettton-end-emp4 eeinent-ofrwastez-are-pi anned;-then:

inte-discrete-areas-@nedives3-as-may-be-necessary-to-asstre-thgt

-.exctsati on-does-not-i mpair-~wazte-empi acemant-or-retri evai-cperati ens.

.(e3--Each-modaie-sheii-be-designed-to-permit-insciation-frem-other

cddc~es-4f-an-aeeidentt-occwn.] :

LCI R(d)] rtesignufoi] Retrieval of waste. The underground facil-

ity shall be designed to U(1IP-] permit retrieval of waste in accordance

with the performance objectives of §60.111.

t3e--Enstre-sufffcient-stractorid-stab~iit- f-openirngs-and-corntr'od

of-grondwater-to-permit-the-3afe-ctndect-of-waste-retrievai-operations;

. andi .._-

.~~ .. .. {--Aiiow-vemotei-of-any-waste-peckages-that-may-be-damaged-or -- -

re2tire-inspection-without-compromisrg-the-zbiifty-of-the-.eocegic

repesitery-to-meet-the-performance-obiectives-( 663.i%-3_

(d) t667S13003 Control of water and gas. C(is--Water-end-gas

capacity-to-redoce-the-potentiaiiy-adverse-effects-cf-greendwater

intrtsi n;-servi ce-wter-intrtsion, -or-gas-infiow-4nto- the-under-

grornd-facii4tyJ. The desion' of the undercround facility shall provide

for control of water or gas intrusion.

* . (t23-Water~-gends-contre-systeas-shei -be-dersi ned-to-controi-the

.qUanti ty-of-water-or-gas-fiewing-into-or-frm-the-ondergr-end-fac4iity

onitor-the-ecpos~tit*on-of-gases ,-rd-permitXa~pitng-of-iiqutdsr

. ; {~33--5sstemfs-shi+-be-des~ned-to-pcvide-centroi-of-wate~- nd-gas

in-both-was te pIa:ement.- areas -and- excavation-areas. .

,, ...- 61 - ie^'w9 e'G
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eapab~iyitand-:ois~r-aj'outs- ttat-ensrur-that-unexpected-4nrush-or

f~ooding-can-be-controi5 ed-and-contai ned.

(53--If-thie-4ntersectifon-of-aqate-o-aerbarn-eoot

structzres-is-anticipated-during-constraction;-the-design-of-the-under-

ground-faciiity-shaii-inciude-pians-for-eutoff-or-eontro1-of-water-in

adiance-of- the- excavat4 en.

(63--if-dining-are-req ired-the-contact-between-the-inting-and

the-rock-3rrounding-subsurface-excavations-shaii-be-designed-so-as-to

aioid-the-creatfon-of-eny-preferentia4-pathway-for-groundwater-or

radionaciide-mIgration.]

(e) [!esiqn-of-3ubsarfacej Underground openings.

(1) f5Vbs3rface] Openings in the underground facility shall be

designed so that ooerations can be carried out safely and the retrievabil-

ity ootion maintained. Ito-maintain-sta ity-throughoot-the-constructlen

and-operition-period3.---if-:Strzcttrai-3up-port-i3-rezzired-for-3tabfitty-

it-sha*1-be-designed-to-be-compatibie-with-iong-term-deformation;

hydroiogic;-geochemicai;-and-thermomechanicai-charactertstsCs-of-the

rock-and-to-aiiow-isbaeqoent-piacement-of-backfidiJ

(!i--Structcres-reqired-for-temporary-sopport-of-ZOnes-of-weak-or

high y-fractured-rock-3ha-m-bc-designied 30r3-nrt-t--.ipair-the-piacu-

ment-of-permanent-strcstores-or-the-apebitytt-to-ses*-excavated-sreas

* sed-for-the~ont:fnment-of-wastesx

(2)C(33] C5bscrfsce-o]qpenings in the underaround facility shall

be designed to reduce the potential for'deleterlous rock movement or

fracturing of overlying or surrounding rock. tover-the-iong-term.-The

size;-ihapc-orien'taton;-and-spacin5-of'openings-ant-thedtestgn-of

* ~ pj
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- - ~eigneered-spport-systems-shaei-take-the-te~iew*ng-conditions-int~o

consIderations--

t -(53--naturti-stress-conditions;

* . ii--deformation-characteristic3-cf-the-host-rock-tnder-normai

conditions-end-therma*-itoding;,

(i. i4--the-kinds-of-weaknesses-or-structursi-discontincities-fntd-zat

varioes-icatttins-in-the-geoiogec-repositOtry:;

(fy3--eqtipment-reqcirements;-and,-

(v3--the-ebixity-to-constn ct-the-undergrotnd-faciiity-as-designed

so-that-stabiiity-of-the-rock-is-enhanced.

-(f) Rock excavation. The design of the underground facility shall

incorporate excavation methods that will limit the potential for creating

a preferential pathway for aroundwater or radioactive waste mioration to

the accessible environment. Edemage-to-and-fracturing-,f-rock:J -

(NOTE: The modified text for 60.132(g) Control of water and gas is now

found at § 60.133(d)).

(g) 68.e3J (Sabstrface] Underground facility ventilation.

The ventilation system shall be designed to-- -

(1) Control the transport of radioactive particulates and gases

within and releases-from the underoround Esubsurface-] facility in accord-

ance with the performance objectives of 1(3§60.11Mifal[3.

C(e3-Permit-contincous-occpency-of-aiu-exczvated-ereas-dtring

normai-operatiens-thrcugh-the-time-cf-perzanent-ciseure;

(3S--Acccmodate-changes-in-operettng-conditiens-s3ch-as-veriations

i n-temperature-and-hunditri n-the-under rocnd-faci'4ty;,

(4y--tnciude-redundznt-eipment-end-fa'H-safe-contrti-systms-es

,may-,be-needed-to] p lSB
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(2) C33 Assure continued function during Cutdar] normal operations

and under accident conditions; and

JWC(533 Separate the ventilation of excavation and waste emplace-

ment areas.

MEM3+~ Engineered bari'iers.

Engineered barriers shall be designed to assist the geologic setting

in meeting the oerformance. objectives for the period-161Towiing oermanent

closure.

Elt)--Barriers-3haia-be-'tocated-whsre-3shaft3-cot~d-aiiow-scce~ss-for

growundwater-to-entsr-or-*saie- the-anderground- faculity.

* (i3)--Barriers-3hai*-creete-a~-waste-package-en'virorument-which

. . favorabiy- controi s- chemcai-reaction3-affecting-the-performance-of-the

(33--Backfii*-piaced-in-ths-underground-faciifty-shai*-be-designed

-- as-a-barrierr

fi)--Backfiii-piaced-in-the-anderground,-faciiity-3haii-perform-'ts

ftfieinr-fantion~r.

*(A)--it-3haii-provida-a-barricr-to-groundwatar-moiement-intb -and

adverseiy-afc-j~sepc~-efrac-rj-h-oa

cndergrzrnd-f ac~ii4ty?.
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- (9i5-it'shietaresd-red'feneeitie-mgration:

(4ist-BaekfIi-paced-in-the-ndergrecnd-fac si~ty-shaii-be-seiected

to-:iiow-for-adequate-piacement-end-compaction-in-tndergrocnd-openings:

. 3--Waste-handiino-and-emDiacement--

(i-fet im-sd-e-n~ng;-trnspor*Ang;-and-empiacing

- - radieat4ve-wastes-shati-be-designed-to-havet-positve;-faii-safe-designs

to-protect-wcrkers-and-to-prevent-damage-to-waste-packagesr ---

- - -fi-.The..handiing..syi tms-for-empacemeint-and-retiieai i perat~ons

* tshai-be-designed-to-mini nize-the-potenti i-for-operater- error.3 '

3DI M68.IBEk3j rsesion-for) Thermal loads. [f)3] The underground

- facility shall be designed so that the performance objectives -wi 11-be met- -

_- _ taking into account the predicted thermal and thermomechanical response of

.. .. the host rock, surrounding strata, and groundwater system,--*.X-nct_-

--degrde-significanti -th'-p rformance-of-the-reposfit-w her-' -4ty-- -- --:.

* Of-the-naturai-or-engineered-barriers-to-retard-radioncciide-migration.

t((f.-The-design-of-wate;-ioadtng-end-waste-zpacings-shaii-take-into'

consideration--.

--- Effects-of-the-design-of-the-ondergrotnd-faciic§ty-on-the

- therm.-and-thermomechanicai-response-of-the-host-rock-and-the-ground-

-ater-system-,

-- 43--Feteres-of-the-hIst-rock-and-gecioegc-setting-thet-affect-the

- -. -thermomechanicai-response-of-the-cndergrcund-faciiity-and-barriers, :

-- - -- - incitdirng-bft-not-biidited-top-behvior-and-deform-ti'nietinciterist-ic

-- - -- -:cf-the-hcst-rock;-the-presence-of-insoe'ting-*ayer -aqoifeii;-faaits,

- . - orientation-of-bcedin-pines;-end-the-presensc-of-disccntirititisc-in

-- -. - ---- the-host-rock;-and -

--- - ------ - * -
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ftt4)--Th~e-xtent-t -which-fr ctwring-ef-the-ftos t-rock-4s-thf~uenedt

by-cyci es-of- temp erature-i nereas a-and-decreaos a]

I 60.134tIGii333 Design of [shafts-and] seals for shafts and boreholes.

(a) General design criterion. CSheft-desiqn] Seals for

ES] shafts and boreholes shall be designed so that they do not become

pathways that comoromise the geologic repository's ability to meet

the performance objectives for the period following.-Permanent closure.._.

Eas-not-to-create-a-preferentiai-pathway-for-migration-of-groondwlater

-and- so-as- not- to-4 neresse- the-potent.4 a-for-itgrati on-thros~h- axiti rtg

pathways-r

(b) Selection of materials and placement methods. Materials and

placement methods for seals shall be selected to reduce, to the extent

practicable. t() the potential for creatinq a Dreferential oathway for

groundwater or (2) radioactive waste migration through existing pathways.

t683.a3fb5--5hsft-and-borehoie-seais,

Shaft-and-borahoie-s eais-~ihaii-ba-dastgned-so-that-

* (I--Shaft3-and-borehoie3-Wiii-be-seaied-as-soon-as-possibie-after-

they-have- served-their-operationai-parpoie -

* (s3--At-the-time-of-permanent-ciosure-seaiad-shafts-and-borehoIas

wiii-inhibft-transport-of-radionuciidesotatast-the-same-dagree-as

- .tha-udstd +rbe -antts-of-rock-throogh-whictv- he-s aft-oi-borehoi es-pass:

tn-the-ease-of-soiabie-rocks3-the-borehoie-and-shaft-seais-shaii-aiso-be

designed-to-prevant-groundwatar-ci reiati on-that-xozid-r-M*t- n

disso4ution:

-* 3-3 eontact-between-3haft-and-borehoie-seais-and-thedcant-rck

does-not-become-a-preferentiai-pathway-for-water.

66
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(4-haft-and-borehoie-sei s-can-ceemodate-potesnti ai-var ati on:

ef-stress;-temperetue -cnd-uoisttre:.'

-~~ --. (5si--he-mteri ais-u ed-to-coi~s ruct-sthe-seti s-er-sppropriate-in

- ~~ view-of+-the-geochemsi t y-of-the- r ck-and-giocndwatet'sys temr anti d peted.

deformaticns-of-the-roek;-and-cther-in-site-conditions .

-~ [§66.54--Eonstructi on-specif ications-for-s cfet-and-subscrf ace-I icsi es-

- - (et3-eneracreme-5pecficetons-fr-contructon-sh icatn-o-osrcicn.

- ocnform-te-the-obdectives-and-technigai-r1quirements-of-§§6S.i36-through

- .-. (b3--Eonz truct'ion-mwnaneement-progt2m,--The-cons tv~cttcn-speei fica- -

-..-._._ .- i4oss-shaii-faefi ttate-the-conduct-of- a-ons tructi on-u~nagement-procram

* - -the iii4-en re-that-constructicn-activities-do-not-adrer eseiy-afce-t

-.- the-iuitetinty-of-the-site-to-iseialte-the-waste-or-eopazie-the-isir - --

.. - t on-cafpab~itistes-of-the-endergrownd-fac~iity;-borehoies;-shtft;-end

- - seis;-and-thet-the-underground-fecityq-is-constructed-as-designed?

--- - (NOTE: What was 60.134(c) Is now found In modified form at § 60.72.)

{-tf68:LS4( di--Reck-excaveti on---w e-methods- se-for-excavation - -

* . shai-be-seiected-to-rdcce-to-the-extent-jrmcticabie-the-petentieito

- create-a-praferentiai-pathwey-for-grocndwater-or-ra~ctlve-waste-migre-.

* tiofl-cr-increase-migfatton-throtgh-existing-pathways?

- -. . ($-eontrz*-of-txoascsves:--:f- exposives-ere-esed;-the-provisdiens

4strnte-Ben,-etrtnent-of- habor;-shaii-be-me*;- as-min 1m-sef etr-require-

. - -* ents-for-sterze;e-use-ind-transport-at-the-geciogfc-reposi tory-opera-

- tiens-aree. ?*

* (f3--Waer-cortre4---The-constrwctI cn-specifications-sha*'r-provide

.that-water-encoontera&'4r.-excavat'tens-s hai -be-removed-to-the-surface

.4 ... .. En- p7. _ P r ertsC-_
.. .. .-.- . . - - -W. -- -
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an-contro ud-in-acCoriane-#th-edea gn-reqwiarepaenta- for-radiatcon-mcon-

t~roi-and-monitoring- S68:i3i(cid.

(a) stesendrinQ-and-reniiacementf -- h;e-ehenstrctionl-speck fi cdteons

sha5prowide-fof-temon-tration-of-pthe-effe3tai eness-of-hend-ng-eqipg ent -

snd-systems-for-empacementand-retrIeva*-oprations;-rnder-operating

( conetitkone3 ,c-

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE WASTE iPACKAGE CREq1iREMEWFS]_..

5 60.135 nRequirpents] Criteria for the wasta package and rts components.

(a) c6eneron-rentdrements-of-desmrn) Heh-i ovol-waste wackase design

in ceneral.

C The-design-sf-he-waste-pbcka ne-shab1-incide-the-fosio rtng

ci ements:

- th) f Effect-oa-the-s:te-un-the-wat.e-dackat ed--the-wi tea Ep Pack-

ages for hyr1 shall be designed so that the in situ chemcal, physnical,

and nuclear propertals of the waste package and its interactions with the.

emplacement environment do not compromise the function of the waste

packages or the cerformance of the underqround facility-or the ceologic

setting. -

(2) The design shall include but not bs limited to consideratlon

of the following factors: solubtility, oxfldation/reduction reactions,

corrosion, hydriding, gas generation, thermal effects, mechanical

strength, niechanical stress, radiolysis, radiation damage, radionuclide

retardation, leaching, fire and explosion hazards, thermal loads, and

synergistic interactions.

* (EZ--effect-of-the-waste-:aekaec-en-the-unideraround-;ac-.5itv-end

thie-naturai-berrseri-of-tha-~ec~oaic-settinq. -The-waste-packasc-shaii-be

68 cls-
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- . designed-so-thalt-the-'En-sits-chemi C&a -physteai;-end-nuceder-.properties

of-the-was ta-package-and-i ta-interectf ons-with- the-empacement-etwstron-

-- . ment-o-not-compromi a -the-pa formance-of-the-ondergreund-faci1i ty-orr-he

-, . geoioc-setting --The-design-shai*-4nciede-bot-not-be-i~mited-to-con-

sideration-cf-the-fiitowing-factors---soubiity,-oxidaticnfredcct4on
* 4 9

- . - eaetions;-corros1on;-hydrg;ns-gcs-generation;-therina-effects;-mechan-

ica*-s tren~th;-mechani cai-stres s;-radioiyuis;-rediati on-damalge-,-redi cnc

ciide-retardation,-ieaching,-fire-and-expiosion-hazards;,-therma*-*oids;

- , . and-syneristic-ihteractions-]

(b) U(cA] Specific criteria for HLW packaae desion. __-__

;[The-HEW-waste-package-design-shaii-meet-the-foiiowing-reqcirements:3

(1) Explosive, pyrophoric, and chemically reactive materials. The

waste package shall not contain explosive'or pyrophoricematerials-or -

chemically reactive materials in an amount that could [interfere-with -

. eperatiens-in] compromise the ability of the underground facility tor

. . . cOmpromise) to contribute to wiste Isolation or the ability of th - :,

- .geologic repository to satisfy the performance objectives. - - -* - - _

(2) Free liquids. The waste package shall not contain free liquids

i , in an amount that could aomr'OMise the ability tipair-the-strzctura -

integrity] of the-waste packages EcampMnents] to achieve the-performance

objectives relatino to containment of HLW'(because of chemical inter-

- -. - ctions or formation of pressurized vapor) -or result-in spillage and--

. . .spread of contamination in the'event of waste package perforation -

during the ceriod-throuch'oermanent closure. - - - -

'-(3) Handlinq. Waste packages-shall be designed to maintain waste

containment during transportation, emplacement,'and retrieval. - -.

- .. . -- B-.-- -

--------
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(4) Unicue identification. A label or other means-of identifica-

*tion shall be provided for each waste package. The identification

shall not impair the integrity of the waste package and shall be appliled

in such a way that the information shall be legible at least to the end

of the Eretrfeyabie-storage] period of retrievability. Each wastb

package identification shall be consistent with the waste package's-

permanent written records.

(c)t687i35fb)] Waste form Crequirewents] criteria for HLW.

High-level tR3Jradioactive waste that is emplaced in the underground

facility shall be designed to meet the following [requirements] criteria:

(1) Solidification. All such radioactive wastes shall be In solid

-form and placed in sealed containers.

(2) Consolidation. Particulate waste forms shall be Chave-been3

.consolidated (for example, by incorporation Into an encapsulating

matrix) to limit the availability and generation of particulates.

(3) Combustibles. All combustible radioactive wastes shall be

Emust-hate-been3_reduced to a noncombustible form unless-it can be demon-

strated that a fire involving [a-singie) the waste packages containing

combustibles will not (neitherl compromise the integrity..of other waste

packages, [nor] adversely affect any Esafety-rtiated].structures, systems,

or components important to safety, or comoromise the ability of the

underground facility to contribute to waste isolation _._.. .

(d) Design criteria for other radioactive wastes. ..

Design criteria for waste types other than HLW will.be addressed

on an individual basis if and when thevYare orooosed for disposal in a

geologic reoository.

AtO4&A 8
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PERFORMANCE CONFIRMATION REQUIREMENTS

f 60.137- General -requirements for performance confirmation.

The geologic repository operations area shall be designed so as to

permit implementation of a performance confirmation program that meets

the requirements-of-,Subpart F of this part.' -

SUBPART F - PERFORMANCE CONFIRMATION PROGRAM --

§ 60.140 General requirements.

(a) The performance confirmation program shall provide data which

indicates, where practicable [ascertain] whether--

(1) Actual subsurface conditions encountered and-changes in those

conditions during construction and waste emplacement operations are

- within the limitsassumed in-the licensing-review; and .

(2) Natural and engineered systems and components required for

repository operation, or which are designed or assumed to operate as

barriers after permanent closure, are functionino as intended and

anticipated..

(b) The.program shall have been started during site character-

ization and it will continue until permanent closure.

-1c) .The. program [w'ii] shall include in situmonitoring, labora-

tory and field testing, and in situ experiments, as may be appropriate

to accomplish the objective as stated above. .

(d) The (ccnfirmation2 program shall be implemented so that:

(1) It does not adversely affect the ability of the natural and

engineeredtelements of the geologic repository to meet the performance

objectives. * Apt dI1 x$

_ 71.
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(2) It provides baseline information and analysis of that informa-

tion on those parameters and natural processes pertaining to the geologic

setting that may be changed by site characterization, construction, and

operational activities.

(3) It monitors and analyzes changes from the baseline condition

of parameters that could affect the performance of a geologic repository.

(4) It provides an established plan for feedback and analysis of

data, and implementation of appropriate action.

§ 60.141 Confirmation of geotechnical and design parameters.

(a) During repository construction and operation, a continuing

program of surveillance, measurement, testing, and geologic mapping

shall be conducted to ensure that geotechnical and design parameters are

confirmed and to ensure that appropriate action is taken to inform the

Commission of changes needed in design to accommodate actual field

conditions encountered.

(b) Subsurface conditions shall be monitored and evaluated against

design assumptions.

- c) As a minimum, measurements shall be made of rock deformations

and displacement, changes in rock stress and strain, rate and location

of water inflow into subsurface areas, changes in groundwater conditions,

rock pore water pressures including those along fractures and joints,

and the thermal and thermomechanical response of the rock mass as a

result of development and operations of the geologic repository.

(d) these measurements and observations shall be compared with the

original design bases and assumptions. If significant differences exist

between the measurements and observations and the original design bases
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and assumptions, the need for modifications to the design or in con-

structi n methods'shall be determined and these differences and the

recommended changes reported to the Commission.

(e) In situ monitoring of the thermomechanical response of the

underground facility shall be conducted.until permanent closure'to

' ensure that the performance of the natural and engineering.features are

within design limits.

§ 60.142 Design testing.

(a) During the early or.'developmental stiges of construction, a

program for in situ testing of such features as borehole and shaft seals,

backfill, and the thermal interaction effects of the waste packages,

backfill, rock, and groundwater shall be conducted. '

(b) The testing shall be initiated as early as is practicable.

(c) A backfill test section shall be constructed to test the

effectiveness of backfill placement and compaction procedures against

'design requirements before permanent backfill placement is.begun. .

(d) Test sections shall be established to test the'effectiveness

of borehole and shaft seals before full-scale~operation proceeds to seal

boreholes and shafts.

f 60.143 Monitoring and testing waste packages.

(a) A program shall be established at.the geologic repository ooera-

tions area for monitoring the condition 6f the waste packages. Waste [PI

gackages chosen for the program shall be representative of those to be

emplaced in the Erepository.] underground facility.

- . . (b) Consistent with safe operation (of] at the geologic repository

operations area, the environment of the waste packages-selected for the

..... _ _._ __. ,,. _.,.. . ,.*_, -r- -
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waste package monitoring program shall be representative of the cempiaeed '

environment in which the wastes are to be emnlaced.

(c) The waste package monitoring program shall include laboratory

experiments which focus on the internal condition of the waste packages.

To the extent practical.' the environment experienced by the emplaced

waste packages within the Crepositary] underground facility during the wasto

package monitoring program shall be duplicated in the laboratory experiments.

(d) The waste package monitoring progiam shall continue as long as

practical up to the time of permanent closure.

SUBPART G - QUALITY ASSURANCE

§ 60.150 Scope.

EWs3i As used in this part, "quality assurance' comprises all those

planned and systematic actions necessary to provide adequate confidence

that the geologic repository and its subsystems or components will perform

satisfactorily in service. [b] Quality aisurance includes quality control,

which comorises those quality assurance actions related to the physical..

characteristics of a material, structure, comoonent, or system which

provide a means to control the quality of the material, structure,

comoonent, or system to oredeterminid requirements. [fs-s-muiti-

discipiinar-system-of-management-cantroi3-which-address-safety--

rui4abi4ity-maintainbi iity;-performane ,-and-other tachnieai

dh eipiinesJ

§ 60.151 Applicability.

The quality assurance program applies to all systems, structures and

- components important to safety, to desion and characterization of barriers

imoortant to waste isolation, and to activities related thereto. [which

_ _74 i . _ ._ _leee
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* woci d-prevent-or- miti gate- erents-that-coui -ceue-en-andue-ris*i-t~o-the

heeith-end-safetraf-the-pabitc:3 These.activities include: site

characterization, facility and equipment construction, facility operation,

(etpi crn g,-te~ctitg;-designi ng-f abricating;-purchasi ng;-handii ng;

s torf ng;-cieani ng;-erecti ng-4ns taiing;-empi acing;-f ns pecti ng-testing

operating,-maintaining,--enitering,-repairi ng-modifyings-and

decemmissioning] performance confirmation permanent closure. and decon-

tamination and dismantling of surface facilities.

§ 60.152 Implementation.

DOE shall implement a quality assurance program based on the criteria

of Appendix B of 10 CFR Part SOas applicable, and appropriately

supplemented by additional criteria as required by j 60.151.

- [~§-6@r53--qva~ity-asscrance-for-perforinance-conff rmation: -

The-qetaiiy-assurance-progrem-shaii-inciede-tthe-progrsm-of-tests;

experiments-and-anaiyses-essentiai-to-echiiying-adeqtate-confiidence

that-the-empiaced-wastes-wifi-remain-isoiated-free-the-accessibie

en tronment-3 -

SUBPART H - TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION OF PERSONNEL

1 60.160 General requirements.

_ . Pjerations of systems and comonents that have been identified as

i*:portant to safety in the Safety Analysis Report-aia-n--the license shall

be performed only by trained and certified personnel or by'personnel

under the direct visual supervision of an individual with training and

-certification in such operation. Supervisory personnel who direct

:::__ -- .- - -
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operations that are important to safety must also be certified in such

operations.

§ 60.161 Training and certification program.

CThe] DOE shall establish a program for training, proficiency

testing, certification and requalification of operating and supervisory

personnel.

5 .60.162 Physical requirements.

The physical condition and the general health of personnel certified

for operations that are important to safety shall not be such as might

cause operational errors that could endanger the public health and safety.

Any condition which might cause impaired judgment or motor coordination

must be considered in the selection of personnel for activities that are

important to safety. These conditions need not categorically'disqualify'a

person, so long as appropriate provisions are made to accommodate such

Edefect] conditions.

SUBPART I - EMERGENCY PLANNING CRITERIA

-RESERVEDI

.--Dated at Washington, D.C. this day of , 1983.

For the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Samuel J. Chi lk
Secretary of the Commission

,41epfAiJJs 55i
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I. INTRODUCTION

On July 8, 1981, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) proposed
technical criteria (46 FR 35280) which would be used in the evaluation
of license applications under procedural rules established by the
Commission for licensing of geological disposal by the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) of high-level radioactive waste (HLW), 46 FR 13971. NRC
received 86 comment letters on these proposed technical criteria. Many
commenters focused their commentary on the proposed numerical
performance objectives, among other things, and identified the issues
related to them that are the subject of this rationale. In particular,
the rationale shows how the numerical performance objectives for
Individual sub-systems of the geologic repository, as revised in
consideration of the public comment received, contribute to meeting the
overall system performance objective, which is whatever generally
applicable environmental standard as may have been established by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and which for purposes of this
analysis is assumed to be the working draft of the EPA standard found in
Appendix C of NUREG-0806, of which this rationale Is a part.

This chapter briefly delineates the authority of the three federal
agencies mentioned above as involved in disposal of high-level
radioactive wastes -- NRC, DOE, and EPA. Chapter II describes the nature
of tbe high-level waste problem, including the inventories, hazards, and
heat generation rates associated with various types of HLW, and how they
change with time. Chapter III briefly discusses the functions which a
repository must perform to protect public health and safety in light of
the hazards discussed in Chapter II, and Chapter IV describes both the
engineered and geologic features of a repository which must be considered
In evaluating those functions.- Chapter V contains a discussion of the
uncertainties associated with assessing the performance of the features
of a repository described in Chapter IV. Chapter VI discusses how the
uncertainties discussed in Chapter V affect the alternatives considered
in selecting a regulatory approach and the rationale for the approach
selected. Chapter VII describes an assumed environmental standard for
the allowable releases from a HLW repository and a model which both relates
this standard to the numerical criteria for the performance objectives
in the rule and reflects the uncertainties mentioned in Chapter V. Chapter
VII also discusses the results of this model for the routine long term
performance of the repository. Chapter VIII applies the model to two
failure scenarios for long term repository performance, and describes the
Impact of the numerical criteria on whether the assumed environmental
standard is met. Chapter IX describes the rationale for requiring the
repository to be designed so that the option to retrieve the wastes is
preserved. Chapter IX also contains the basis for the numerical value

obO2.0.0
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selected for the design period during which the retrieval option is to be
preserved.

Three Federal agencies have major roles in the national program for
disposal of high-level radioactive wastes.. The EPA is responsible for
developing a generally applicable environmental standard which will serve
as the overall performance objective for releases from high-level waste
disposal. The NRC will develop and issue regulations which cover all
aspects of high-level waste disposal, and which will implement the EPA
standard. The NRC will then consider license applications for HLW disposal
to determine whether the proposal will conform to the regulation. The DOE
has lead responsibility for formulating national policy for disposal of HL1W,
and-has determined that national policy should focus on disposal of LW in
mined geologic repositories (Ref. 1-1). Further, DOE is responsible for
constructing and operating a waste disposal-facility in accordance with NRC
regulations.

Disposal of high-level radioactive waste in a manner that will assure safety
for many thousands of years represents a unique problem not previously dealt
with in other NRC or EPA standards. Throughout the rulemaking process
for the technical criteria, the NRC staff has considered several
approaches that might be applied to this unusual regulatory problem. The
remainder of this report provides the bases for the approach selected for
siting and design of the repository to assure effective long-term.
isolation of the wastes.

II. NATURE OF THE HIGH-LEVEL WASTE-PROBLEM

In this chapter we describe the types and quantities of high-level

wastes, and their properties, such as radioactivity and heat generation

rates, that could affect the design and performance of a HLW facility.

For perspective, we compare the hazard of the HLW, as a function of time,

with the hazard of the natural uranium ore that was mined to make the

fuel that produced the wastes. From these considerations we attempt to

0003.0.0
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draw some inferences about the relevant time periods for isolation of

HLW.

Tvoes and Ouantities of Wastes

HLW may be disposed of in two basic forms: spent fuel discharged from

nuclear power plants (if it is disposed of as a waste), and the residue

resulting from reprocessing spent. fuel for recovery of uranium and/or

plutonium.

Substantial quantities of HLW currently exist in the United States as a

result of both U.S. defense programs and commercial nuclear power

operations, and additional quantities of wastes are projected to be

generated in the future by both programs. The amount of radioactivity in

defense wastes is less than 10X of that in the commercial wastes which

:re expected 0o be generated by the time a repository is constructed and

in operation; the following discussion is therefore limited to commercial

waste inventories. It should be recognized that defense wastes will add

a small but significant increment to the total HLW inventory, and that

commercial wastes represent an upper bound with respect to heat

generation rates and concentrations of radioactivity.

Commercial light-water reactors of the type currently in use in the U.S.

generate spent fuel at a rate of about 35 metric tons of heavy metal

(MTHM) per GWe-yr* of electrical energy production. Currentlyoperating

* GWe-yr means the amount of electrical energy, in billions of watts,

produced in a year of continuous operation.

0004.0.0
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nuclear power plants have a generating capacity of about 55 GWe, and

additional plants which are:planned or under construction could increase

the total generating capacity to about 130-150 G1e.

Depending on the rate at which new plants are placed in service, the.

' - cumulative year 2000 inventory of spent fuel is likely to lie in the

range from about 4S,000.to 72,000 MTHM* (Ref. 2-'1), or about the capacity

of a single.repository (Ref. 2-2). By the year 2040, 1 to 3 additional

repositories would be required depending on the growth rate of nuclear

power generation, whether or not the waste is reprocessed, and the

geologic media selected for disposal.

Waste Characteristics

As.nuclear fuel is Irradiated in a nuclear reactor, -three types'of'

radioaactiVe products5are formed. .Fisfion products are generated by

fissioning uranium and plutonium Isotopes and, with a few exceptions, are,

characterized by relatively short half-lives and low radiotoxicity.

Actinides are radionuclides with atomic numbers greater than 88, and

result from non-fission neutron absorptions in uranium. The actinides
-typically have longer, hlf-lives and higher radiotoxicit es than the
fission products. Small quantities of additional radionuclides, called

activation products, are produced by neutron absorption in the structural

materials which support and contain the fuel in a reactor. The

activation products make only a minor contribution to the overall

radiotoxicity of HLJ, and will not be discussed further.

The small current inventories of commercially generated reprocessing

wastes are insignificant.

0005.0.0
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Figure 1 presents the radioactivity of pressurized water reactor (PWR)

spent fuel as a function of time after removal from a reactor, while

Figures 2 and 3 present the same information for the wastes which would

result from reprocessing the spent fuel from the uranium recycle and

mixed oxide fuel cycles, respectively.* (Figures 1-3 as well as

subsequent figures and tables in this chapter are all normalized on the

basis of one metric tonne of heavy metal (MTHM) initially charged to a

reactor.)

In all three fuel cycles, the fission product radioactivity decreases by 5

orders of magnitude during the first thousand years and then stays

relatively constant until about 100,000 years after disposal. Much of

this change (about 99.9 Z or more) occurs within the first few hundred

years, primarily because of decay of Sr-S0, Cs-137 and other short-lived

fission products. Some of the shorter-lived actinides such as Pu-238 also

decay significantly during the first few hundred years.

Figures 4, 5 and 6 display the decay heat generation for spent fuel and

reprocessing wastes from these same fuel cycles. In all three fuel cycles,

the fission product decay heat generation rate decreases by almost 6 orders

of magnitude during the first 1000 years and stays relatively constant

for the next 100,000 years. The rate at which total heat is generated by

the waste decreases less rapidly than the total radioactivity, but at least

t1n the uranium recycle fuel cycle, it has been assumed that 99.5% of

the plutonium in spent fuel is recovered and placed in storage, while

the recovered uranium Is returned to the fuel cycle. In the mixed oxide

fuel cycle, both plutonium and uranium are returned to the fuel cycle.

Reference 2-3 discusses additional assumptions.
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a M9% reduction in heat generation rate is achieved within the first few

hundred years for each of-the waste types.

The preceding discussioi does not address the differing radiotoxlcities
of the nuclides present in HLW. A rough estimate of the intrinsic hazard
of a radioactive waste material can be obtained by calculating the

"hazard index" or "untreated dilution indexu (UDI) defined by:

I MPCr

where Qi Is the activity of nuclide I in the waste and MPC1 is the

concentration limit for the nuclide in effluents as presented In 10 CFR

20. This "untreated dilution index" then represents the quantity of

water (in cubic meters) which would be required to dilute the waste to

*meez the effluent concentration limits of Part 20.. Ffgures 7, 8 and 9

present this index as a function of time for spent fuel and reprocessing

*wastes. These figures also include, for perspective, the "untreated

dilution index" for an equivalent amount of unmined uranium ore.

Recent revisions in the ICRP'.s recommendations for dosimetry calculations
(Ref. 2-4) would cause some significant changes in this measurement of the
relative hazard of HLW asa function of time. This effect has been noted

recently in the scient1fic literature by a number of authors (Ref. 2-5,

2-6 and 2-7). Revised curves, based on the more recent ICRP

recomMendations (ICRP-30), are displayed in Figures 1Q, 11 and 12 for

spent fuel and reprocessing wastes. The most signifkant results of the

ICRP revisions are:

1) the hazard of some of the fission procucts (primarily Sr-90) is

reouced,

0007.0.0
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2) the hazard of several of the long-lived actinides is increased

(especially Am-241, Am-243 and Np-237), and

3) the hazard of Ra-226 is reduced and, as a result, the hazard of the

original uranium ore is reduced.

The UOI curves of Figures 7-12 indicate that the toxicity decreases

substantially (90X 99.S%) durtng the first 1000 years for all three

waste types and for both dosimetry approaches considered. The toxicity of

the fission products decreases by more than five orders of magnitude during

the first 1,000 years and then remains essentially constant for the next

L0,000 years. Table 1 lists the nuclides and their inventories which

,.om1nata the UDI curves using the revised ICRP-30 calculational

procedure. (The NRC has not formally adopted ICRP-30, but the procedures

described in it have been-used here because it is the most current ICRP

publication on internal dosimetry available.)

The "untreated dilution index' can provide some perspective regarding the

intrinsic toxicity of a radioactive material, but is subject to the

following limitations:

'The UDI does not consider the physical or chemical 'orm of the
radioactive material. Properties such as solubility or
leachability may significantly affect the true hazard to human
health.

o The location of the material and the pathways through which it
could reach humans are not considered. -

o There is considerable uncertainty inherent in the dosimetry
parametars upon whicn the UOI is basec, leading to corlsidaraole
uncertainty in the index itself.

Oescite these limitations, the UOI and the comparison with uranium ore

are useful in understanding the magnitude of the hazard associated with

HL'W and how this hazard changes with time. In order to gain further
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TABLE 1 - Oominant Nuclides* in Spent Fuel

Nucl ide
Curies/
IMTHM

,UDI (m31
MM)

* Percent
of Total

UDI

10 Years

*- Am-241

Cs-137

Pu-241

PU-238

Cin-244

1.7E3

8.6E4

8.0E4

2.2E3

1.4E3

* OEIU

1.1E1O

7. 2E9

2. 7E9

2. SE9

5.2ZES

24

16

6

5

1 .

1000 Years .
Am-?1

Pu-240

- Pu-239

Np-237

Am-243

1-129

Tc-99

4.4E2

3.2E2

1. OEO

1.6E1

3.8E-2

1. 4E1

b6. iEY

7.5E2

5.4E8

1.1E8

1.1£8

6.4E4

4.7E4

10

7

11

1

Pu-239

Ra-226

1-129

Tc-99

I-.Mq-E

2.081.

9.8-I

3.BE-2

1.081I

100.000 Years

3.4E7

4.786

6.4E4

3.3 4

- - . a-if

19
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understanding of the potential impacts of disposal of high level wastes,

it is necessary to consider the rate of releases of the radioactive

materials from the location where the wastes are emplaced and the

physical and chemical processes that transport the radioactivity back to

parts of the environment where it can be contacted by humans. These rates.

and processes are addressed in detail in the following chapters.

.II FUNCTION OF A GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY

5v present, national policy is focusing on disposal of.HLW in mined

,ologic repositories (Ref. 3-1). The primary function of a mined

geologicrepository is to isolate the waste so that only small quantities

of the wastes would-return to the environment over such long times that

disposal would not constitute an unreasonable risk to public health and

safety. The principal mechanism by which radioactive material is

anticipated to be released to the environment from a geologic repository

is by contamination of groundwater (Ref. 3-2) that contacts the emplacad

waste and transports the radioactive materials from the repository to

locations in the environment where they can be ingested or contacted by

humans. Thus, the assessment of how well a repository performs its

isolation function involves consideration of the time when groundwater

initially contacts the waste, the rates at which groundwater can contact

the waste, the quantities and concentrations of radioactive materials

which may be transported away from the disposal facility, and the rates

of transport of the radionuclides through the geologic, hydrologic and

geochemical systems to the accessible environment.

In order to emplace the wastes, the repository must be open for a period

of years during which wastes would be received and handled in surface

facilities, transported to the underground facility and placed in

disposal locations. After this period of operation, the repository would

0009.0.0
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be sealed and permanently closed. Until the time of permanent closure,

handling of the radioactive materials would be carried out so that the

public and workers would be protected from excessive exposure to

radiation. The measures taken to protect the public and workers during

the''pre-closure period would be similar to those taken for radiation *

protection at other nuclear facilities and are not discussed further.

In light of'the hazards of the radioactive materials in the HLW and the

time periods involved, the meisures required to achieve successful,

isolation of HLW are unique. As discussed in Chapter II, there are

substantial uncertainties involved in estimating the toxicity of the

waste material itself, and these uncertainties are compounded'by

uncertainties in such factors as the release rate of wastes from a

repository and the pathways by which the wastes might reach the

environment. These uncertainties will be discussed in more detail in the

following chapters.

IV OESCRIPTION OF A GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY

A-mined geologic repository is a facility which achieves-isolation

(limiting the rate of waste release to the accessible environment to

acceptable levels) by means of two major subsystems. 'These are the

geologic setting itself, which is selected for geologic, hydrologic and

geochemical attributes which can contribute to isolation; and the

engineered system consisting principally of waste packages and materials

used to backfill and seal the underground facility, boreholes and shafts.

The geologic setting and the engineered system differ both in their

contributions to isolation and in the degree of confidence which can be

placed on predictions of their long-term performance. Any mined geologic

repository will contain some combination of these engineered and natural

barriers which together must provide isolation. This is commonly called

0010.0.0
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* the multiple-barrier or the defense-in-depth approach. A major issue the

Commission has had to deal with in promulgating technical criteria for

geologic disposal of HIW is "how do the components of these two

subsystems contribute to isolation and what confidence can be placed on

their relative contributions to overall system performance?" To answer

this question, the staff considered what the respective contributions of

the geologic set:ing and the engineered system to overall performance

should be so that the Commiussioncan determine that there is reasonable

assurance that a particular repository can isolate wastes.

- ENGINEERED BARRIER SYSTEM

As currently envisioned by DOE in its GELS on Commercial Waste Management

(Ref. 4-1), wastes plaed in a geologic repository will be in solid form

and will be in a container or canister which, as a minimum, is needed to

facilitate shi. ;ng and handling. Packages can be made of long-lived

corrosion resistant materials, and special low permeability and absorbent

matarials can be placed around the canisters and in the underground

facility to contribute to isolation. In fact DOE, in its GEIS, states

that one of the functions of the waste package is to contain the waste

for periods sufficient to allow most of the fission products to decay to

.very low levels. This action crotects the waste from groundwater contact

until the temperature and radiation levels have decreased to the point

where tachnically supportable predictions of radionuclide release rates

to the host rock ;an be made. .It is expected that, at the end of

repository decommissioning, the underground facility will have been

backfilled and the boreholes and shafts which connect the underground

facility with the ground surface will have been sealed with low

permeability materials. The comoination of waste packages and the

underground facility we have called the engineered barrier system. The

engineered barrier system can contribute to isolation first by
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controlling the release rate of radioactive materials to the geologic

setting, thereby reducing the contribution which the geologic setting

must-make, and second, by providing a source of Isolation whIch is

relatively independent of the geologic setting and which can therefore

mitigate the consequences of unforeseen failure of that setting.

This control of the source term can be achieved in several ways. First,

the engineered barrier system can be designed of materials that limit the

rate at which groundwater can contact the wastes. Second, the waste.form

itself can be comprised of, or encapsulated in, leach resistant

materials. Third, materials which can retard migration once leaching has

occurred can be placed In the underground facility and around the

canisters to further control release of radioactive materials to the

geologic setting. -

One means by which waste-groundwater contact can be limited.is by

containment. In this context, containment means confining the wastes

within a sealed boundary, such as a metal or ceramic container or

canister, to protect the waste form from groundwater and to delay the

onset of leaching and migration until the containment-boundary is

breached. Such a container can protect the waste form from water during

the period when radiation and temperatures are high.-and release rate

predictions are difficult. Even after an initial bieach of a canister,.

which may only be a small pinhole or crack, the waste package may

continue to contribute substantially to control of release for decades or

centuries by limiting the amount of water which may-contact the waste

form.

Use of a long lived package to achieve containment is a means, therefore,

to compensate for, and to an extent avoid, uncertainties in the

prediction of rates of release and migration of the individual

0Q12.0.0
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radionuclides, particularly during the critical period when the hazard of

the wastes is greatest and the heat generation rates are the highest.

This is important, because, as explained in Chapter VY temperature is one

of the principal factors in calculating what the source term to the

geologic setting is. During this critical period the uncertainties-.ln

predicting release rates are very great.' Even if we did understand the

mechanisms completely, the data scatter increases with temperature so that

test programs to gather the data to narrow the uncertainties to reasonable

bounds are very cumbersome (Ref. 4-2).

THE GEOLOGIC SETTING

Following release of the radioactive materials from the engineered

barrier system, the geologic setting alone must provide whatever

additional isolation is needed to keep radioactive materials entering the

accessible environment to acceptable levels. The geologic setting can

provide the needed isolation by two principal means. First, the geologic

setting can exhibit hydrologic conditions which result in low groundwater

velocities and long groundwater travel times to the accessible

environment. Second, the geologic setting can be comprised of materials

that chemically inhibit transport of radionuclides by groundwater by, for

example, ion-exchanga or precipitation reactions. The objective is for the

geologic setting, through long groundwater travel times and geochemical

retardation, to delay the arrival time of radionuclides at the accessible

environment for many thousands of years. During this time additional

radioactive decay will take place, so that only a small fraction of the

material released from the engineered barrier systems will enter the

accessible environment, and then only very far in the future.

C.6013.0.0
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V. UNCERTAINTIES ASSOCIATED WITH GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL

RADIOACTIVE WASTES

* In the two previous chapters we discussed the function of geologic

disposal of HLW (Chapter III) and gave a brief description of current

concepts for a geologic repository (Chapter IV). Assessments of the

long-term performance of such a HLW repository require the use of

quantitative models, and substantial uncertainties'are. associated with

both the models themselves and with the input data necessary for their

use. In this chapter we discuss the uncertainties associated with

long-term performance assessments, the effects of those uncertainties on

the confidence that can be placed in such assessments, and the means by

which these uncertainties may be reduced or compensated for.

In Section 1 of this chapter, we begin by reviewing the functions of

engineered barriers for isolating HLW, noting specific'processes which

control or determine these functions. For each process, we cite 1) the

properties important in the process, 2) the methods 'vailable to measure

those properties, 3) ways to determine whether the functi1n 1s achieved,

and 4) the uncertainties associatea with these determinations. 'In

Section 2, we treat the key elements of the geologic setting in a similar

manner. Finally, we discuss the implications'of the'uncertainties with

respect to confidence that the wastes will continue to remain isolated

long into the future.

The specific processes discussed are chosen to follow current concepts of

a geologic'repository. A canister containing a leach-resistant waste

form Is emplaced within a backfilled underground facility. Hence, in

Section 1 we discuss the engineering by focusing upon the containment

properties of a canister, leach properties of waste forms, and

sorp:ion/chemical/mecnanical properties of backfill. The processes
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discussed (corrosion, leaching, etc.) would be-relevant to any

engineering scheme which might be proposed to control release of

radionuclides to the geologic setting. Similarly, groundwater flow,

geochemical retardation, and the general suitability-of a location to

host a geologic repository are discussed in Section 2.

1.- UncertInties in the control of radionuclide release to the geologic
setting through engineering..

If an engineered barrier system is used to control the release of
radionuclides to the geologic setting by methods such as containing the
wastes for some period or controlling the rate at which the nuclides are

released, then there must be some level of confidence that the materials
will perform as planned. This section discusses those processes which

determine how engineered materials will behave and affect containment or
release of radionuclides, methods for determining and projecting the

performance of engineered materials and the uncertainties associated with
projecting barrier performance.

To assess the performance of barrier materials it is necessary to
understand the environment which they experience, as altered by the

effects of these materials on that environment. The central feature of
t environment will be groundwater, whose naturally occurring properties
sucn as chemistry and temperature will be altered by thermal and
radiation effects of the waste, as well as by chemical interactions with
the barrier materials. The complexity of these interactions will result

in an uncertainty in the understanding of the environment experienced by

the barrier materials which will contribute to the uncertainties in the-
prediction of their performance.

0015.0.0
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a) Leach-resistant waste forms

(I) Properties

* Leach-resistant waste forms can control releases of radionuclides to the'

geologic setting In two ways. 'First, the rate at which nuclides are

released can be reduced, reducing nuclide concentrations in groundwater.

Second, retention of radionuclides in the waste form allows time for

decay, reducing the total quantity of radioactivity ultimately released

to the geologic setting.

Leaching will depend on parameters associated with the ground (or

repository) water contacting the waste form, such as composition, pH and

Eh; parameters pertinent to the waste form itself, such as surface area

and structure; and parameters which affect properties of'both the water

and the waste form, such as temperature and radiation. (Ref. 5-1, 5-2 and

5-3).'

(ii) Oetermination of leach rate

Leaching of a waste form by groundwater is a very complex process. There

is as yet no rigorous,'well determined rate expression available to

describe the leaching of a waste form and its dependence on all the

physical, chemical and geometric properties that are known to affect it.

Moreover, much of the data available indicate a complex interplay between

leach rates and parameters such as pH, Eh, flow rates, leachant chemistry

and how these parameters may change with temperature. As a result the

models presently available to estimate the Tate of Teaching generally

reflect empirical correlations rather than theoretical principles.

Experimental measurements can be conducted under conditions intended to

represent the expected leacning environment (Ref. 5-4 and 5-5).

0016.0 .0
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Controlled perturbations of leach rate experiments may lead to a broader

understanding of fundamental leach rate phenomena (e.g., the influence of

temperature and pH on leaching) and, in principle, can aid in the

development of and improve the validity of the models. However, in all

cases, predictions of long term performance will be based on the results

of tasts'and analyses of those results. From such analyses, it is known

that certain parameters such as temperature and radiation altar the

measured leach rates significantly (Ref. 5-6 and 5-7). As the temperature

increases the mechanism of leaching may change, the nature of the

leaching medium may change, and the ability to precisely and reproducibly

determine the leach rate may be hampered. Radiation will alter

characteristics of the leaching medium, such-as, its pH (Ref. 5-a), and

thus will altar measured leach rates. The combined effects:of increased

temperature and radiation can potentially increase the uncertainties in

the leach performance of the waste form to a point where they may not

easily be quantifiable.

Further, there will always remain the question as to whether the

conditions by which leach rates are determined in the laboratory are the

same as .those which will be encountered by the waste form in the

repository. Uncertainties in measurements of current hydrologic

characteristics ( e.g. flow rates) and, particularly, in predictions of

future hydrologic conditions (Ref..5-9), place limits on the reliability of

long-term leaching extrapolations.

(iii) Implications

Several conditions must be met if a leach resistant waste form is to

serve as a major barrier to waste release:-

0017.0.0
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1) The influence of significant parameters (e.g., temperature,

groundwater chemistry) must be thoroughly investigated. An

understanding of the influence of these parameters may require that

the waste form be contained to prevent the initiation of leaching

until temperature and radiation levels are low enough that a greatee

degree of confidence can be placed on the long term leach behavior.

2) Predictions of the repository environment far Into the future must

be bounded, including changes in the environment-between closure and
, .A. ,-

resaturation of the underground facility. Such predictions neec not

be precise, but the bounds must lie within the range of conditions

for which the waste form has been experimentally tested.

3) Manufacturing quality control must be adequate to assure that the

properties of "production line" waste forms do not deviate

significantly from the properties of the waste forms evaluated in

the laboratory.

If-these conditions are met, leach rates may be-extrapolated with less

uncertainty. Furthermore, long-term leach rates can probably be

predicted with more confidence than can near-term Ieach rates because of

the elevated temperature conditions shortly after waste emplacement. A

low leach rate waste form can therefore serve as a high performance

engineered barrier-over the long-term after thermal and radiation effects

have decreased. The level of confidence would probably be lower in the

short-term (hundreds of years) when elevated temperatures and radiation

may cause extreme repository conditions.- - :

The waste form testing, groundwater measurement and manufacturing quality

control conditions discussed above seem reasonable- in light of the degree

of confidence which could be placed on a low-leach rate waste form ai an
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engineered barrier. A numerical limit for the leach rate to be achieved

by such a waste form will be discussed in a later chapter.

(b) Canister

(i) Properties

The use of a canister to contain the wastes can overcome some of the

.ffficulties with predicting leach rate and radlonuclide sorption (to be

discussed in section (c)) at the elevated temperatures and radiation

levels likely to be present during the first few centuries following

closure. Containment can delay the onset of the leaching process until

temperatures have fallen to a level where the leach rate is predictable

with a higher degree of confidence.

The mechanism of containmeot functions not so much to keep wastes within

a specified volume (e.g.., the canister), but to keep the groundwater from

contacting the waste-form until temperature and radiation levels are

within the range where laboratory data can be relied on to predict long

term performance with reasonable assurance. Hence, the process of

concern is deterioration of the canister. Some of the physical and

chemical parametars which determine corrosion rates are the same as those.

which determine leach rates. Principal among these are groundwater

chemistry (Eh, pH and chemical composition), temperature and radiation

(Ref. 5-10).

(ii) Qetermination of expected containment time

Actual containment time can not be observed directly because of the long

periods involved. Rather, the expected containment time must be inferred

from extrapolation of experiments, noting both the modes and rates of
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deterioration and failure. Typically, specimens of the material to be

used, including weldments, will be subjected to conditions simulating the

groundwater and, possibly, the radiation environment expected to be

present.

(ifi) Implications

The principal advantage of containment is that it permits the system to

be simplified by separating the waste from the groundwater until such

time as temperature and radiation effects decreask to where laboratory

tests can better simulate repository conditions.

Container degradation or failure-can be experimentally measured over a

wide range of anticipated repository conditions (e.g., typical

repository water-chemistries, temperatures and radiation fields). As

-with leaching from a waste form, corrosion of a metallic barrier is a

complex kinetic process which may be difficult to predict. At higher

temperatures, new mechanisms may arise and the uncertainties in the data

may Increase. However, failure rates for some processes, or -the

conditions under which a specific process-can cause- tailure' may be

investigated. Failure rates under the range of conditions expected in

the repository can be estimated and their accompanying uncertainties

bounded. These can then be used to assess the performance of canister

materials and to bound the confidence in that assessment.

The conditions previously discussed for leach rate predictions

(predictions of groundwater conditions, testing that bounds these

conditions, and manufacturing quality control) also apply to containment

time predictions. If these conditions are met, containment times may be

extrapolated with confidence. A numerical limit for the containment time

to be achieved will be discussed in a later chapter..
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(c) Backfill

(i) Properties

Backfill materials can serve a number of purposes. They can retard

migration from the underground facility of radionuclides leached from the

waste form, can condition grounowater within the underground facility

both to slow corrosion of canisters and to lower leach rates, and can

physically limit the rate of groundwater contact with a canister or waste

form (Ref. 5-U1). The chemical, thermal, and mechanical (physical)

properties of the backfill and its interaction with the groundwater

determine its performance. When groundwater interacts with a canister or

a waste form, the chemical composition of the resultant solutions must be

considered if backfill is used to retard radionuclide migration, limit

leach rates or reduce solubility limits. Further, for backfill to be a

useful agent for conditioning groundwater or retarding radionuclide

movement it must contact the- groundwater effectively. That is, the

backfill must be emplaced in such a way that there are no extensive voids

or channels that would permit the groundwater to bypass the backfill

materials. In addition, the backfill must be able to'perform its.

function in the changing thermal, chemical, and radiation environment of

the repository.

(ii) Determination of backfill performance

Standard engineering tests for compaction, permeability, homogeneity, and

gradation can be performed on backfill emplaced within an underground

facility to assure the proper mechanical properties for its intended

function. Groundwater conditioning and radionuclide retardation

properties can be determined by laboratory tasts which focus on the

chemical properties of the backfill. Backfill materials can be tested in
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the laboratory and in-situ to determine their behavior in the repository
environment (Ref. 5-fl and 5-32).

(ilM) Implications

The functions of a backfill material can be considered to be of two basic
types:

(1) An adjunct to other barriers. A backfill can condition groundwater
to Increase containment times and reduce leach rates, and can
limit the rate of groundwater contact with a canister or waste form.

(2) A barrier in its own.right. A backfill can retard movement of
nuclides away from their location of emplacement.

The uncertainty in the performance of a backfill material probably cannot
be quantified very precisely. Rather, the backfill serves largely to
reduce the uncertainty in the performance of the other barriers. (For
example, by controlling the pH of the groundwater, uncertainty in the
corrosion rate of a canister-may be reduced.) The 6a'icfill can,
nevertheless, serve an impbrtant function in overalrepository -

performance, and can be instrumental in predicting the performance of the
other engineered barriers.

2. Uncertainties with respect to transport of radionuclides through the
geologic setting.

;Regardless of the extent to which engineering is used-to contain wastes
or control the release of radionuclides, the geologic setting determines
the environment in which the engineering Pmust perform its intended
function. Hence, the geologic setting must be characterized
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and understood at least with respect to the aesign parameters of the

engineering. Moreover, to the extent that the geologic setting Is used

to isolate the wastes from the accessible environment, or that it is

relied upon to mitigate the consequences of premature or unanticipated

failure of the engineering, it must be characterized and understood with

respect to its ability to control the movement of radionuclides to the

acoassible environment. In this section we discuss the parameters which

describe the processes and characteristics of the geologic setting relevant

to the functions described above.

(a) Groundwater Hydrology

(i) Properties

The groundwater is the likely mean- by which radionuclides would be

transported from a geologic repository to the accessible environment.

Hence a long groundwater flow time between the underground facility and

the accessible environment is a highly favorable condition for waste
isolation. Further, our confidence in the ability of a geologic

repository to isolate wastes is directly dependent upon an understanding

of the groundwater flow between the repository and the accassible

environment. The characteristics by which we describe the groundwater

flow through porous media typically are those by which any fluid system

is described: hydraulic gradient, porosity, permeability, temperature,

density, viscosity, and the geometry of the system. For flow in fractured

media, an affective porosity and an effective permeability can be developed

based on average fracture size and length and the porosity and permeability

of the unfractured rock. (The chemical properties of the groundwater also

are important to the design of the engineering used to contribute to the

isolation of the wastes. The measurements of the chemical properties
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relevant to engineering, and their associated uncertainties were

discussed in the previous section.)

(ii) Determination of groundwater flow

The hydraulic properties of the groundwater system particularly Important

to isolation of radioactive wastes are related to groundwater flow (rate,

quantity, direction, and, in the saturated zone, time for resaturation of

the underground facility). Groundwater flow can be measured directly for

simple aquifers with rapid groundwater flow. However, the underground

facility is likely to be constructed in an aquitard or aquiclude, nearby

groundwaters are likely to be very slow flowing, and flow paths may be

complex and fractured. Such slow flow or complex heterogeneous conditions

make direct measurement of groundwater flow difficult. Fluid systems models

that incorporate the properties described in the preceding section can be

used in place of direct measurement to estimate groundwater flow. Such

models have been developed, but have not been validated, for estimating

groundwater flow in the slow-flow conditions expected in the stratum in

which an underground facility would be constructed. Moreover

fracture-flow will likely be of importance in many host rocks, but the

development of fracture-flow models is in its infancy and-the utility of

these models for predictive purposes has not yet been demonstrated (Ref.

5-13 through 5-16).

Groundwater dating is an alternative to direct measurement for estimating

groundwater flow, and does not require measurement of all the properties

which determine groundwater flow. Hence, groundwater dating can provide

a semifindependent check on groundwater flow estimates (Ref. 5-17).

Groundwater dating involves uncertainties which are potentially

important, however. Among these are uncertainties in initial Isotope

ratios, chemical or physical processes which could alter isotope ratios
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or concentrations along the flow-path, and mixing with groundwaters from

other sources between measurement locations. At present, groundwater

dating techniques applicable to waste repositories are mostly in the

early stages of development, except for methods using C-14 (Ref. 5-18).

(iiM) Implications

Some of the uncertainties associated with estimatas of groundwater flow

for repository performance can be assessed quantitatively by means of

parameter sensitivity analyses and statistical sampling techniques (Ref.

5-19, 5-20 and 5-21). However, the utility of uncertainties estimated in
this way is limited with regard to actual flow at a repository site for

several reasons. Validation is lacking for flow estimates under

slow-flcw and fracture-flow conditions. Also, the models used to make

the estimates may not properly account for (1) the diverse and

heterogeneous geologic environments which are likely to be encountered

over the distance of groundwater travel from the underground facility to

the accessible environment, and (2) the effects of natural geologic

processes, as well as the thermomechanical perturbations caused by the

wastes themselves, which may significantly alter groundwater flow patterns

over the time period required. for waste isolation.

(b) Geochemistry

Mi) Properties

Favorable seochemistry would tend to retard the movement of radionuclides
with tha groundwatar. The movement of radionuclides typically is

described by the groundwater flow rate and the empirical retardation

factor. The lattar is a shorthand for the complex geochemical processes

which affect radionuclide transport in groundwater. The retardation
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factor is described in terms of characteristics of the geologic medium

(e.g., bulk density and porosity for porous-medium flow) and the

radionuclide distribution coefficient, Kd, which accounts for the

chemical interactions among a radionuclide, the constituents of the

groundwater, and the host rock/aquifer of concern.

-Solubility limits may also be important,-particularly for the actinide

elements. If the rate of groundwater contact with a waste form is very

low (e.g., because of favorable'backfill material properties), or if the

solubility limit of an element is very low, the ajparent "leach rate" of

a waste form will be reduced independent of the inherent leaching

characteristics of that material. Solubility limits ire dependent

primarily on the groundwater chemistry (for a given element). Thus, a

combination of a favorable groundwater chemistry and a low rate of

groundwater contact with a waste form (e.g., good backfill properties)

could substantially-reduce nuclide dissolution rates from a waste form.

(ii) Determination 'of geochemistry conditions

-The relevant processes which must be measured or inferred to predict

geochemical retardation of radionuclides include, among others,

precipitation/dissolution (controlled by solubility), the chemical forms

of nuclides in solution, sorption/desorption interactions, and colloid

transport and ultrafiltration. Generally, the limiting geochemical

processes are chemical comolexing (which determines.species present in the

groundwater), and precipitation and sorption/desorption (which affect the

amounts of radionuclides dissolved in groundwater).

Laboratory tests can be used to estimate maximum solubifities, and field

measurements can be made to verify laboratory measurements. Similarly,
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laboratory measurements can be-used to determine sorption/desorption

properties. However, the relevance of laboratory measurements to actual

field conditions is only beginning to be investigated.

Theoretical geochemical models have-recently been developed to

investigate element speciation in realistic geochemical environments.

(Ref. 5-22 and 5-23). However, the requisite field data and

thermodynamic data, particularly for transuranic elements, are difficult

to obtain. Most of the available thermodynamic data are at a temperature

of 250C and standard atmospheric pressure (Ref. 5-24) and need to be

adjusted to expected repository conditions. Experiments at elevated

temperatures are being cornucted tRef. s-25). In addition, the models

involve important assumptions, such as that of chemical equilibrium,

which may be unrealistic if the spatial variation in geochemical

properties of the geologic setting is severe. -Finally, theoretical

models do not yet Incoporate kinetic effects in the predictions of

element speciation, nor do they relate speciatio. to predictions of

retardation in groundwater transport. Theoretical geocnemical models

alone cannot provide an adequate substitute for empirical data from

experiments approximating anticipated repository conditions, especially

for elements such as Pu, Np, U, and Tc, whose mobility characteristics

depend strongly on geochemistry (Ref. 5-26). All three approaches:

experimental solubility and sorption measurements, field migration

studies, and theoretical calculations are necessary to provide and

understanding of radionuclide migration.

(iii) Implications

A large body of experimental data on solubilities and Kd's has been
obtained for many of the important radionuclldes in HLW (Ref. 5-27 and
5-28). However, serious questions have been raised about the relevance
of Kd's to observed retardation effects, and about the ability to measure
and to predict the in situ conditions which must be known to reduce the
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uncertainties associated with both solubilities and Kd's to tractable

levels (Ref.. 5-29). Nonetheless, estimates of solubilities and Kd's and the

uncertainties associated with.them have been'.made for the geologic media

of interest to the national program (Ref. 5-30) and are used In the

. , calculations appearing in Chapters VII and VII2 of this document.

(c) Geologic Environment

(1) Properties

The characteristics customarily used to describe the geologic'environment

* relate to Its mechanical and thermal properties, its mineralogy, and its'

geologic structure. The processes which affect these characteristics

* . include climatic changes,.surface erosion/depositioh,'diagenesis, and

- tectonic processes such.as uplift, subsidence, foldfin, and faul'ting.

(II) Characterization of the geologic environment

-- ^ -Geologic characteristics, i.e., both 'the present thermaT,'-medhanical,

--chemicali etc., properties of a given location'and tfie geologic processes

anticipated to be operating there now and in the future, are essential

not only for understanding factorsrelevant to transport of wastes by

groundwater, but also for confidence in the performince of any -

engineering over the long term. Not only must conditions in the present

be favorable for.waste isolation, but also there must be some assurance

that the processes expected in the future at the location will have no

significant adverse effect. That Is, the processes and events which

-occur at this location either 1) leave the relevant characteristics

unchanged, or 2) change them in:a way that allows confident predictions

-of no-adverse conseQuence to the isolation of the wastes.F Measurements

can be made of the mechanical and thermal properties, mineralogy, and
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structure of a particular location, although complexity of a location and

spatial inhomogenelty add to the difficulty of interpreting the results

of such measurements. Inferences are made from the geologic record

as to the likelihood of continued or renewed activity of geologic processes.

(iii) Implications

Uncertainties in our understanding of the present state of a geologic

environment result from the potentially complex spat1al variations in

oressure, structure, and mineralogy. In order to reduce uncertainties,

fisld measurements should employ sample sizes and spacings of

sampling locations which match the scale of important inhomogeneities at

the location. Some uncertainties are quantifiable, e.g., those

associated with the extrapolations and intarpolations based on field data

which are numerical and, thus, are subject to statistical analyses (Ref.

5-31). The magnitude and significance of these uncertainties are site

specific.

The predictions as to which geologic processas are likely to be active-

into the future and which events are likely to occur are based primarily

on interpretations and temporal extrapolations of the geologic record.

Stgnificant uncertainties may result from the incompleteness or possible

misinterpretation of the geologic record. Predictions based on the

geologic record are inherently Judgmental, particularly for discrete

events at specific locations. Nonetheless, the geologic record can be

used to estimate bounds for the future effects of anticipated geologic

processes and events. At locations which have exhibited little change

since the beginning of the Quaternary, the uncertainties in predicting.

the affect of geologic processes on repository parformance are likely to

be unimportant for time periods of about 10 years or less, but may
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become significant for longer times (Ref. 5-32).. However, there is

always aresidual uncertainty as to whether a process or event might

occur which Is not expected or considered likely on the basis of the

geologic record and which will cause the engineering to fail.

Thermal and mechanical perturbations of the natural geo'logic environment

caused by development and operation of a repository-aind emplacement of
wastes also-need to be taken into account in determining the suitability

of a location for waste disposal (Ref. 5-33). For about the first 10

years, when the decay heat generated in the waste- is most important (see

Fig. 4-6), it is likely that the thermal perturbations will have important
effects in the rock in close proximity to the underground facility. In

principle, uncertainties associated with-predicting the post-closure

effects of thermal and mechanical perturbations (e.g., In salt) are

quantifiable on the basis of field tests. Testing Is difficult, however,

both because of the long time period over which the decay heat is

significant and because the physical size and layout of a test facility

should simulate expected repository conditions.

* 3. AWsessment of performance over long periods of time :-

In the previous sections.we discussed the properties by which engineered
and geologic systems could contribute to isolation of radioactive wastes.

We also discussed the kinds of measurements and experiments needed to

conclude that those systems would perform the various functions that
might be attributed to them. Finally, we discussed the uncertainties

associated with those measurements andexperiments and touched upon the

implications of those uncertainties with respect to confidence in the

isolation of high-leveT radioactive wastes.
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From tha preceding discussions of this chapter it is seen that, of the

uncertainties which affect confidence in geologic disposal of HLW, the

most easily accommodated is measurement uncertainty. There are, of

course, practical limitations to the accuracy and precision of

measurements of the relevant properties, especially field measurements

of the geologic setting in which a repository might be located. Yet,

measurement uncertainty is quantifiable and amenable to statistical

analyses. Not only the values of properties deemed-relevant can be

'- known, but also some quantitative statement can be made as to how well

those values are known.

Mathematical models must figure prominently in any assessment of

long-term performance of a HLWJ repository since there will be no

opportunity to observe actual repository performance prior to licensing.

The reliability of the predictions of these models is limited by the

reliability of the input data to these models and by the reliability of

the models themselves. The geologic sciences are far from being

precisely predictive and, as a result, the models and most of the

geological data upon which they rely are subject to sizeable

uncertainties. These uncertainties could make 'repository licensing

problematical for the Commission unless adequate compensating measures

are employed.- Engineered barriers can, as the preceeding paragraphs

indicate, substantially reduce and compensate for these uncertainties.

Some engineered barriers, e.g., waste forms, can reduce uncertainties by

reducing the source term which the geologic environment must control.

Other engineered barriers, such as canisters, can reduce uncertainties by

preventing contact between the wasta form and the groundwater until the

temperature and radiation levels are low enough that the mechanisms

controlling radionuclide releases to the geologic setting are understood

and the data scatter in measuring and predicting these releases is

reduced to tractable levels. Additional engineered barriers, such as
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backfill materials, can compensate for uncertainties in ways which may be

largely qualitative, but which. will nevertheless lend confidence to a

decision on overall repository performance.

In a complementary manner, the geologic setting will compensate for.-

uncertainties In the performance of the engineered barrier system. A

. mi1nimum groundwater travel time can provide quantifiable compensation for

premature failure of or excessive early releases.from the waste package.,

and underground facility. Siting criteria addressing resources can

reduce-the'liklihood of inadvertant Intrusion into the engineered

barriers system. *Overall, this element of redundancy of barriers is

expected to play a significant role in any Commission decision to license

a HLW repository.

The specific contributions which individual barriers can make to overall'.

* repository performance and to reductions in uncertainty, are discussed. in

more detail in subsequent chapters.

VI. IMPACT OF UNCERTAINTIES ON REGULATIONS-FOR GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL OF HLW

1. Regulatory policy

If we examine the implications of uncertainties (discussed in

Chapter V) associated with determining whether the engineered and natural

barrier systems will function as desired as components of a geologic

repository, we see that none is free from the uncertainties discussed

* above. Further, no matter how good the design or how excellent the site,

. and no matter how precise and accurate the measurements and observations -

of the components of the repository, the best that can be known .is the

state of the repository at the time the Commission must decide whether to

* allow closure. The state of the repository beyond that decision point is
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an inference. While it is conceivable that the ODE could develop a

design that does not require anything of the geology other than to

provide a location, or could choose a site so good that no engineered

barriers would be needed, there will be no opportunity to see the

engineering or the site work under all the anticipated conditions, or to

observe whether the actual conditions are those for which the engineering

is designed or the site selected. Further, there is always the -

uncertainty as to whether processes and events not anticipated in the

design or not expected to occur at the site will indeed occur, and fail

.the repository.

Faced with this sAme type of uncertainty for other licensing decisions in

the past, although not to the same degree, the Commission has applied a

policy of multiple protective systems. This is commonly known as the

defense-in-depth approach. In the case of geologic disposal of HLL, this

policy would be realized as a requirement that the site and the

engineering share in the task of isolating the wastes. Moreover, no one

who Kas been involved in the formulation of national policy for the

disposal of HLW, including the OOE,.the USGS, the EPA, and the

Interagency Review Group on the management of radioactive wastes has

suggested exclusive reliance on either geology or engineering for

isolation of HLW. The reasoning behind the implementation of the

Commission's policy and its advantages for licensing geologic disposal of

HLW are discussed below.

First, requiring both engineering and geology to contribute to isolation

can be used to limit the consequences of an unanticipated process or

event, which could cause failure of one barrier to properly perform its

isolation function. Since the Commission will need to make a judgement

as to whether it has reasonable assurance that the public health and

safety suffers no unreasonable risk from permitting disposal of HLW
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within a repository in the absence of any experience and proof-testing,

the knowledge that mechanisms are in place which limit the consequences

of partial fallureiwill add to confidence in that judgement,'despite the

knowledge that unanticipated processes and events could occur. Further,

since some of the functions of the engineering and the site operate by
different mechanisms (e.g., groundwater flow and canister corrosion),
requiring DOE to use both in a repository provides multiplicity in the
methods by'which safety Is provided. Although one can-never be sure that
all eventualities have been addressed, viewing possible failure
modes/mechanisms from'more than one perspective adds confidence that
nothing major his been ovelooked.

Finally, although isolation of wastes through engineering' or geology

involves many of the same properties, and indeed in some instances

involves simllar processes' (e.g., both containment of'wastes by a waste -

package and retardation of radionuclides by the geochemistry of the
geologic setting could rely on sorption of radionuclides suspended in
groundwater), the major contributors to uncertainty for'each arise from

different considerations. For example, poor correspondeiicebetween

laboratory and field measurements has resulted in consfderable p-

uncertainty associated with retardation factors for the-geologic setting.
In the case of material incorporated in the waste package to retard
-radionuclides, however, retardation factors can be measured with relatively

little uncertainty. Hence, to the extent, and-over the times, that we

can rely on waste packages to contain radionuclides, the uncertainties

associated with retardation by the geology are less important. On the

other hand, as time progresses our confidence in the waste package's

continued performance diminishes.. The long history of geologic

conditions provided by the geologic record permits more confident

evaluation of the ability of the location to maintain some level of

retardation of radionuclides into the future. Hence confidence in the
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geologic record compensates for the uncertainty In the survivability

of engineering, while confidence in containment for an initial period

compensates for uncertainty in geochemical retardation.

2. Numerical requirements,

Numerical specification of the contribution to isolation to be made by
the site and by the engineering should be consistent with both the
standard to be met (the generally applicable standard for radiation in
the environment from the disposal of HLW), and whatever the Commission
regards as an appropriate level of risk from unanticipated processes and
events.

Although no HLW standard exists at present, the Commission can proceed to
specify numerical performance objectives by assuming a standard based
upon a reasonable expectation of what an HLW standard might be. Several
comments on the proposed rule referred to Draft 19 of the EPA standarq,
which has been under development for some time. We have therefore chosen
this draft as the basis for an assumed.standard*, and in Chapter VII we
consider numerical requirements for containment, controlled release, and.
groundwater floW time which, if met, will contribute to meeting it.

3. Additional considerations

Use of an assumed HLW standard provides a basis for specifying

numerically, at this time, performance of individual barriers (e.g.,

containment) under anticipated processes and events. fowever,.when a HLW

standard is promulgated, the Commission should have the discretion to

review and change as needed the numerical values specified for those

barriers in light of that standard. Among the factors the Commission

might take into account in exercising this discretion are the age and

* On Oecember 29, 1982 the EPA published a Proposed HIW Standard which

is somewhat different from Draft 19. An analysis of the impact of the

differences between the two versions appears in Appendix A to this

Rationale.
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nature of the wastes, characteristics of the geologic setting, and

particular sources of uncertainty in predicting the performance of the

engineered barrier system or the geologic setting. Finally, in

specifying performance numerically at this time, we have not foreclosed

the possibility that considerations related to unanticipated processes

and events could form a basis for changing the specification, for

requiring additional specifications, or both.

VII IMPACT OF NUMERICAL REQUIREMENTS ON ROUTINE RELEASES

As stated in Chapter VI, Oraft 19 of the EPA standard, referenced by a

number of comments on the proposed rule, has been employed to show the

relationship between overall system performance and the numerical

requirements on the engineered barrier system and the geologic setting.

We-expect EPA to publish soon a proposed standard for public comment

similar to this draft. This chapter contains an assessment of the

contributions to overall performance under anticipated processes and

-events. An assessment of the mitigation of unanticipated processes and

events appears in Chapter VIII. The working draft of the assumed

standard fixes a number of parameters against which the overall

:performance of a repository will be evaluated, including a location at
which performance is to be measured (the boundary of the accessible

environment), a measure of performance (cumulative releases of specific

radionuclides measured in curies), and an interval during which

performance is to be measured (10,000 years). In the draft-Supplementary

Information accomoanying the working draft, the EPA aTso notes its

judgment that regulation of releases for a 10,000 year interval will -

-protect public health and safety.beyond 10,000 years. Specific limits

for releases for reasonably foreseeable (anticipated) processes and

events appear in Table 2, and were applied here in accordance with the.

footnote to that table.
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Table2 s

Limits of Cumulative Releases to the Accessible
Environment for 10,000 Years After Oisposal

According to the Assumed Standard

Release Limit
Radionuclide Curies Per 1000 MT

Americium-241 - 10

Americlum-243 4 .

Carbon-14 200

Cesi u-133 2000

Cesium-137 50

Neptunium-237 20

Plutonium-238 400

Plutonium-239 100

Plutonium-240 100

Plutonium-242 100

Radi um-226 3

Strontium-90 80

Technetium-99 2000

Tin-126 so

Any other alpha-emitting
radionuclide 10

Any other radionuclide
which does not emit
alpha particles 50M

NOTE: In cases where a mixture of radionuclides is projected to be
released, the limiting values shall be determined as follows: For each
radionuclide in the mixture, determine the ratio between the cumulative
release quantity projected over 10,000 years and the limit for that
radionuclide as aetermined from Table 2. The sum of such ratios.for all
the radionuclides in the mixture may not exceed one.

For examole, if radionuclides A, 3, and C are projected to be released
in amounts Q. Q , ana Q . and if the applicaale Release Limits are RL,
RI,, RL, thn tae cumulative releases over 10,000 years shall be a
liiitedso that the following relationship exists:

* Qa Qb1Sa Rt I RLc
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For purposes of our assessment, consistent with the assumed standard, the

accessible environment is assumed to be all areas on the land surface

regardless of distance from the repository and to include all subsurface

locations beyond a vertical surface one mile away from the location of

the emplaced wastes. These boundaries appear in Figure 13.. (A more recent

working draft of the standard allows a distance of up to 10 km rather

than I mile. This change does not significantly affect the results of the

present study, however, since only the groundwater travel time explicitly

appears). For an actual repository the distance from the wastes to the

* vertical boundary of the accessible environment is expected to be site

specific but not to exceed 10 km.

Routine Release Scenario: The Undisturbed Repository

The NRC staff identified a scenario for the purpose of showing the effect

of numerical requirements for the engineered barrier system and the

geologic setting on the performance of a geologic repository which is

operating normally. A diagram of this scenario appears In Figure 13.

*-. - It is anticipated that if.radlonuclides are released from an undisturbed

-repository to the accessible environment, this release will take place-by
failure of the container surrounding the wastes, dissolution of the
wastes by groundwater, and migration of the radioactive material

dissolved from the wastes with the groundwater to the accessible

environment. For this reason, location of the underground facility in the

saturated zone is considered a realistic bounding case for routine

release. In this scenario, groundwater is presumed to resaturate the

repository within a few centuries after closure and to initiate

deterioration of the waste packages, causing eventual breaching of the

* . waste packages and start of radionuclide release to the underground

facility. In time, the radionuclides are released to the geologic
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setting. The assumption of prompt resaturation is conservative but

reasonable because void spaces in the.backfilled repository will result

in a hydraulic gradient that will tend to promote flow inward, and

because some natural leakage.is anticipated. An upward hydraulic

gradient in the geologic setting Is assumed, causing groundwater carrying

the radlonuclides to move vertically through the host rock from the

repository to an overlying aquifer. The radionuclides then follow the

groundwater flowpath horizontally along the aquifer away from the

repository and eventually, reach the accessible environment. Transport of

some radionuclides through both the.host rock and the aquifer is assumed

to be impeded by chemical retardation and by limitations on radionuclide

solubility. Alternative release paths might be selected, such as a

downward gradient which could move radionuclides to an underlying

aquifer. However, thermal effects will tend to enhance transport'to an

overlying aquifer, so this upward case is considered realistic. This

scenario will be considered for the three media currently of greatest

interest for HLW disposal: basalt, tuff, and salt.. Evaluation of this-

scenario involves prediction of the behavior of an undisturbed repository

taking into account uncertainties associated with significant parameters.

Numerical Assessment: The Model Chosen

To quantify the effects of numerical requirements for the engineered

barrier system and the geologic setting in the routine release scenario,

it is necessary to specify a quantitative model which corresponds to the

qualitative description above. That model may then be used to determine

how each'of the barriers affects the performance of the'overall-geologic

repository. The model selected for describing this scenario is.a&

quasi-two dimensional model in which the radionuclides travel vertically

upward,' both through the repository and from it to the aquifer, after

0038.0.0
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which they travel horizontally along the aquifer. This model approximates

the groundwater flow shown in Figure 13 by a series of legs, shown in

Figure 14. Legs A and 8 correspond to the upper aquifer, leg C

corresponds to flow through the underground facility itself, and leg O*

corresponds to flow from the underground facility through the host rock
to the upper aquifer.

A number of simplifying assumptions have been made in order to implement

this model.. These assumptions are consistent with generally accepted

practice in transport modeling and are not intended to introduce either
conservatism or non-conservatism into the analysis. First, one-

dimensional Darcy flow is assumed, implying low Reynolds number flow in

porous media, and Implying that all significant flow is unidirectional..

Low Reynolds number flow is reasonable in view of the small conductivities

and hydraulic gradients involved In geologic disposal systems. Porous

flow is reasonable for sandstone aquifers assumed to overlie bedded salt,

but for basalt and tuft flow through fractures is likely. Therefore, the

hydraulic conductivity has been adjusted for basalt and tuff to roughly

approximate fracture flow. Presumption of unidirectional flow in the

legs has been shown to lead to good agreement with complex multi-

dimensional models such as SWIFT (Ref.. 7-1) for applications similar to

this one (Ref. 7-2 and 7-3.- -

The model also presumes that rock properties are invariant for the length

of an individual leg, so that properties such as permeability and

chemical retardation are constants. A radionuclide passing through an

actual unit is likely to encounter a spatially varying environment that

may affect its velocity. The constant properties of the leg specified in

the model therefore are spatial averages of estimates of the aquifer

properties, so that a radionuclide is modeled to traverse the leg in the*

same length of time it would take to traverse the aquifer unit the leg
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represents. Further, the ranges of the properties considered below are

considered to encompass the changes in these properties that are

anticipated to occur along actual aquifer units.

Another simplification made by this model is that it does not account for
all of the effects of the heat released by the waste. The model does
account for thermal buoyancy effects on flow in leg 0, by adjusting the
pressure at point 2, the point where flow enters the underground
facility. The model does not account, however, for possible permeability
changes in the overlying host rock which might result from thermomechanical
effects. Finally, as applied here, the model does not deal with the specific
processes which cause canister failure or which affect radionuclide
release rates from the engineered barrier system.-It therefore does not
deal with the uncertainties associated with early failure of containment
such as hydrothermal dissolution of waste forms or failure of the
backfill to retard radionuclides due to elevated temperatures or
radiation fluxes.

Clearly, the modal described above is highly idealized, and the behavior

and models of an actual sits will pro-ably be much more complex. However,

it is the staff's view that the model is more than sufficient to

accomplish its purpose in this document. That is, the model provides

significant, realistic insight into the relationship between numerical

criteria and repository performance.

To implement this model, the NWFT/DVM code was used (Ref. 7-4 and 7-5),

which requires an extensive set of parameters as input data. These

parameters, whose selection reflects the assumptions mentioned above,

have been divided into t'.o groups; the first is subject to relatively

little uncertainty, the second reflects many of the sources of

uncertainty discussed in Chapter V. The first, to be called fixed

parameters, are those quantities which define the system and which are

specified as point values. In an actual case these parameters would be

fixed by the geometry of the site and the properties of the fluid and
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waste which are relatively well known. These include the distances along

the legs shown in Figure 14, the cross-sectional area of the legs, fluid

properties such as density and viscosity, and waste properties such as

Initial inventory and half-lives. The second group, to. be called

variables, consists of parameters whose values are subject to

uncertainties which may span several orders of magnitude. These

parameters are not taken as point values in the calculation, but are

approximated by distributions..These variables include solubility and

retardation factors for individual radionuclides, and factors affecting

groundwater travel time, such as permeability and hydraulic gradients. In

addition, this group includes parameters for which numerical criteria

were established in the Proposed Technical Rule, such as containment time

by the waste packages and radionuclide release rates from the underground
facility, so that repository performance can be assessed as these

parameters vary over the given ranges.
.

Table 3 identifies the fixed parameters used by the model and the values

used in the analyses. Table 4 identifies the variables whose values are

approximated by distributions in the calculations, and gives the ranges

of those values used in these analyses.

Inaut Data for Routine Release ScenarioS

The point values for the fixed parameters shown in Table 3 reflect the

media and underground facility designs currently being given the most

emphasis by DOE. The dimensions of the underground facility which lead

to the areas of leg C and 0 and the length of leg C are taken from EPA's

granite reference repository (Ref. 7-6). The areas of legs A and E

are consistent with overlying aquifers for repositories located in basalt,

tuff, and salt (Ref. 7-7) and the length of leg E corresponds to the one
mile distance to the accessible
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TABLE 3. FIXED PARAMETERS FOR ROUTINE RELEASES
BASALT, TUFF, AND SALT

IN

Descri ot ion

Area of leg
a a a

a a9 a

to a a

A
3
C
n

Val ue

1 x 106
1 x 10a
8 x 106
8 x 10

un its

ftz
a

Length of
Is a

a

a
Ia

a

M

a

of

U

leg A

NC
I ID

n "

(8asal t)
(Tuff )
(Sal t)

Not needed
5280
1s
1530
1825
1850

ft
It

N

is

I
Conductivity of leg C
Porosity of leg C
Pressure at point 1
Initial radionuclide inventory
Radionuclide half lives
Water Density
'Water Viscosity

infinite
Not needed
0
*

*

62.3
1.02

psi
Curi es
years
I/ft3
Centipo isa

*From Ref. 7-7.
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TARL1 4. Veriebles and teir mnq1s. (For remal iand IgnoQuMl
1 istrimutions. ranges are for .Oal a" .1t9 quwatiles.)

lnae In
basalt

ftnag f n
weew cufft

nofh-teolit1z54
"ange In

tow" WtVariable Gissributiea units

.9

Ka for As
it host Mecr

Kd for Pu
Is host es

Id for U
fi host r=C

Kd for No
In rost Foci

A4 far fissioC-
productu In host
root

for Aim

l at Aquiferfd for V1n aqu~fer

Kd for N
in aquifer

Md fe sion
im aquifer

fod tr fso

Solubility limit
for Am

solvoility limit
for Pu

fiSluoilfty limitfor no

solvollity limitfcr rM

54* Siulity l1mit

Solability lIflt
for fission
sroauczU

Cisoorsivity

RAioinuelifa
release time

Conductivity Ift

porosity in

aoul farto
aq1ifersvt

(legs A & 1)

Coanuct.10Iy In
bost recx
Clop C & Q)

Porosity M
Aost Pct
(legs C 1 O)

troofent fn

odst rqex

Ceseleft in
a"uI fo

CWistter 1f

Lognormal

Lognormal

LOgnormal

Lagnormal

Lugnovmal

Lognormal

Lognormal

Lasnoimal

Legnerual

uporml I

Lognormal

Unti form

Loeuniferf

LoNormal

Legnormal

Lagnormul

lUnl form

; 0811form

cLsa. LOIG)

(4.311. 5.20)

t4.0EO, 1.33)

t,510E. 2.5£4)

c.I 1.812)

t1.0-2. SLC£5)

CLQE-2. L.0E4)

tL 01-2, L 014)

CLC£1-2. 5.Q13)
MG. SA

tLOE-2, SAWE2

1 &=c1 1aitoo

(2.JE-i, 211E-4)

(2.0QE-S. 2. QE-')

(2.11-U. 2.LE-U)

(1.1-9 L.E-7)

lad. ctm-t. GU

CL CO, L GE?)

(5.11-. 1.022)

(1.010. 1.04)

.Uquni form

Mu . JA-2

- (1S.01-. LGE1.)

(5f.01-3. 3.01-23

(.01L-£4. 1.02-2)

(L1 1.53

(7.011. 2.0E )

tLOE-2. LSEM

(4.51.M 3.111)

(1. . . w3

(.111. 3.IEZ)

T7.0E1. 4.$U2)

(1.0.-2, LM1)

(LiEG. ?-C13)

lecacnl imited

I Ca.£4 ini to

leacr,-limitso

I eaol- I falteds

(L.et-. L.oca

(LO22. L.U)

'(1.c3o'1-5.1.0-

(.02. 1.04

(t.0a1. L.0t4)

(LOE£. LOS)4

(1.01-2. 2.tE2)

t2.010, 4.C£2)

IC.1E-2. 3.0G)

(2.011. 1.014)
(Lou, LOP4)

(L 0E-2. LMJE)

(2.010. 4.0o2)

(LOE-2, 3.MD)

CU1z. . ..n
5.01-27, 4.01-4)

tS.Mt S.i.0E-)

t~£2.I.JE-Z)

CSS-. . ZE _

(-3s-. *.0-)

(L.32-1. L:1-4)
.. (.01. 1.03

(1.0£13 1.017)}

(1.511. 1.2)

t2.1£ 0. I.lE-2t

(8.81-4. 7.21-2)

Uniform
I(2.05-2. 1.01-2)

(1.01. 3-05')

*1/9

sl/g

I l,/,

a lit

al/C

mg

mug

f/
f/s

ft/

.un

Yr

- -- -
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environment. The initial radionuclide inventory is taken from DOE's

projections for spent fuel (Ref. 7-8).

The variables which appear in Table 4 reflect many of the uncertainties

discussed at length in Chapter V. Uncertainties in geohydrology include

predictions of conductivities, porosities, hydraulic gradients and

dispersivities. These sources of uncertainty are accounted for in the

model by expressing these variables as distributions of values which span

the range of available data. Similarly, distributions of solubilities

and distribution coefficients (Kd's) are used in recognition of the

uncertainties involved in predictitng these properties. Three
radioucL Ies, 9 14C n

radionuclides, I, C, and 99Tc, do not appear to be retarded

chemically, and are therefore presumed to move at the same speed as the

groundwater. This information was developed by Sandia National Laboratory

under contract to NRC through a review of the available data for

pertinent sites and rock formations (Ref. 7-7). These data are consistent

with conditions to be found in the media being investigated by DOE and

are considered appropriate for this modelling exercise. However, it is

recognized that a thorough analysis of a specific site might well make

use of additional or different data which would be more pertinent to that

particular site. The ranges and distributions for waste package life-and-

radionuclide release rate were selected to uniformly bound the numerical

values In the proposed rule.

Outout From Routine Release Scenario

The effects of the variables whose uncertainties are modeled by the

distributions in Table 4 on repository performance were investigated by

repeatedly running NWFT/OVM using a standard statistical sampling

technique (Ref. 7-9, 7-10). In tnis statistical technique, a "case"

composed of 25 values, one for each of the variables in Table 4, was

q042.0.0
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selected from within the ranges shown in the table. By selecting the

values at random and by running enough cases to investigate the entire

data range, the effects of each of the variables on repository

performance can be determined.

The effect of radionuclide release rate from:the underground facility to

the host rock on the fraction of cases tested which meet the assumed

standard can be seen in Figure IS for routine rele~ases from basalt. In

this figure, release rates are varied along the horizontal axis and ground-

water travel times are varied along the vertical axis. It should be noted

that the release rates shown are limits which apply to all radlonuclides for

a particular case; if the solubility for a particular nuclide for that case

was sufficiently low, that radionuclide might be released more slowly

than the release limit associated with that case. The lines platted on

the figure are for constant fractions of cases tested which fail to meet

the assumed standard. For example, for a groundwater travel time of 1000
years and a release rate from the underground facility of about 1 part in

40,000 per year, the fraction of cases falling to meet the assumed standard

* is 0.10 or 10%. Similarly, at-a groundwater travel time olf 100 years, the

release rate from the underground facility at which the fraction of cases,

failing to meet the standard is 0.10 is about 1 part in 300,000 per year.

Enoineered Barrier Svstem Release Rate ReRuirement

Impact of Release Rate on Performance

Figures 16 and 17 are like Figure 15, but for bedded salt and non-

zeolitized tuff, rather than basalt. In Interpreting all three figures it
is.very important to note that the range of groundwater travel times in each

figure has been selected to Illustrate the impact of the numerical value

0043.0.0
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ROUTINE RELEASE
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Underground Facility (11yr)

Figure }5. Contours of constant fraction of cases failing
to comply with the assumed standard, as a
function of limiting release rate and travel
time. M1edium Is basalt.
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ROUTINE. RELEASE
BEDDED SALT
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Release Rate from
Underground Facility (1/yr)

Figure 16. Contours of constant fraction of cases fail ing
to comply with the Assumed standard, as a
function of limiting release rate and travel
time. Mledium is bedded salt.
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ROUTINE RELEASE
NON-ZEOLITIZED TUFF
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Release Rate from
Underground Facility (1/yr)

Figure 17. Contours of constant fraction of cases failing
to comply with the assumed standards as a
function of limiting release rate and travel
time. Medium is non-zoolitlzed tuff.
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of 1,000 years proposed in 10 CFR 60. The staff does not intend to imply
that this range is necessarily likely for an actual site. In particular,
the staff recognizes that the generally low permeability of salt may;
result in longer groundwater travel times. Nevertheless, a routine
release scenario in salt is considered because of the uncertainties
discussed previously. -

In Figures IS and 16, it is seen that as the release rate from the repos-
itory decreases, the probability of failing to meet the assumed standard
decreases significantly for both basalt and bedded salt. It may also-
be seen that there Is a region in each figure in which the lines of
constant fractions of cases lie relatively close to each other. In these
regions, relatively small changes in release rate from the underground
facility or in groundwater travel time are observed to make relatively
large changes in the fraction of cases whose releases fail to comply with
the assumed standard. Outside these regions, changes in release rate from
the underground facility and in the groundwater travel time have less
impact, since they'do not cause the lines of constant failure rate to be
crossed. (Although no fractions less than 0.10 are shown in the figure,
it is apparent that the largest gradients-are near the lines shown.)

For basalt (Figure 15), decreasing release rates from the underground -

facility from about 1 part In 5,000 per year to about 1 part in 50,000

per year reduces the fraction of cases failing to meet the assumed

standard from about 1.00 to 0.10, while for bedded salt (Figure 16) - -

reducing release rates from the underground facil i to) about 1 -part t in

100,000 per year is needed to achieve a fraction of failures below 0.10.

For these media, it is therefore quite advantageous to liave a release

rate from the underground facility as low as about I-part in 100,000 per

year, but there is little further improvement to be gained from a

substantially slower release rate, since this release rate results in

compliance with the assumed standard for most travel: times. -

On the other hand, inspection of Figure 17 reveals that for a repository-

-in the saturated tone in non-zeolitized tuff. the greatest improvement is

gained by having releases less than about 1 part in 1,000,000 per year.

This result is due to inferior geochemical retardation of uranium in non-

zeolitized tuff compared to basalt or bedded salt, consistent with the

0044.0.0
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relatively lower range of Kd's for uranium 1n-non-zaolitized tuff which
appears in Table 4. However, it is recognized that many tuffs are
zeolitized, with geochemical retardation properties substantially better
than non-zeolitized tuffs. Table 4-A consists of a comparison of the
retardation properties of zeolitized and non-zeolitized tuff aquifers
(Ref. 7-7). Figure 18 results from an analysis identical to that of

Table 4-A. Kd Ranges in Zeolitizad and Non-Zeolitized Tuff Aquifers
(All distributions are lognormal)

Variable Range Range
Zeolitized Tuff Non-Zeolitized Tuff

Kd for Am (6.0E, 9.5E3) (a.SEI, 3.SE2)
Kd for Pu (2.5E2, 2.0E3) (7.OE, 4.5E2)
Kd for U . (5.0EO, L SE1) (L.OE-2, Lll)
Kd for Np (4.5EO, 3.1E1) (5.OEO, 7.M£O)
Kd for fission
products (2.9E2, 2.2ES) (1.2E2, 8.6E3)

Figure 17, except that the aquifer is presumed to be zeolitized, and for
that case, the behavior of a tuff repository is very much like those in
basalt and bedded salt. In Figure 17, reducing release rates from 'the
underground facility to about 1 part in 100,000 Per year will achieve a
fraction of failures below 0.10. Figure 17 also demonstrates that the
impact of the rate of release of radionuclides from the engineered barrier.
system is media specific. The staff does not Intend to imply that at an
actual tuft site radionuclide transport must be through either zeolitized
or non-zeolitlzed tuff, but recognizes that'both types of tuff are
likely to be traversed.

Alternatively, the influence of the engineered barrier release rate can
be evaluated by directly comparing releases from the engineered barriers
with the release limits of Table 2. Table ; presents such a comparison
for a release rate of 10 : per year following an initial 1000 year
containment period. The quantities released do not greatly exceed the
limits for any of the nuclides except Am and Pu. This table demonstrates
that a low release rate from the engineered barriers is able to
contribute substantially to overall reoository performance, and may2
provide a very desirable degree of redundancy for nuclides such as '4Tc
which are unlikely to be controlled very effectively by the geologic
barriers.
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ROUTINE RELEASE
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Figure 18. Contours of constant fraction of cases
failing to comply with the assumed standard,
as a function of limiting release rate and
travel time. Medium is zeolitized tuff.
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Table 5. Effectiveness of 10 5 per year release
rate in complying with the EPA standard.

NUCLIDE

REPOSITORY
INVENTORY
0 1000 yr
(C1/100,0b0
MTH)

RELEASE
RATE IF
EQUAL TO
INVENTORY5
TIMES 10 *
(Ci/yr)

TOTAL
RELEASES
(YEARS
1000 to
10.000)

ci )

EPA
LIMIT

(cio00 ,o00o
MT)

RATIO OF
TOTAL

RELEASL TO
EPA _LIMIT

.. ;

Am-241

Am-243,

C-14

Cs-135

Cs-137

Np-237

Pu-238

Pu-239

Pu-240

Pu-242

Ra-225

Sr-90

Tc-99

Sn-126

9.24E7

1.57E6

1.35E3

2.23E4

1.00

1.0ES

9.8E4

3.2E7

4.4E7

1.7E;

2.84E2**

1.5E-1

1.4E6

i.6E4

9. 2E2

1.6E1

1.4E-2

2.2E-1

1.OE-5

1.OEO

9.8E-1
3.2E2

4.4E2

1.7E0

2.84E-3

1.;E-6
1. 4E1

5.6E-1

3. OE6
1. 4E5

1.2E2

2.OE3

3.4E-3
9.0E3

8. 2E2
2.9E6
4.0E6
1.5E4
2.6E1
4.8E-4

1.3ES
5.0E3

- 1000 -

400

20,000

200,000

50,000

2,000

40,000

10,000

10,000

10,0O0

300

8,000

200,O00**

* 8,000

3,000

350

0.00O

0.01

0

4.5

0.02

290

400

1.5

0.09

0

* 0.65

0.62

Total 1.7 x 108 1.7E3

*Equal to 10 5 x values in columrr 1. Note
of total rate) meet the rule.

that release rates at or below 1.7 Ci/yr (0.IX

**Release calculations based on inventory at 1000 years. In the absence of leaching, the
quantity of Ra-226 would increase to 1.22E4 Ci per 100,000 MTHM at 10,000 years.

.**The proposed EPA standard published in the Federal Register revised the Tc-99 release
limit to 1,000.000 Ci/100,000 MTHM. The corresponaing ratio of total release to the
EPA limit would be 0.13. This change has no impact on the overall conclusions regarding
the effectiveness of a 10 per year release rate in complying with the EPA standara. See
Appendix A for further discussion.
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Achievability

As stated in the-proposed rule, "Proof of the future performance of
engineered systems and geologic media over time periods of a thousand or
many thousands of years Is not to be had in the ordinary sense of the
word." Demonstration of compliance with any of the performance
objectives will be accomplished through extrapolations and data using
physical models based on accelerated tests and natural analogs which are
subject to uncertainties. These uncertainties can only be expressed as a,,
statement of reliability or probability that the criterion will be
achieved. To require absolute assurance of exact numerical compliance is
-neither reasonable nor intended. Rather the quantity and quality of the
-data and the methods will be carefully reviewed as part of the licensing
process.

While DOE has not proposed a particular design to control releases from
the engineered barrier system, considerable research and development has
been devoted to the subject. The NRC staff has been following DOE's
technology development-program closely, and has been assessing the
-uncertainties associated with achieving a release rate of 1 part in'
100,000 per year.

Brookhaven National Laboratory (Ref. 7-f1) has concluded that the
*.criterion is, readily achievable, and in some cases exceeded, using

borosilicate glass encased in non-radioactive glass.-

Savannah River Laboratories consider that this requirement can be met by
either of their waste forms currently receiving most attention, boro-
silicate glass or SYNROC (Ref. 7-1). The Department-ofjthe Interior in
its comments on the proposed rule supported the achievab'lity of this
criterion by. means of-a successicn of barriers at low temperature
conditions (Ref. 7-13). --

Nowak considers that a one-foot-thick backfill barrier around the waste
can delay breakthrough of most-fission products for 1000 to 10,000 years,
and the breakthrough of transuranics for substantially longer (Ref.
7-14). Smith, Salter and Jacobs suggest that, for the case of Hanford
basalts, low solubility alone may-limit releases from the underground
facility to very low levels (Ref. 7-15). Therefore, having reconsidered
the matter, the staff continues to conclude that the requirement to limit
the release rate from the engineered system to 1 part-in 100-,000 per year
at 1000 years is reasonably achievable, particularly in- view of the
Commission's statement that absolute proof of compliance is not required.

6046.0.0
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The staf.f also notes that in proceeding from the proposed rule to the final
rule the performance objectives have been stated with significantly more
flexibility. The staff recognizes that a limit on the rate at which
wastes can be released will depend on such factors as the nature of the
waste, the properties of the geologic setting, and the uncertainties
associated with all aspects of geologic disposal. Proper consideration
of such factors must be a part of any requirement on release rates from
the engineered barrier system.

Geoloaic Setting Groundwater Travel Time Reouirement ..

Impact of Travel Time Requiremeni on Performance

Figures 15 and 16 also show the effect of groundwater travel time on the

fraction of cases whose results fail to comply with the assumed

standard for basalt and bedded salt. In each figure, groundwater travel

times of several hundred years are required to reduce the fraction of

cases which fail to 0.10 or less, without simultaneously requiring

excessively low release rates from the underground facility. It is also

seen that groundwater travel times approaching 10,000 years are needed to

reach the region where rapid release rates from the engineered barrier

system such as 1 part in 5,000 per year and faster can be tolerated.

(This is intuitively reasonable since the model assesses repository

performance over a 10,000 year interval and a 10,000 year groundwater

travel time would prevent radionuclides from reaching the accessible

environment during that time.)

It has already been demonstrated that a release rate from the underground

facility of 1 part in 100,000 per year is appropriate, and a nominal

groundwater travel time requirement should be consistant with it. Such a

value could lie between several hundred and several thousand years for

basalt and bedded salt, and a value of 1,000 years, in conjunction with

reasonably achievable leach rates, can significantly increase confidence

that the assumed EPA standard will be met.
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Figure 17 shows that a groundwater travel time of more than 6,000 years
is needed to achieve reasonably low-repository failure rates in tuff if the
release rate from the underground facility is'l part in 100,000 per year
and if the aquifer is non-zeolitized. As shown in Figure 18 and as noted
In the discussion of the release rate criterion, this result' is improved
if the aquifer is assumed to be zeolitized, in which case a groundwater
travel time of 1,000 years can significantly increase confidence that
the assumed EPA standard will be met.

Achievab1 ity.

The NRC staff has estimated the time necessarj for groundwater to travel
one mile from the underground facility. Using-'data from Table 4, the
staff evaluated the fraction of these travel times which exceeded 1,000
years. Those fractions are 0.67-for basalt, 0.93 for bedded salt, and
0.98 for welded tuff. While the permeability and hydraulic gradient data-
(from Table 4) usEd in these analyses are not intended to represent a
particular site, it is considered that these data are representative of
conditions likely to be found in'these media.

Further., Battelle has modeled the Hanford site, and reports (Ref. 7-16)
that the average distance which groundwater travels from the underground
facility in 10,000 years is 5,800 feet, (less than 1.1 miles). Rockwell
has also modelled the Hanford site, and shows how far groundwater-travels
in 100,000 year increments (Ref. 7-17). According to this report, after
800,000 years, the groundwater has moved less than 5 kilometers (about 3
miles) from the underground facility.

The staff considers that these results provide significant support for
the achievability of a minimum groundwater travel time requirement of '
1,000 years between the disturbed zone and an accessible environment
which is located up to 10 kilometers away.

Conclusion

A 1000 year groundwater-travel time can be of significant value in
providing reasonable assurance' that the assumed standard can be met
without placing an undue reliance on the ability of the underground
facility to minimize release rates, and is readily achievable. -

Further, the 2.000 year groundwater travel time requirement is an
essential component of the defense-in-depth concept' as-applied to waste
disposal. This requirement constitutes a quantifiable criterion for the':
geologic setting to' meet, in contrast to the remainder of the siting
criteria for which compliance will be determined by expert judgement.-
The 1000 year groundwater travel time requirement thus constitutes an
invaluable measure of the quality of the geologic setting.
0048.0.0
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The staff again notas that performance objectives-have been stated with
significantly more flexibility in the final rule than in the proposed
rule. The staff recognizes that a minimal groundwater travel time will
depend on such factors as the-age and nature of the wasta, the design of
the engineered system, the properties of the geologic setting, and the
uncertainties associated with all aspects of geologic disposal. Proper
consideration of such factors must be a part of any minimal groundwater
travel time requirement.

Engineered Barrier Svstem Containment Time Recuirement

Impact of Containment Time on Performance

The impact of a containment interval on repository performance Is
discussed from a different perspective than criteaia on release rates-
from the engineered barrier system or groundwater travel time. Use of a
long lived package to achieve containment is a means to compensate for,
and to an extent avoid, uncertainties in the prediction of rates of
release and migration of the individual radionuclides, particularly
during the critical period when the hazard of the wastes is greatest and
the heat generation rates are the highest. These uncertainties have been
discussed in Chapter V, but for convenience, they are briefly reviewed
below.

Temperature is one of the principal factors in calculating what the
source term to the geologic setting is. Ouring the initial period the
uncertainties In predicting release rates for long times are very great.
Even if we did understand the mechanisms completely, the data scatter
increases with temperature so that test-programs to gather the data to
narrow the uncertainties to reasonable bounds are very cumbersome
(Ref.7-18).

Additional uncertainties due to thermal effects influence radionuclide

transport following release. Thermally induced convection near the

underground facility may occur and may transport radionuclides.in

unanticipated ways. Thermomechanical effects may create pathways for

groundwater to travel through the host rock in the disturbed zone. By

containing the wastes until the repository temperatures have peaked and

are spatially relatively uniform, much of the uncertainty associated with

these effects can be avoided.

0049.0.0
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A further source of uncertainty arises from the large number of different
fission product radionuclides, each of which has a variety of
solubilities and retardation factors. The latter uncertainties recall
Chapter II and the Untreated Dilution Indices appearing in figures 10,
11, and 12. By containing the wastes until the fission products are
nearly depleted, these uncertainties can be greatly reduced.

In order to determine a nominal containment time requirement which can be
expected to reduce these sources of uncertainty, it is necessary to
consider how fission product inventories and near-field temperatures
change as a function of time. Fission product inventories and their
changes appear in Figures 1 through 12, and have the same general
cdaracteristic in each figure. It is seen in Figures 4, 5, and 6, that
the rate at which total heat is generated by the waste decreases so that
at least a 99% reduction in heat generation rate occurs within the first
few hundred years for each of the waste types.- Repository temperatures
may have peaked and become spatially relatively uniform by this time, or
may require additional time, depending on parameters such as the thermal
properties of the host rock and the design of the engineered barrier
system. As seen in Figures 7 through 12, the toxicity of the fission
products decreases by more than five orders of magnitude during the first
1,000 years and then remains essentially constant for the next 100,000
years. Thus, to a large extent, the uncertainties introduced by the heat
generation rate and the fission product contributions to hazard can be
comoensated for by containment times in the range of several hundred to
1,000 years. However, the staff recognizes that the interval during
which wastes should be contained will deDend on such factors as the age
and nature of the waste, the design of the engineered system, the
properties of the geologic setting, and the uncertainties associated with
all aspects of geologic disposal. Proper consideration for such factors
must be a part of any containment requirement. Therefore, by compensating
for several of the principal sources of uncertainty in assessing
repository performance, a containment time of several hundred to 1,000
years is appropriate to contribute to reasonable assurance that the EPA
standard, as it pertains to anticipated processes and events, can be
satisfied.

Achievability of Containment Requirement

As expressed more generally in the discussion of the achievability-of
release rates, the staff does not intena that the containment time
requirement be achieved absolutely for all of the waste (i.e., absolute
proof of zero release for 1000 years is not required). It is expected
that containment of the waste will be substantially complete, with
releases during tne containment time limited to a small fraction of the
inventory present. What is intended is that the waste package design

.0050.0.0
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have a high reliability, taking into accountanticipated processes and

events that could affect package performance. It is realized that a

small fraction of the approximately 100,000 packages will be breached

before 1000 years due to variations in materials, manufacturing

processes, etc. that can only be estimated using statistical procedures.

Similarly, a significant fraction of the packages may remain intact for

much longer than 1000 years.

There has been considerable emphasis in the 00E program over the last

several years on the research and development needed to design a long

lived waste package. NRC has, in its own program,- been reviewing OQE's

R&D and has been performr -g assessments of the uncertainties involved in

designing a waste package that could reasonably be expected to contain

waste for 1000 years.

Brookhaven National Laboratory (Ref. 7-11) states that a multiloyered

metal-container can provide containment for 1,000 years, as can carbon

coated particles and high silica glass coated waste forms. Westinghouse

has developed for 0OE conceptual designs for titanium clad and

-- self-shielded cast steel and cast iron containers which they consider

will contain wastes for 1,000 years in basalt (Ref. 7-19). A report

for the Electric Power Research Institute describes a container capable

of retaining its integrity for 13,000 years (Ref. 7-20). While DOE has

not yet proposed a waste package design, the NRC staff considers that

the concepts being considered have promise and that a design objective

'or containment by the waste package of 1000 years is reasonable.
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Combined Performance Objectives For The Routine Release Scenario

Impact of the Proposed NRC Requirements

The combined impact of all three performance objectives for the case of

the routine release scenario in.basalt is shown in Figure 19. Like

Figures 15 through 18, Figure 19 results from repeatedly running NWFT/DVH

using a standard statistical sampling technique (Ref. 7-10). However, in

the analyses leading to Figure 19, groundwater travel times were not

,limited to those shown in the preceeding figures, but took the values

naturally resulting from the distributions of gradients and permeabilities

appearing in Table 4. In this figure, the horizontal axis displays ratios

of releases of radionuclides determined by NWFT/0VM to the releases

permitted by the assumed EPA standard for routine releases described on

page 49 and Table 2. The vertical axis displays the fraction of cases in

the sample which exceed the value appearing on the horizontal axis. The

figure displays results for the unrestricted cases, whose variables span

the entire data ranges in Table 4 regardless of whether or not they

satisfy the 10 CFR 60 criteria, and the results for all cases which are

in compliance with 10 CFR 60. It may be seen that for a-given frequency

of releases, the consequences associated with that frequency decrease by

two to three orders of magnitude. For example, in the unrestricted case

there is about a 0.05 or .5%'probability of exceeding the assumed standard

by a factor of 10. However, for the.case of a repository which complies

with 10 CFR 60, the probability of about 0.05 or 5% is associated with

releases of about 1/30 of the assumed standard, an improvement by a factor

. of 300. Likewise, atout the worst 2N or X of the unrestricted cases result

in releases exceeding the assumed standard by a factor of about 200, but

- the worst 2N or Zs of the restricted cases result in releases of about 1c%

of the assumed standard, an improvement by a.factor of more than 1,0a0.

Figures 20 and 21 contain similar results for bedded salt and non-teolitized

tuff, respectively. In each case, the releases resulting from about the worst
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1% or = of the cases tested are reduced by about a factor of 50 and are

brought within the release limits permitted by the assumed standard.

A comparison of Figures 17 and 21, for non-zeolitized tuff, raises the'polnt

that in Figure 17, compliance with the release rate and groundwater-travel

time values still permits about a 90% probability of-repository failure to

meet the assumed standard., but Figure 21 indicates that-similar compliance

* - will result in a near-zero probalility of failure. These figures are

consistent,, because the permeability and hydraulic gradient data for tuff

which appear in Table.4 generally result in long groundwater travel times,

and the entire range of these data was used to arrive at Figure 21. Thus,

for non-zeolitized tuff,,the relatively low geochemical'retardation of

uranium compared to other media, which was discussed in connection with

Figure 17, Is compensated for by relatively long groundwater travel times.

Therefore, in Figure 21, both the unrestricted case and the case in

- compliance with 10 CFR 60 have sample points with groundwater travel

times which generally exceed thousands of years, and therefore result in

releases to the accessible environment below the assumed standard.

.. In.summary, for a routine release scenario In basalt, bedded salt,7and non-

* zeolitized tuff, for the variable ranges tested, the consequences associated

with various probabilities of releases are reduced by between a factor

of 50 and a factor of 1,000 by complying with the performance objectives

in 10 CFR 60. The staff considers that these improvements demonstrate

that compliance with 10 CFR 60 can substantially increase confidence

that the assumed EPA standard will be met.

VIII IMPACT OF NUMERICAL REQUIREMENTS ON UNANTICIPATED EVENTS

In the previous chapter we showed how meeting the controlled release rate

of 1 part in 100,000 per year and minimum groundwater travel time of 1000

years to the accessible environment contributed to meeting the assumed
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HLW standard. We also discussed how requiring containment of the wastes

within the waste package substantially contributed to confidence that the

assumed standard would be met. In this chapter we show how the numerical

requirements, if met, would limit the consequences of a failure of a

portion of the repository system (the natural barriars). We present this

chapter by way of illustration only. We have made- no estimate-of -the

probability of such events actually occuring.- Estimates of the
likelihood of a low probability geologic event that could disrupt the

repository can only be made on the basis of the geologic record for a

particular site, and even then will involve considerable uncertainty.

gowever, we illustrate how the numerical requirements for the individual

barriers mitigate 'the consequences of failure of the natural barriers

with respect to the assumed EPA standard as it applies to unanticipated

processes and events.

1. FAULTING SCENARIO

There are plausible scenarios in which the geologic barrier is breached.

One such scenario assumes a fault through the underground facility,

extending through an overlying aquifer. We assume that the fault offers

no hydrologic resistance to.vertical flow to the overlying aquifer, which

carries the contaminant to the accessible environment. However, we

assume that the fault does not breach any waste packages and does not

influence the release rate from the engineered barrier system.

The code used to evaluate this scenario is the same NWFT/OVM code that

was used in the routine release scenario. In this case leg 0 has been

modified to simulate the result of the fault described above by assuming

infinite permeability and a zero retardation factor. The variable ranges

for the fluid parameters are those for basalt shown in Table 4 of Chapter
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VII. Figure 22 shows the flow model for this scenario, and Table 3 shows

the fixed parameters selected. The time of the occurrence of the fault

was a random variable distributed uniformly over the 10,000 years.

Conclusions

Figure 23 shows the fraction of outcomes of the-faulting scenario

exceeding various multiples of the assumed EPA standard. Results are

displayed both for repositories which meet the numerical criteria

associated with the engineered barrier system and for repositories whose

containment interval and release rates span the ranges for these

variables shown in Table 4. The staff has not attempted to establish a

standard for releases for this scenario. However, for comparison

purposes, it may be seen that for an unrestricted repository, the 20 per

cent of the cases whose releases are highest result in releases from about

1,000 to 15,000 times those permitted by the assumed standard. For a

repository which complies with 10 CFR 60, the 20 per cent of the cases

whose releases are highest result in releases from about 30 to 450 times

those permitted by the assumed standard. Clearly, for this scenario,

controlling the rate of release of radionuclides to thigeologie setting

does have the effect of limiting consequences. :

2. Borehole Scenario

We have re-examined the human intrusion question in light of the public

-comment on the proposed technical criteria. We make iro assumption with

respect to the question of whether small-scale unintentional intrusion

may warrant examination at the time of licensing, and, therefore, may be

appropriate for inclusion in the safety analysis report to be prepared by

DOE as part of a license application. Nevertheless, in this section we
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examine the consequences of a small scale intrusion scenario which

assumes a borehole penetration into the underground facility as an

example of such small-scale Intrusion, and examine the consequences. The

model for this scenario appears in Figure 24. As in the preceeding

--scenarios, groundwater is presumed to resaturate the repository shortly

after closure and to initiate deterioration of the waste packages. The

eventual breach of the packages releases radionuClides to the underground

--facility, and in time, to the geologic setting. The time when the

borehole is drilled Is distributed uniformly between 100 and 10,000 years

after repository closure. Release occurs by the bulk removal of

contaminated water during the drilling process. A volume of 200 in3 (7058

ft3) of water from the underground facility is assumed to mix with the

drilling fluid and to be brought to the surfaca. (Ref 8-1). The

concentrations of radlonuclides in tha groundwater in the repository

determine the quantity of each nuclide brought to the surface (the

accessible environment). If a larger quantity of contaminated water were

brought to the surface, or if more frequent small-scale intrusions were

considered-credible, the consequences would be proportionately greater.

Figure 25 illustrates the effect this small-scale intrusion in terms of

consequence relative to the assumed standard of Chapter VII. We note

that under the assumptions of this scenario, small-scale intrusion of

this type is mitigated by the engineered barriers already required to

meet the assumed EPA standard as it applies to routine releases.

IX RETRIEVABILITY

In its licensing procedures for disposal of high-level radioactive wasta

in geologic repositories. the NRC has adopted a step-by-step approach

that consists of four principal stages:

a056.0.0
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(1) Site characterization, during which-detailed studies of alternative
candidate sites are conducted before selection of one of the sites
for development as a repository.

(2) Construction authorization; during which NRC reviews a license
application that contains a detailed design and an analysis of the
performance of the repository based.on the site specific information
obtained during a site characterization.

(3) License to receive wastes, when the application is reviewed again
prior to operation. At this time, the repository design and,
performance assessment are updated in light of new information
obtained about the site during const~ruction of the repository.

(4) Permanent closure, at which time an application to terminate
operations and seal the repository is submitted. The application,
will again contain updated analyses of the performance of the
repository in light of: (1) information obtained about the site
during the operation of the repository;-and (2) data collected about
the performance of the engineered barrier system to verify that
performance can be expected to be within design limits.

At the permanent closure stage, the Commission will determine whether the
DOE's performance confirmation program demonstrates that the repository
can be expected to work as planned. Here performance confirmation means
the program of tests, experiments, and analyses which is conducted to
evaluate the accuracy and adequacy of the information used to determine
reasonable assurance that the performance objectives for the period after
permanent closure can.be met. Commission's intent in separating the
license application and permanent closure cecisions was to be able,
following emplacement of the waste, to obtain further information
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concerning the workab lity of the repository and to use this information

in making its final decision on the acceptability of permanent closure.

The retrievability option provides the capability to implement this

regulatory approach.

The NRC staff therefore considers that the option to retrieve the wastes

must be preserved long enough to complete a program of monitoring and

verification of repository performance. The design must also ensure that

the option is preserved long enough to permit a decision to permanently

close the repository or take any corrective actions shown to be necessary

by the verification and monitoring program. Since some of the

assumptions and issues that will need to be verified and resolved by the

monitoring program may not be identified until the underground facility

is excavated, it Is not possible to specify prior to construction the

completa content of the verification program or how long It will take.

We expect the verification program to evolve throughout the operating

lifetime of the repository.

On the other hand, important design decisions will need to be made before

submitting an application. Some of these design decisions will affect

the length of time available to take corrective action or conduct

retrieval, if found to be necessary. For example, the thermal loading of

the waste in the emplacement areas will affect the temperature of the

host rock and the stability of the underground structure. These factors

will have a large effect on the ability to retrieve the wastes, since the

structure could become too unstable or the rocks too hot to safely

recover the wastes. Therefore the staff concluded that a retrievabijity

period must be chosen early in the design process to permit the design to

go forward, and a retrievability requirement was included in the proposed

technical criteria.
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For the licensing procedures to be workable, the staff considers that the

option to retrieve should be preserved for the time necessary to emplace
all of the wastes, complete a performance confirmation program, arrive at
a decision as to whether retrieval-must be undertaken, and execute
retrieval, If found to be necessary. The design for retrievability
should encompass all of these considerations.

- Present estimates of the time to be devoted to the operation of the
repository are 25 to 30 years (Ref. 9-1, 9-2). Performance confirmation

* programs have been suggested which require a variety of periods to -

complete. For example, some proposed hydro-thermomechanical studies (Ref. -

9-3) will require 8 years to complete. Alternatively, performance

confirmation may require approaching maximum temperatures In the host

rock near the waste package. Reaching these temperatures will require up

to. 10 years for reprocessed high level waste and 20 to 25 years for spent

fuel depending on the geologic medium, according to the DOE Final GEIS
(Ref. 9-4). For some media and conceptual repository designs more than

25 years may be required according to TM-36 (Ref. 9-5). While the

appropriate length of such a program will be site and design specific,

_ the above estimates suggest that a program extending through the pertod --

waste is being emplaced is not unreasonable.

Clearly, such a program should be initiated as early in the operational
phase as practicable, both to provide guidance during operations and to

ensure that completion of the program does not delay closure. However,

common sense dictates that the option to modify or to initiate a new

phase of a performance confirmation program late in the operational phase
should be maintained-to be able to respond to variabitIty in the host

. rock or to technological developments which lead to engineering chinges.

The capacity to keep the repository open for. 10 tor15 years-'after the

- operational phase if-needed-is-therefore advisable.
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Adding the time needed for the operational phase to the time needed to

provide the options discussed above results in a total interval of around'

35 to 45 years.

Therefore, we have concluded that the repository should be designed so

that the waste could be retrieved on a reasonable schedule starting at

any time up to 50 years after waste emplacement is initiated. We

consider a reasonable schedule to be one in which the waste could be

retrieved in the same overall time that the repository was constructed

and wastes were emplaced. We do not intend to preclude a decision to

permanently close the repository before 50 years has elapsed, if

sufficient data are available to support an earlier decision, and if the

people charged with the decision to seal the repository are satisfied.

However, we do not want the underground facility design to be such that

retrieval would be so expensive or difficult or entail such high

occupational exposures that the option is foreclosed and needed

corrective actions could not be taken.

As discussed earlier, the staff recognizes that site and design specific

factors will strongly influence selection of the design for -

retrievability. The performance objective has therefore been expressed to

* permit flexibility to take these factors into account during licensing.

Maintaining the option to retrieve the wastes does not entail keeping the

mined areas open, although DOE may choose to do so in some geologic

media. A design in which the emplacement rooms are backfilled and

sealed, but corridors and shafts are kept open and surface handling

facilities are maintained could be acceptable, provided that the rooms

could be rmineed and the wastes removed, if necessary. Remining of the

backfill should not be precluded because of high temperatures or because

it was needed for structural stability. Trade-offs between keeping rooms
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open and ventilated, backfilling, and areal heat densities are design

options that DOE must consider in meeting this requirement. Both the

proposed and final rules do not require that retrieval be essentially the

reverse of emplacement. We can foresee no situation where protection of

the public health and safety would require the waste to be removed very

rapidly.

Rather, we envision that if, as the result of years of data collection

and analysis, a decision Is-made that the site or design is not adequate

to isolate the wastes for the long term, corrective actions could be

taken. These actions could be performed over a period of years or decades

without an Imminent health and safety hazard. Therefore, the final rule

requires that if a decision to retrieve is made, the design should be

such that the inventory of wastes could be removed in about the same

number of years in which it was emplaced. We intend for DOE to have

considerable flexibility in the design of the repository in meeting these

requirements.

A repository designed to permit retrieval of the waste has advantages in

addition to the limiting case of preserving a Commission- option to order

abandonment of the site at as late a stage as permanent closure. From the
time waste emplacement starts until permanent closure any of-a variety of

eventualities may require corrective action. Examples might include

repair or replacement of.canisters that prove to have manufacturing

defects, changes to more effective backfill, or perhaps installation of

additional barriers in the exits. Design of the repository for

retrievability of the waste assures that it will remain practical to take

corrective actions should they become necessary.

,0061. 0.0
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RATIONALE FOR THE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES IN 10 CFR PART 60

APPENDIX A - IMPACT OF PROPOSED EPA STANDARD (40 CFR PART 191)

On December.29, 1982, the Environmental Protection Agency published its

proposed Environmental Standards-for the Management and Disposal.of _
Spent Nuclear Fuel. Hich-Level and Transuranic Radioactive Wastes. (Ref.._ _
A.1).. The proposed standards contain environmental standards for

management and storage (Subpart A) and environmental standards for

disposal (Subpart B), which are further partitioned into containment,

assurance, and procedural requirements. The containment requirements,

along with related definitions, are comparable to Draft No. 19 of the

Standard, and are the subject of this appendix.

The containment requirements (5191.13) and definitions (§191.12) of the

proposed standards differ from Draft No. 19 as follows.

1) The definition of 'Underground Sources of Drinking Water' has

been deleted.-

2) Defintions of 'Groundwater', 'Lithosphere', 'Active

Institutional Controls' and 'Passive Institutional Controls'

have been added.

3) In the definition of 'Performance Assessment' the following

sentences have been deleted:

"The tPerformance Assessment] analysis should-address the

uncertainties in the estimates. To provide reasonable

confidence in the results, the analysis shall be subjected to
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peer review by technically competent individuals independent of

the organization preparing the assessment."

4) The first paragraph of 5191.13 has been deleted. This paragraph.

read:

"(a) Disposal systems shall be designed to comply with the

projected performance requirements of this section [191.133.

These requirements are upper limits. In accordance with

Appendix A [Table 2 of the proposed version], the implementing

.agency should establish design objectives which will reduce

releases as far below these limits as reasonably achievable."

5) In the second paragraph in 5191.13, reproduced below, the

lined-out phrase has been deleted.

"(b) Disposal systems for high-level or transuranic wastes

shall be designed to provide a reasonable expectation, based

opon-quantltitive-performanc!-1ssessments, that for 10,000

years after disposal:"

6) The definition of accessible environment has been changed so

that the distance from the original location of the radioactive

wastes to the accessible environment, which was 1 mile in Draft

No. 19, is 10 kilometers in the proposed standard.

7) The release limit for technetium-99 which appears in Table A of

Draft 19 was increased from 2,000 to 10,000 curies in the

corresponding table (Table 2) of the proposed version of the

standard.
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Only the latter two of the above changes, Items 6 and 7, could have any

effect upon the calculations and, hence, the conclusions of the analysis
upon which the Rationale document is based. In particular, potentially

affected calculations (and conclusions) involve Figures 15-21, 23, and 25

and Table 5 in Chapters VII and VIII. Therefore, these calculations.were.

redone, reflecting these two differences, and results compared with the

earlier calculations, as discussed below. For ease in comparison, Figures
1SA-21A, 23A, and 25A, based on-the proposed standard,-are presented
side-by-side with the corresponding figures based on Draft No. 19.

Figures 15 and 15-A contrast the results, assuming anticipated processes

and events, for a geologic repository in basalt, using Draft No. 19 and-

the proposed standard as the performance measure,,respectively.

- Comparison of the two figures leads to the conclusion that the '

differences between the results of Draft No. 19 and proposed standard

calculations are negligible and do not change the validity of the

conclusion based on the Draft No. 19 calculations. The same result and

conclusion obtain for the geologic repository.in non-zeolitized tuff,

Figures 17 and 17-A. -.

Figures 16 and.16-A contrast the results, assuming anticipated processes

and events, f&r'a bedded salt repository, while Figures 18 and 18-A treat

a geologic repository in zeolitized tuff. A change in the repository

system is found as a result of the changes in the EPA standard. For

example, in both media, for a groundwater travel time of'1,000.years, to

achieve a fraction of failures below 0.10, it is necessary to reduce

release rates from the underground facility to about 1 part.in 1OO0,O0

per year if Draft No. 19 is assumed to be the standard, while the same

fraction of failures can be achieved with a release rate from the

underground facility as high as about lpart in 40,000 if the proposed

version of the standard is assumed,-a difference of about 2 - 2½ or less.
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Given the two to four order of magnitude range of the variables and

results, the staff does not consider that a factor of 2 - 2h difference

constitutes a basis for altering the conclusions in the rationale

document.

Figures 19 and 19-A contrast the results, assuming anticipated processes

and events, of the relationship between releases and the probability of

those releases for a geologic repository in basalt, using Draft No. 19

and proposed standard assumptions, respectively. Comparison of the two

figures leads to a conclusion that the differences. between Draft No. 19

and proposed standard calculations are negligible for the range of

conditions considered in this case and do not change the validity of the

conclusion based on the Draft'Nob 19 calculations. Similar results and

conclusions obtain for a geologic repository in bedded salt, Figures 20

and 20-A.

Comparison of the respective figures for non-zeolitized tuff, Figures 21

and 21-A, however, shows a significant difference in performance with

respect to the two standards being considered. These differences arise

out of the different distances to the accessible environment which are

reflected in different lengths of the horizontal leg in the model. In

the tuff model, the horizontal leg makes a major contribution to

isolation; by increasing its length, the performance of the repository

can be significantly improved. The proposed standard establishes a

distance to the accessible environment of 10 kilometers, whereas Draft

No. 19 set a distance of 1 mile, a difference of about a factor of 6. It

is important to note, however, that in both figures, compliance with 10

CFR Part 60 reduces the releases resulting from about the worst 1X or 2%

of the cases by a factor of about 50 to 100 Thus the results for

non-zeolitized tuff for both Draft No. 19 and the proposed standard

demonstrate the contribution of the multi-barrier approach of 10 CFR Part
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60 to confidence in meeting an EPA standard.

However, if this kind of-result were to occur at a real site, it could

support a decision to take advantage of the flexibility provisions in the

performance objectives. Since the proposed final.version of 10 CFR Part

60 allows DOE to consider 'up to 10 kilometers'. to be within the

controlled area, the Commission could use such a result as part of a

-basis for approving some other performance requirements for particular

barriers.

Figures 23 and 23-A contrast the results for the fault scenario in basalt

for the Draft 19 and proposed versions of the standard. For both the

unrestricted case and for a repository in compliance with 10 CFR Part 60,

the differences between Draft No. 19 and the proposed standard cause the

releases associated with a particular probability of those releases to be

-reduced by about 10% to 20 Z. The relative impact of 10 CFR Part 60 on

limiting the consequences of this scenario is rot significantly affected.

Figures 25 and 25-A display the consequences of the borehole scenario.-

- Cbmparison of the two figures again leads to the conclusion that the -

- differences in performance, based on the ranges of parameters considered - :
by the staff, between Draft No. 19 and proposed standard calculations are
negligible and do not change the validity of the conclusion based on the

Draft No. 19 calculations.

The change to Table 5.is minor and is discussed in a footnote to that

table where it appears in the Rationale.

* - In summary, the staff concludes that the differences which result from

the changes to the EPA Stanoard do not form a basis for altering the

conclusions in the Rationale.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

40 CFR 191

.,

ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS AND

FEDERAL RADIATION PROTECTION GUIDANCE FOR

MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL OF,

SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL, HIGH-LEVEL AND TRANSURANIC RADIOACTIVE WASTES --

AGENCY: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

ACTION: Proposed Rule

SUMMARY: The Environmental Protection Agency requests cofenuents on

proposed radiation protection standards and Federal radiation protection

guidance for the management and disposal df spent nuclear reactor fuel mid

high-level and transuranic wastes. The proposed guides would ustablish

seven general criteria to be followed when these wastes-are dispnsed of.

They address problems inherent in the design andconstruction of systems;

that must isolate hazardous materials foryvery.long periods of time - -

without human intervention. The proposed standards would limit the amount

of radioactivity that may enter the biosphere. The standards require a

reasonable expectation that these limits wlfl be satisf-led for ten

thousand years after disposal. These requirements would.apply to disposal

by any method, except disposal directly into the oceans-,or ocean sediments.

The proposed standards also would limit the.radiation exposure of members

of the public from management of spent fuel and of waste prior to disposal.

-FOR EPA OR INTERAGENCY REVIEW ONLT_-
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After we consider the comments received on this proposal, we will

develop final versions of the standards and guides. We will then recommend

that the President approve the guides as Federal Radiation Protection

Guidance for all agencies. The final standards will be promulgated as a

new Part 191 to Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR 191).

The standards and guides will be implemented by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission and the Department of Energy under their respective statutory

responsibilities.

DATE: Comments should be received on or before (180 days after

publication).

Public hearings to receive comments on the proposed standards and --

guides will be held in several cities. -

ADDRESS: Comments should be sent to the Director, Criteria and - - -

Standards Oivision (ANR-460), Office of Radiation Programs, U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C. 20460. Copies of all

documents will be available in Docket No. -- , which Is located in the

West Tower Lobby, Gallery 1, Central Docket Section,-Environmental-

Protection Agency, 401 M Street, S.W., Washington, O.C.:-Single-copies of

the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for this action may be obtained

by writing to the Director.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Daniel Egan, telephone number

(703J:557-8610, or Dr. Abraham Goldin, telephone number. (703)-557-7380.-

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Proper management and disposal of-the

-wastes produced by the irradiation of fuel elements in nuclear reactors

are important because of the inherent hazards of the-large-amounts-of

-FOR EPA OR INTERAGENCY REVIEW OtY-- -
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radicactivity they contain. Large quantities of these wastes already

exist and more are being produced in national defense programs, commercial

nuclear power plants, and research reactors. They. are being held in

storage facilities until disposal methods are developed.- -

- These wastes contain many different radionuclides. Some of these

-Wnuclides emit alpha particles; others emit beta particles. -Some radio-

nuclides emit gamma rays in addition to alpha or beta particles. The

radionuclides decay with half-lives ranging from less than one year to

millions of years. We have concentrated our attention on radionuclides-

with half-lives greater than 20 years because they must be isolated from

people for very long times. Thus, we exclude radionuclides such as

tritium, krypton-85, and plutonium-241, which are present in large

quantities in freshly discharged fuel, but they decay so rapidly that they

do not require long-term isolation. Rad10nucl1des with half-lives of 20

* years or less will decay to less than 0.1% of their original activity in

200 years.

- Reprocessing reactor fuel used for national defense activties has- ::-

- produced about 500 million curies of radionuclides with:half-lives greater

than 20 years. Most of the activity is due to strontium-90 and cesium-137.

These wastes are stored in various liquid and solid forms on three Federal

reservations in Idaho, Washington, and South Carolina.-Relatively small

additions are being made from ongoing defense programs.

- Spent fuel from coamercial nuclear power reactors contains about

800 million curies of radionuclides-with half-lives greater than 20 years.

About 10 million curies of this radioactivity are due to radionuclides,

-FOR EPA OR INTERAGENCY REVIEW.4 -y-
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such as plutonium, which emit alpha particles. Most of this spent fuel is

stored at reactor sites. Over the next few years, this inventory is

expected to grew at a rate of about 200 million curies per year from

reactors currently licensed to operate. At some reactor sites, spent fuel

storage capacity is almost used up. Plans to store additional spent fuel

at locations away from reactor sites are under consideration by the Federal

Government.

Nuclear reactors use some isotopes of uranium, plutonium, or thorium

to produce energy from nuclear fission. These elements are commonly

referred to as "heavy metals." The amount of wastes produced is roughly

proportional to the amount of these elements placed into a reactor. We

use the unit "wastes generated per metric ton of heavy metal (MTHM)" to

-measure the amount of waste placed in disposal systems.. The amount of ore

needed to produce one MTHM depends on the reactor type,-degres of reproces- - -

sing, and quality of ore. For the light water reactors currently used in

the United States, about 6,000 metric tons of uranium ore are used to

produce one MTHM of reactor fuel. We have used this-relationship to

associate amounts of waste from reactor fuel with uranium ore. - -.- :

The Agency's purpose in proposing these standards.and guides is simply

to protect the public health and the environment from the hazards these

wastes present. We neither favor nor oppose nuclear power.- Similarly, we

do not advocate any particular method for disposing of these materials.

We:do-require that any disposal method offer at--least as much.protection-

-as the one we have assessed as part of the basis for these standards and.

guides.

-FOR EPA OR INTERAGENCY REVIEW ONLY-
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

Under authorities established by the Atomic Energy Act and

* Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970, we are proposing generally applicable

environmental standards and Federal radiation protection, guides for

disposing of these wastes. The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

* published with this proposal includes detailed discussions of the reasons

for our selections of proposed standards and guides, and provides extensive

- summaries of the technical analyses used. This preamble describes the pro-

posed-action and highlights'features that we believe are of major interest.

The proposed standards and guides apply to spent.reactor fuel, highly

radioactive wastes derived from reprocessing spent fuel ('high-level

wastes"), and to certain wastes containing long-lived radionuclides of

elements heavier than uranium ("transuranlc wastes'). Transuranic wastes

are covered If they contain 100 nanocuries or qtore of-alpha-emitting

transuranic isotopes, with half-lives greater than oneyear, per gram of

waste. People could receive, under some possible (but not likely) circum-

- stances, more than 500 millirems per year from wastes-containing more than

100 nanocuries of transuranic elements per gram if these wastes werenot

- well isolated. 500 millirems per year is the Federal limit for individuals

in the general population., Because these circumstances could last for

very long times, we are proposing the same controls for these wastes as

required for high-level wastes. Protection requirements for transuranic

wastes containing less than 100 nanocuries per gram will be-considered in

* future standards.

-FOR EPA OR INTERAGENCY REVIEW ONLT* r s " q-ffbv \
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In developing the proposed standards, we estimated the risks from

disposal systems that use methods of controlling releases which either are

available now or are likely to be available in the near future. We also

estimated the doses to individuals and populations from waste management.

From these evaluations, we conclude that:

1. Any harm to-people, including future generations, from the

management and disposal-of spent fuel, high-level, and transuranic wastes

can be kept very small. The assessments which support this conclusion are

outlined below and are discussed extensively in the Draft EIS.

2. These standards and guides adequately protect the public from

harm. Under them, the risks to future generations from the wastes will be

no greater than the risks from equivalent amounts of unmined uraniumore;.

These risks will also be less than the other risks currently associated .

with generating electricity from nuclear energy, and they will be very

much less than the risks from natural background radiation.

In determining the release limits given in the standards, we had to

project the performance of disposal systems which have not yet been - -

demonstrated. There are significant uncertainties ihherent In such'

projections. To avoid underestimating the risks associated with such

systems, we assumed levels of performance that we are confident will be

mat by well-designed systems. Our estimates are, therefore, upper bounds

of- the risks. When actual control methods are selected and demonstrated

at specific sites, estimated releases are likely to be well below the

amounts allowed by the proposed standards. Accordingly, the proposed

Affead;x
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guides Instruct the implementing agencies to reduce releases below these

upper bounds to the extent reasonably achievable, taking into account

technical, social, -and economic considerations.

The standards apply to both management and disposal. Subpart A

applies to management and includes storage,'preparation of the wastes for

-- disposal, and placing them in a disposal site. 'Off-site transportation is

not covered. Subpart B applies to releases after'the wastes are isolated

enough so that it would be much harder to get them out of the disposal

system than it was to put them in. With a geologic repository, for

example, Subpart B would take effect when the mine was backfilled and

sealed. The proposed Federal guides, included as Appendix A to the

standards, apply only to disposal.

- - DECISION NOT TO PUELISH GENERALIWASTE DISPOSAL CRITERIA

On November 15, 1978, we proposed general Federal Radiation Protection

Guidance for the disposal of all types of radioactive wastes (43 FR 53262).

-After-further thought. we believe that the characteristics of different

.kinds of radioactive wastes are too dissimilar for general criteria to be ' -

appropriate. 'Therefore, we do not plan to issue them. We believe the

best course is to write a series of standards and guides for disposing of

-- -specific types of radioactive waste. The insights we gained from working

on the general criteria hatve been useful in developing these standards and

guides.

-- -FOR EPA OR INTERAGENCY REVIEW ONLT-
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REGULATORY ANALYSIS

-Executive Order 12044, Improving Government Regulations," requires

Federal agencies to prepare a regulatory analysis for significant regu-

lat1ons. This analysis should contain: (1) a succinct statement of the

problem, (2) a description of the major alternative ways of dealing with

the problem, (3) an analysis of the economic consequences of each of these

alternatives, and (4) a detailed explanation of the reasons for choosing

one alternative over the others. EPA's plan (40 FR 30988) to implement

Executive Order 12044 contains =ore detailed guidelines for the economic

portions of a regulatory analysis.

- Most of the topics required for a regulatory analysis are considered

in this Federal Register notice and in the Oraft £IS supporttng thts

action. Both documents discuss the problems associated with these wastes

and indicate why we are developing environmental standards and radiation

protection guidance. The Oraft EIS describes the possible alternative

regulatory approaches that we considered, and it also explains why we

-. chose this proposed action. We did not have sufficient infdrmation'to

-determine the economic impacts of choosing either a more-restrictive or a-

less restrictive numerical standard, because the data required to make

such evaluations are not available now and may not be available for a long

-time. Our analyses are based only on information about the costs and

effectiveness for a model of a mined deep geologic disposal repository.

Both the cost and effectiveness of geologic disposal-depend on-the charac- ---

teristics of the particular site. Information on cost and effectiveness

for other methods is even more uncertain than for the mined geologic

*q ', 4-C CIv
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repository. As a result of these limitations, we have not-been able to

estimate the costs of different levels of protection. Therefore, economic

considerations have played a very minor role in our comparison of

alternatives.

We believe our proposed standards and guides provide adequate

protection of public health and the environment. We think that they can

be met by careful use of existing.technologies, and would not cause

unreasonable economic consequences. -

Most of the information required for a regulatory analysis Is also

required for an environmental Impact statement. Therefore, because of the

lack of the required information described above, we did not prepare a

separate regulatory analysis document.. -

The remainder of this- notice describes our proposed action in more

detail., summarizes its potential health and economic effects, -and

discusses the implementationvof these requirements.. In several places, we

identify topics on which we would especially like comments.

(40 CFR 191 Subpart A).-

WASTEMANAGEMENT

Certain operations required before disposing of high-level or

transuranic radioactive wastes are not regulated-under our Uranium-Fuel -

Cycle Standards (40 CFR 190). These operations-principally involve storage

of the materials, solidification or other preparation for disposal, and

placing the wastes in disposal sites. Subpart A applies to spent fuel

management, regardless-of whether the fuel is considered to be waste,

except for management already regulated by 40 CFR 190.

* - *XCo.-
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We estimated the largest expected radiation exposures to members of

the public from waste management and storage operations associated with

geologic disposal and found them to be somewhat smaller than the require-

ments set In 40 CFR 190. We propose to extend the limitations contained

In Part 190 to the operations addressed by this new Part 191 for two

reasons:

1. Other strategies for disposal could involve operations, such as

chemical separation of transuranic elements, which ire similar to those of

spent fuel reprocessing. Reprocessing operations were a significant

consideration in selecting the limits of 40 CFR 190. Setting the standards

in Part 191 at the levels indicated by assessments based only on geologic --

disposal activities could preclude other disposal strategies which might

be better.

2. Some of the operations addressed by Part 191 may take place near

operations regulated by Part 190. Establishing different limitations for

different operations at the same site would create difficult implemen-

tation problems with little, If any, additional public health protection.

-- - *The provisions of Part 191 rejuire the combined impacts from multiple

operations to meet a single sat of-dose limitations which will be the same

in both Parts 190 and 191.

Section 191.03 therefore requires that the combined annual dose

equFialent to any member of the public due to operations covered by

P-art -190, and to direct radiation and planned discharges of radioactive -e' ---

- materials covered by this Subpart, shall not exceed 25 illirem to- the

whole body, 75 millirems to the thyroid, and'25 millirems to any other

- tp --- --- FOR EPA OR INTERAGENCY REYINA ONLT--i-* --i'* - -
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organ. It also requires that waste management operations be conducted so

as to reduce exposures for members of the public below this level to the

extent reasonably achievable, taking into account technical, social, and

economic considerations.

(40 CFR 191 Subpart E)

DISPOSAL

- Standards and guides for the disposal of high-level and transuranic

radioactive wastes' require far different considerations than those for

management. These include:

1. The intent of disposal is to isolate the wastes from the

environment for a longer time than that over which active institutional

- controls, such as monitoring the disposal site to detect releases of -

radioactivity, can be relied upon for protection.

2. Disposal systems must be designed so that very little radioac-

tivity will return to the environment if the system performs as intended.

Thus, the principal concern is the possibility of unintentional releases,:

either due to unintended events or inadequacies in the disposa system.:

These considerations have several ramifications for standards develop-

ment.. First, the standards can only be implemented in the design phase--by

.setting design principles or by analytically projecting-disposal system

performance. The more familiar concepts of Implementation involving

monitoring of emissions or ambient levels of pollutants are not applicable.

Second, the standards must address unintentional releases such as

those resulting from human intrusion or geologic faulting. Their provi-

sions must be applicable to a variety of disposal strategies because the

" ' 4ppe4koc~' C_.
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Agency does not have the authority to specify details of disposal method

designs. Regulations to be developed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(NRC) or DOE, as appropriate, will control specific designs.

Third, the standards must allow for unusually large uncertainties.

These include both uncertainties in our current knowledge about disposal

techniques and inherent uncertainties about the distant future.

-- We addressed these issues by developing both general criteria and

projected performance requirements for disposal systems. The general

criteria will be Federal guides and the projected performance requirements

will be generally applicable environmental standards. These two parts of

our proposed action are complementary: the general criteria provide

qualitative requirements to reduce the chance of future environmental

damage; the projected performance requirements set numerical limits on.

potential releases. -

(APPENDIX A)

GENERAL CRITERIA

The proposed radiation protection guides given In Appendix A to the -

proposed 40 CFR 191 include these criteria: . -

1. The wastes should be disposed of promptly-ance adequate methods

are available in order to reduce the chance of accidents during long-term

- storage. We have not established a time limit for this disposal, because -

the appropriate length of storage may depend on details on- the disposal

system design. For example, it may be desirable to store high-level -

wastes for ten years or more to allow for decay of most of the short-lived

- radionuclides. The primary Intent of this criterion is to prevent wastes

from being stored indefinitely in order to avoid ultimate disposal.

- AptVlhC-
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2. Because they must be effective for so long, disposal systems

should offer as much protection as is reasonably achievable.

3. Disposal systems -should reduce the consequences of possible

mistakes in selection, design, or construction by using several different

types of barriers, both engineered and natural, and by taking full

advantage of the protection each has to offer. -With this redundancy, the

unexpected failure of one or more barriers will be compensated for by

other barriers. We could also have required that disposal systems meet

the numerical performance requirements even if some of their barriers

fall. Although additional protection would be provided by such a

requirement, we do not-believe that this is the best way to increase

protection of the public. It would create difficult implementation

problems, such as defining ubarrieru and it could result in large

additional costs and long delays. We believe that making the overall

* ;isposal system meet numerical performance requirements by taking-

advantage of substantial protection'from each of its components will

provide adequate protection most economically. However, we particularly

seek comment on this issue. -- : -

4. Protection from the wastes should not depend on the ability of

people to control them for more than 100 years after disposal, althouch

measures which require human' attention are useful supplements to passive

controls.

S. The dangers and locations of disposal systems should be recorded

in the most permanent ways practicable in order to reduce the chances of

unintended disruption of disposal systems by future generations.

FOR EPA OR INTERAGENCY REVIEW ONLY--
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6. Disposal systems should not be located where there has been

mining for resources, or where there is a reasonable potential for future

exploration for scarce or easily accessible resources. Furthermore,

disposal systems should not be located where there is a significant

concentration of any material which is not widely available from other

sources. This criterion would discourage the use of geologic formations

which are often associated with resources. For example, the frequent

mining of salt domes either for their relatively pure salt or for use as

storage caverns would argue against locating a repository ti this type of

structure. However, this same concern would generally not-apply to bedded

salt deposits because they are much more common. We particularly seek

comment on this criterion because it could rule out sites which might

otherwise be advantageous In meeting all of our other-requirements.

-7. Recovery of most of the wastes should be possible long after

disposal If unforeseen events require this in the future, unless the wastes

are removed from the Earth. The various isolation requirements of these

standards would make recovery after disposal very difficult and expensive

and probably dangerous. Nevertheless, because some of our scientific

understanding may prove to be wrong in a way that would produce much

greater risks than we expect, future generations must be able to recover

the wastes if they deem it essential. An important implication of this

requirement is that the physical location of the bulk:.of the wastes must

-be reasonably predictable after disposal. Current WOans for- ained-geologic

dtsposat would meet this requirement. However, some possible disposal -:-

methods, such as deep well injection of liquid wastes: or rock malting

concepts, may not. Since this -requir.ment could eliminate some otherwise

F I
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feasible and perhaps advantageous disposal methods, we particularly seek

public coiment about it.

Executive Order 12088 makes the head of each Executive agency respon-

sible for compliance with these guides, once the President has approved

them as Federal Radiation Guidance. In addition, the Order directs the

- Administratorof the Environmental Protection Agency to monitor compliance

by Executive agencies and to review and approve required-compliance

..plans. Conflicts on implementation may be resolved by the Director of the

Office of Management and Budget. Exemptions may be granted by the

President.

(SECTION 191.13)

PROJECTED PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

The projected.performance requirements assume that we can predict

some aspects of the future well enough to use the predictions for selecting

and implementing disposal methods. Assessment of any disposal plan will

require the combination of assumptionsabout the future with engineering

and design information about the disposal method and geologic data for the

site. Such assessments can be used to decide whethera particular disposal

method provides adequate protection and to compare various methods to

determine the degree of protection that is reasonably-achievable.

To develop these standards, we assessed the environmental impacts of

high-level waste disposal in mined geologic repositories.. Geologic

repositories were chosen because much more information is available on

this method than on others. The projected performancerequirements,

- -- FOR EPA OR INTERAGE&£CY REVIEW ONLY
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however, are meant to apply to any method of disposal except disposal

directly into the oceans or ocean-sediments. Thus, any other disposal

method would have to provide at least as much protection as that projected

for geologic disposal.

The standards do not apply to disposal in oceans or ocean sediments

because such disposal of high-level waste is now prohibited by the Marine

Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act of 1972 and the London Dumping

Convention of 1972. Hcwever, disposal in deep ocean sediments is currently

being studied and may prove to be a technically feasible option. Thus, we

specifically request public comment on extending these standards to

include possible ocean disposal methods so that, if the law and treaty

were changed, these standards could apply to disposal of high-level waste

in the oceans or ocean sediments.

In our assessments of geologic disposal, we identified expected and

accidental releases of radioactivity from a generic model of a repository.

The mosel repository contains 100,000 metric tons of heavy metal (MTHM) as

spent reactor fuel, about as much as would be generatedsduring the oper- h

ating lifetimes of 100 reactors of current design. The initial amounts of - :

*some of the principal radionuclides in this model repository would be:

eight billion curies of cesium-137; six billion curies of strontium-90;

200 million curies of americium-241; 30 million curies of plutonium-239;

and one million curies of technetium-99.

We examined the capabilities of waste canisters, waste chemdcal forms.,

repository design, and geologic media to prevent or delay the release of

radionuclides. We selected reasonably achievable characteristics for each

FOR EPA OR INTERAGENCY REVIEW OULt-
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portion of the disposal System. For accidental releases, we estimated the

probabilities of events-leading to releases. Intentional disruption of the

disposal system was not considered.

'Radionuclides were considered to be released from the disposal system

if they reach the "accessible environment," which includes: 1surface

waters, land surfaces, the atmosphere, and underground formations which

might provide ground water for human consumption. Including these forma-

- .tions in the definition of maccessible environments protects aquifers which

might become significant sources of water-in the future, regardless of

whether they are now being used as water supplies.

We propose to use the designations to be established under Agency

regulations for underground injection control (UIC) programs (40 CFR 146)

to identify ground water supplies which should be part of the Uaccessible

-environment." Under these rules, most geologic formations-which can

provide useable quantities of water with a total.dissolved solids (TOS)

content less than 10 grams per liter are protected. Specific exceptions

can be made for formations.which are impractical sources of water, for .

example, because .of depth orlow productivity. ;

--- We plan to make.onetexception to the UIC procedure. The-proposed

disposal standards do not 11mit releases to geologi. formations which are

within one mile of a disposal system,' because the formation itself can be

an important barrier in a disposal system.. A one-mile-distance is long

enough to allow significant retention of radionuclides by geologic

barriers, but short enough so that only a very small part of available

ground water could be significantly contaminated.

-*jpeAJtK Co.
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Our regulations and the assessments on which we base them cover

releases of radionuclides to the accessible environment for a period of

10,000 years after disposal. We believe that a disposal system capable of

meeting these requirements for 10,000 years will continue to protect people

and the environment beyond 10,000 years. We selected 10,000 years as the

assessment period for three reasons:

1. It is long enough for releases through groundwater to reach the

accessible environment. If we had selected a shorter time, such as 1,000

years, our estimates of radionuclides reaching the accessible environment

would be deceptively low, because groundwater could take 1,000 years to

travel a mile at a well-selected site, and most radionuciIdes would. take

much longer. Choosing 10,000 years for assessment encourages selection of

sites where the geochemical properties of the rock formations can signifi-

cantly reduce releases of radioactivity through groundwater.

2. MaJor geologic changes, such as development of a faulting system

or a volcanic region, take much longer than 10,000 years. -Thus the like.-

lihood and characteristics of geologic events which, might disrupt the

disposal system are-reasonably predictable over this period.

3. Radioactive decay will reduce the radionuclide inventory of the

wastes to about 0;1% of its original value in 10,000 years. Any hazards

from the radioactivity in the wastes will have decreased to about those

from the equivalent amount of unmined ore.

We estimated the amounts of radioactivity that might-reach the

accessible environment over this time period under various circumstances.

Then, the premature deaths from cancer caused by these releases were

Aftpeu;xC
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estimated using very general models of environmental transport and a.

linear, nonthreshold dose-effect relationship between exposure and cancers

caused. This-relationship assumes that the number of premature cancer

deaths induced in-a population is proportional to the total dose received

by the population, even at very low individual doses, and does not depend

cn -.ne population size.

Releases from geologic repositories fall into three general cate-

Scries. Relatively small releases would be caused by expected processes

anr by fairly likely but unintended events, such as human intrusions.

These processes and events lead to what we call "reasonably foreseeable"

releases. Moderate releases would result from much less likely events,

sucn as fault movements or other disruptive geologic events. and these we

call Overy.unlikely releases.". Very large releases would result only from

-the intrusion of volcanos-or impacts by huge meteorites. If sites are -.

selected away.from regions of volcanic activity, these large releases will.

be extremely unlikely.

We used our estimates of releases and their likelihood to select

limits on total releasesof radioactivity over 10,000 years. Limits were-

set for two categories of releases in terms of their probabilities:

"reasonably foreseeable," and "very unlikely." Reasonably foreseeable

releases are those which have more than one chance in 100 of occurring

within 10,000 years. Very unlikely releases are those whose chance of

occurring within 10,000 years is less than.one in 100 and more than one in

10,000. No limits were set for releases which have less than one chance

in 10,000 of occurring within 10,000 years.

FOR EPA OR INTERAGENCY REVIEW ONLY-
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Our assessments of repository performance gave estimates of the

possible premature cancer deaths expected from releases after disposal.

These estimates can vary considerably depending upon the assumptions- used

and the geologic media considered. For well-designed 100,000 MTEM model

repositories in salt and granite, we estimate several hundred premature

deaths over 10,000 years. Because our analyses are too uncertain to

determine reliably more than the order of magnitude of the risks, we

adjusted our estimates to 1,000 premature deaths over 10,000 years for a

100,000 MTHM repository. We then used these adjusted estimates as the

basis for calculating the release limits specified in Appendix' B of the

standards.

According to our modal, more of the projected harm from releases

results from possible human instrusions than from geologic processes.

However, predicting human actions is much more uncertain than predicting

natural events. In particular, we could only guess at the frequency at

which some actions (such as drilling for resources) would be taken. We

considered setting separate performance requirements that would limit the

radioactivity that could be released by any one likely human intrusion, in

order to avoid having to estimate such frequencies. *However, we did not

do this because: (1) setting separate requirements for natural and human

events would not place an upper limit on risk; and (2) setting separate

requirements for individual intrusions in addition to-the total combined

requirements would not appreciably increase confidence.,that-the overall

..limits would be met unless we made the individual limits unreasonably

low. We specifically request comments on this issue.

FOR EPA OR INTERAGENCY REVIEW OULY
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The release limits are given in Table I in terms of curies per 1,000

MTHM. The release limit for each radionuclide is the number of curies of

that radionuclide that we estimate could cause 1,000 premature deaths over

10,000 years-if it were the only radionuclide released from a 100,000 MTHM

repository. For releases involving more than one radionuclide, the

allowed release -for each radtonuclide is reduced to the fraction of its

limit that insures that the overill lmit -on harm Is not exceeded. For

transuranic wastes, the release limits are in, units of an amount of wastes

containing three million curtes of alpha-emitting transuranic

radionuclides. These units were chosen so that'the standards would

require-alpha-emitting r-adioactivity from either high-level or transuranic

wastes to be isolated with about the same degree of effectiveness. This

procedure for using the release limits'Is described in Appendix 8 to the

proposed standards. -Compliance with these''performance requirements will

be achieved if the projected releases from''a disposal'system do not exceed

these release limizs.

EFFECTS ON HEALTH

A disposal-system that could 'hold wastes from 100,000 MTHM could

contain all existing wastes and the future wastes -from all currently

operating reactors. We estimate that this quantity of wastes, when

disposed-of in accordance with the-proposed standards,, would cause no more

than l,000-premature deaths from cancer in the'firstt10,000 years after

disposal: an average of one every 10 years.

Aee cu
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Our estimate of ,9000 deaths over 10,000 years is not intended to be

a precise projection of the actual risk from waste disposal. Food chains,

ways-of life, and the size and geographical distributions of populations

will undoubtedly change over any 10,000 year period. Unlike geological

processes, factors such as these cannot be accurately predicted over long

periods of time. Thus, in making our health effects projections we found

it necessary to depend upon the use of very general models of

environmental pathways, and to assume current population distributions and

death rates. As a consequence, these projections are intended to be used

primarily as a tool for comparing the performance of one waste disposal

system to another and for comparison of the risks of waste disposal with

those of undisturbed ore bodies. The results of our analysis should not

be considered a reliable projection of the frealy or absolute number of

health effects resulting from compliance with our standards. -

Most of the excess cancer deaths caused by-the waste would occur more

than 1,000 years after disposal. This discontinuity between when the

wastes are generated and when the projected health effects manifest

themselves has resulted in a particularly difficult problem in determining

what level of residual risk should be reasonably permitted by these

standards. The difficulty arises from the fact that most of. the benefits

derived in the process of waste production fall upon the current

generation while most of the risks fall upon future generations. Thus, a

proolem of Intergenerational equity with respect to the. distribution of

risks and benefits becomes apparent. This problem is sometimes referred.

FOR EPA OR INTERAGENCY REVIA ONLY-A
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to as the intergenerational risk issue, and it Is not unique to the

disposal of high-level radioactive wastes. If we were to insure that our

standards fully satisfy . criterion of intergenerational equity with

respect to the distribution-of risks and benefits, it appears we should

require that no risk be passed on to future generations. This is a

condition which we conclude cannot be met by disposal technologies

foreseeable within this century. - - -

- In the face of -this dilemma, we are left with two major Options:

(1) delay setting standards in the hope that future technologies would

provide better control, or (2) proceed to set standards on the basis of

the best technology that-can reasonably be achieved given current

scientific, technical, and fiscal capabilities. We have chosen the latter

approach. In so doing we have made the judgment that-current knowledge is

sufficient-to allow for the development of repositories which will reduce

risks to a reasonable level. We believe these risks are reasonable

because they are very smal) and the only alternative available is to delay

disposal to some indefinite time in the. future. : -:

There Is one additional factor which has contributed to-our decision

on the reasonableness of the risks permitted under our proposed

standards. This is an analysis we have prepared of the risks associated

with undisturbed uranium ore bodies.

Uranium Gre: Most uranium ore in the United States occurs in

permeable geologic strata containing flowing ground water. Radionuclides

in the ore, particularly uranium and radium, continuously enter this

-* - - ;FOR EPA OR INTERAGENCY REVIEW ONLY a
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ground water. We estimated the harm from these undisturbed ore bodies

using the same environmental models that we used for releases from the

waste repository. The effects associated with the amount of ore needed to

produce the high-level wastes that would fill the model geologic

repository can wary considerably. Part of this variation corresponds to

actual differences from one are body to another; part can be attributed to

uncertainties in the assessment. The estimates ranged from 300 to

1,000,000 excess cancer deaths over 10,000 years. Thus, leaving the ore

unmined presents at least as great a risk to future generations as

disposal of the wastes covered by these standards.

It remains unclear to us whether this analysis provides an adequate

means of resolving the question of intergenerational risk.- It has,

however, helped to influence our decision of what is--an acceptable level

of residual risk given our current scientific, technological, and fiscal

capabilities. We particularly invite comment upon the questions of

intergenerational risk and the acceptability of risk. .Additionally, for

purposes of comparisons of risks permitted under the. standards to

radiation risks we are currently exposed to, we have included a brief ---

discussion of the risks from natural background and-from the uranium fuel

cycle.

Variations in Natural Backaround: Radionuclides occur naturally in

the earth in very large amounts, and are produced in- the atmosphere by

cosmic radiation. Everyone is exposed to natural background radiation

from these natural radionuclides and from direct exposure to cosmic -
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radiation. These natural background radiation levels have remained

relatively constant for a very long time. According to the same linear,

nonthreshold dose effect relationship used in the other analyses, an

increase of one millirem per year (about one percent) in natural background

In the United States would result in about 40 additional deaths per year,

or 400,000 over-a 10,000 year period. Natural background rates vary within

.the United States by tens of millirems per year,'and 'future generations

will experience this same variation. -

Nuclear Power Generatlon: The model-geologic repository considered

in developing these standards contains the-wastes produced in generating

about 3,000 gigawatt-years of electricity. This:-is the output of about

100 large nuclear power plants operating for 40 years each. We estimate

that the normal operations of these reactors and their supporting-

facilities, such as uranium mills and fuel fabrication plants (but

excluding uranium mines), will cause about 3,000 excess-deaths in the

first 100 years after the power is produced. (These estimates do not

include deaths from any accidental radioactive releases at these-'

facilities.) Therefore,' risks to future generations from disposal of

high-level wastes are significantly less than the risks-to the generations

receiving the immediate benefits from the electric power generated.

App-e~lat C
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

The proposed standards for disposal of high-level radioactive wastes

will be applied to a developing technology, where the available information

base is still incomplete. Therefore, it is difficult to determine the

added costs of compliance with the standards. Instead, we have designated

a reference program, which is based on disposal cost estimates previously -

published by DOE. We then increased these DOE estimates to allow for

additional expenditures which might be needed to implement a high-level

waste disposal program in full compliance with our proposed standards and

guides. The difference between the cost of the reference program and the

cost of a program in compliance with these proposed standards does not

necessarily represent the cost of implementing these standards. In fact,

it seems likely that prudent considerations and current public opinion will

require that any waste disposal method will cost more than the earlier DOE

estimates. Thus, the incremental difference represents our estimate of

the maximum potential economic impact of the proposed standards.

Commercial and military high-level wastes are considera d'separately' in -this

section.

Cozmercial Waste

We assumed a reference waste management and disposal program based

upon studies performed by DOE to support the President's spent fuel-policy.

This reference program involves the geologic disposal of spent fuel-in salt

formations using carbon steel canisters. We based our estimates of the

economic impacts of this reference program on potential charges to

* ' ~Af-iX4
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utilities for waste management services to be provided by the Government.

From the DOE analyses, we estimate that the cost to utilities in 1990

would range from 0.6 to 1.4 (1978) mills per kwh. The total annual cost

for 1990 would be 500 million to 1.2 billion (1978) dollars. This charge

covers all waste management costs, except for reactor site storage of spent

- fuel. The year 1990 was selected because the DOE estimates were based on

the waste management program being established by then.

We. assessed the costs, above those for the reference program, that

might be caused by our proposal. First, we estimated the cost for each

component involved in the management and disposal of spent fuel. The costs

of the management and disposal of spent fuel include: storage of spent

fuel for ten years after discharge from the reactor, which covers both

reactor-site and away-from-reactor storage; transportation of the spent

fuel from the storage site to a facility designed for encapsulati on of the

waste; the encapsulation of the waste, which includes the necessary

handling and processing before disposal; disposal in a geologic repository;

Government research and development; Government overhead; -'nd decommis-

: sioning of waste management facilities and post-operational activities.

Three of these components may be affected by this action. Encapsu-

lation costs may be larger if compliance requires more durable canisters

(e.g., stainless steel or titanium canisters). Disposal costs, which

include constructing, operating, and backfilling a geologic repository,

will be affected if compliance requires the use of geologic media which

are more expensive to mine than salt formations (e.g.+ granite). Research

and development costs may increase because of additional site evaluation

,4pfe.d4LZAK-
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and additional research for improved control technologies (e.g., more

stable waste forms). Based an these three possible effects, we estimate

that the proposed action could result In conmercial waste management costs

up to 50 percent larger than those for the reference program. The total

waste management costs would increase the cost of nuclear generation of

electricity by about 10 percent. We estimate the total annual cast of the

waste management program in compliance with the standards in *1990 as no

more than 1.8 billion (1978) dollars. These waste management and disposal

.Costs would be less than 3 percent of total electric utility revenues in

1979, and should be a smaller portion of future revenues. Thus, they

should cause no more than a 3 percent average increase in future

electricity rates.

Mil itary Waste .

We considered a OQE reference program based on disposat:in on-site -

geologic repositories. We estimated that the total cost of this reference

program would be about 3.7 billion (1978) dollars to dispose of all

existing military wastes and additional military wastes generated through

1990. The present value of this reference program cost, at a discount rate

of 10 percent, is 1.8 billion (1978) dollars.

Our proposed requirements could increase this cost in five areas:

waste processing, encapsulation, transportation, disposal, and research

. and development. In the reference program, long-lived technetium-99 would

be left in processed salt cake and stored in existing on-sitz tanks.. Under

our standards, additional processing would be required to separate

21 FOR EPA OR INTERAGENCY REVIEW ONLY
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technetium-99 for disposal. Encapsulation costs would be increased'if a

canister providing greater protection is needed. Transportation would cost

much more if the high-level wastes must be disposed of off-site. If the

selected off-site geologic-media are more difficult to mine than the

on-site media, disposal costs may be increased. Research and development

costs would be increased. because more -extensive site evaluation and

research on better control technologies-may be needed.

We calculated the extra costs for each of these areas, considering

* both projected costs and potential'delays. We estimated that the extra

costs could be as large as 1.7 billion (1978) dollars, for a total defense

waste program cost of 5.4 billion (1978) dollars. This would be an

increase of almost 50 percent over the cost of the reference program. Our

estimate of the present value of the additional cost is 320 .millon (1978)

dollars, for a total discounted cost for the defense waste program of

-. 2.1 billion (1978) dollars. This would be an increase of less than

20 percent over the discounted cost of the reference program.

IMPLEMENTATION

Standards for operations (Subpart A) will be implemented by the NRC

for commercial nuclear power activities and by'the DOE for national defense

facilities. Implementation procedures for Subpart A will be very similar-

to those for the Uranium-Fuel Cycle-Standards (40 CFR 190).

DOE will select, design, and construct all disposal facilitles for

high-level and transuranic wastes. Our requirements for disposal

(Subpart S and Appendix A) will be implemented by NRC for all high-level
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wastes, whether the wastes come from commercial or military activities.

NRC will do this by developing.the necessary regulations (primarily

* 10 CFR 60) and by issuing appropriate licenses to DOE. Under current law,

disposal of transuranic wastes from military activities is not regulated

by NRC; therefore, DOE will apply our requirements to the disposal of

these transuranic wastes.

The standards for disposal must be implemented.through design

specifications. The implementing agency will have to evaluate long-term

performance projections of the designed system. As a result, a vital part

of implementation will be the use of adequate models, including the proba-

bilities of unplanned events, to relate appropriate site and engineering

data to projected performance.

The NRC has made substantial-progress in.developing such analytical

models to predict lcng-term performance of actual geologic repositories.

These models include estimates of the effects of uncertainties in the

data. Thus, they give information about needs for obtaining better data

to determine if repositories meet the projected performance requirements

of these standards.

At our request, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) studied the

difficulties in verifying compliance with the long-term environmental

protection requirements for geologic disposal. They have'developed an

.approach that specifies the types of information needed. and outlines

:.-- appropriate methods for obtaining this data at prospective sites. - -

p.e &,
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Based on the NAS study, NRC's models, and our own analytical efforts,

we have concluded that these disposal standards can be implemented. We

believe that it would be best if implementing agencies use generic rule-

1. making proceedings. Such proceedings would consider comprehensive risk

assessments which calculate potential releases of radionuclides from

various events or processes.- The assessments would identify the important

engineering design and site selection parameters and would indicate how

potential releases depend on these parameters. The generic proceedings

would then be able to establish limits for the important design and site

parameters which, if met, would provide a reasonable expectation of

compliance with these standards. Only these limits would need to be

satisfied in subsequent licensing actions. We believe generic proceedings

are the best way to proceed because the methods needed to address-

uncertainties Fould be developed more easlly through generic rulemaking

than in specific licensing actions.

DATED:

Administrator
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A new Part 191 Is proposed to be added to Title 40, Code of Federal

Regulations, as follows:

SUBCHAPTER F- -RA3IATION PROTECTION -PROGAMS

PART 191 - ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS FOR

MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL OF SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL, HIGH-LEVEL AND

TRANSURANIC RADIOACTIVE WASTES

Suboart A - Environmental Standards for Management and Storage

191.01 Applicability

191.02 Definitions

191.03 Standards for Normal Operations

191.04 Variances for Unusual Operations" -

19l.O5 Effective Oata

Suboart-B - Environmental Standards for Disposal

191.11 Applilcablity

191.12 Definitions

191.13 Projected Performance Requirements

191.14 Effective Date
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Apoendi ces

Appendix A General Criteria for Disposal of High-Level and Transuranic

* Radioactive Wastes

Appendix E Release Limits for Projected Performance Requirements

AUTHORITY: The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended; Reorganization Plan

No. 3 of 1970.

SUBPART A - ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS FOR MANAGEMENT AND STORAGE

191.01 Applicability-

This Subpart applies to radiation doses received by members of the

public as a result of the management (except for transportation) and'

storage of-spent nuclear fuel, figh-level, or transuranic-radioactive

wastes, to the extent that these operations are not subject to the

provisions of Part 190 of Titie 40.

191.02 Definitions

Unless otherwise-indicated in this Subpart, all terms shall have the

same meaning ar 'n Subpart A of Part 190.

(a) uSpent nuclear fuelu means any nuclear fuel removed from a

nuclear reactor after it has been irradiated.

(b) 'High-level radioactive wastesO means: (1) wastes resulting

from the operation of the first cycle solvent extraction system, or

- FOR EPA OR INTERAGENCY REVIEW ONLY *-
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equivalent, in a facility for reprocessing spent nuclear fuels; (II) the

concentrated wastes from subsequent extraction cycles, or equivalent;

(iII) solids derived from such wastes; or (iv) spent nuclear fuel if

disposed of without reprocessing.

(c) Transuranic wastes," as used in this Part, means wastes

containing more than 100 nanocuries of alpha emitting transuranic

isotopes, with half-lives greater than one year, per gram of waste.

(d) "Storageg means placement of radioactive wastes with planned

capability to readily retrieve such materials.

(e) "Management and storage' means any activity, operation, or

process, except for transportation, conducted to prepare spent nuclear

fuel, high-level or transuranic radioactive wastes for storage or

disposal, the storage of any of these materials, or activities associated

with the disposal of these materials.

(f) General environments means the total terrestial, atmospheric,

and aquatic environments outside sites within which any operation

associated with the management and storage of spent nuclear fuel,

high-level or transuranic radioactive wastes is conducted.

(g) "Member of the public means any individual who is not engaged

In operations Involving the management, storage, and disposal of materials

covered by these standards and guides. A worker so engaged is a member of

the public except when on duty at a site.
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191.03 Standards-for Normal-Operations

Operations covered by this Subpart should be conducted so as to

reduce exposures to memberiS of the public to the extent reasonably

achievable, taking into account technical, socia1, and economic

considerations. As an upper limit, except for variances in accordance

with 191.04, these operations shall be conducted in such a manner as to

provide reasonable assurance that the combined annuaT dose equivalent to

any member of the public due to: (i) operations covered by Part 190,

(ii) planned discharges of radioactive material to the general environment

from operations covered by this Subpart, and (iii) dfi-ect radiation from

these operations; shall not exceed 25 millirems to the whole body,

75 millirems to the thyroid, or 25 millirems to any other organ.

191.04 Variances-for-Unusal eperations * .

- The standards specified in 191.03 may be exceeded if:

(a) The regulatory agency has granted a variance based upon its

determination that a temporary and unusual 9perating condition exists and

continued operation is in the public interest, and -

(b) Information is promptly made a matter of public record'

delineating the nature of the unusual operating conditions, the degree to

which this operation is expected to result in levels in excess of the

* standards,-the basis of the variance, and the schedule for -achieving

* conformance with the standards.
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191.05 Effective-Bate

The standards in this Subpart shall be effective 12 modnths from the

promulgation date of this rule.

SUBPART B ENVIROMENTAL STANOARDS FOR DISPOSAL

191.11 Apolicability

This Subpart applies to radioactive materials released into the

accessible environment as a result of the disposal of high-level or

transuranic radioactive wastes, including the disposal of spent nuclear

fuel. This Subpart does not apply to disposal directly into the oceans or

ocean sediments.

191.12 Definitions

Unless otherwise indicated in this Subpart, all terms shall have the

same meaning as in Subpart A of this Part. -

(a) Dlsposalu means isolation of radioactive wastes with no' intent

to recover them.

(b) Underground sources of drinking watera means aquifers which

have been designated as such under Part 146 of Title 40.

(c) 'Accessible environmentc means the Earth's atmosphere, land

surface, surface waters, and those underground sources of drinking water

- that are more than one mile in any direction from the original location of -

* the radioactive wastes in a disposal system.

.1.
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(d) 'Barriers' means any materials or structures that prevent or

substantially delay movement of the radioactive wastes toward the

accessible environment.

(e) -'Disposal systemm means any conmination of engineered and

natural barriers that contains radioactive wastes after disposal.

(f) OReasonably foreseeable releases means releases of radioactive

wastes to the accessible environment that are estimated to have more than

one chance in 100 of occurring within 10,000 years.

(g) *Very unlikely releases' means releases of radioactive wastes to

the accessible environment that are estimated to have between one chance

In 100 and one chance in 10,000 of occurring within 10,000 years.

(h) OPerformance assessment* means an analysis which identifies

those events and processes which might affect the disposal system,

examines their effects upon its barriers,-and estimates the probabilities

and consequences of the events. The analysis need not evaluate risks from

all identified events. However, it should provide a reasonable

expectation that the risks from events not evaluated are small in-

comparison to the risks which are estimated in the analysis. The analysis

should address the uncertainties in the estimates. To provide reasonable

confidence in Its results, the analysis shall be subjected to peer review

by technically competent individuals independent of the organization

preparing the assessment.

(I) AHeavy metalw means all uranium, plutonium, or thorium placed

into a nuclear reactor.

- ~~A ps
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191.13 Projected Performance Requirements

(a) Disposal systems shall be designed to comply with the projected

performance requirements of this section. These requirements are upper

limits. In accordance with Appendix A, the implementing agency should

establish design objectives which will reduce releases as far below these

limits as reasonably achievable.

(b) Disposal systems for high-level or transuranic wastes shall be

* designed to provide a reasonable expectation, based upon quantitative

performance assessments,, that for 10,000 years after disposal:

(1) Reasonably foreseeable releases of waste to the accessible

envlronment are projected to be less than thea quantities calculated

according to Appendix S.

(2) Very unlikely releases of waste to the accessible

*environment are projected to be less than ten times the quantities

calculated according to Appendix S. -

191.14 Effrective Date

* ~The standards in this .Subpart shall be effective inmnediately upon

promulgation of this rule.
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APPENDIX A - GENERAL IDANCE FOR

DISPOSAL OF HICK-LVEL AD IRANSUMrIC RADIOACTIVE WASTES

The general guidance recomended in this appendix, when approved by

the President, would provide radiation protect1in guldance to all Federal

agencies in accordance with Executive Order 10831 and 42 U.S.C. 2021(h).

Disposal systems for high-level or transuranic wastes should comply with

each of the foallwin9 recatnendations:e

Recomnendation 1: Wastes should be disposed of promptly once

disposal systns which comply with these stanoards are developed.

Recoamendation 2: Cisposal syste:s should-be designed to keen

releases to the abcasilble environment as- smal as reasonaly achievable,
- . ., . - -

taking into account technical, social, and economic considerations.

. Recomendation 3: Disposal systems should use severz1-different

types of barriers to isolate -the wastes from the accessible environ=ent;

Zoth engineewed and natural barriers should be included. Each such

barrier should separately be designed to provide substantial isolation,

regardless of hsw well the ether barriters perform.

Recnencatlon 4: Active Institutional controls should not be relied

. upon to isolate the wastes for mare than 100 years after disposal.

-O-F EPA OR IJTERAGzCY REVIEW ONM -

- - _ _ _ _ _ rI . .. . -'
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Rec=mendation 5: -Disposal systems should be identified by the most

permanent markers and records practicable to indicate the dangers of the

waStes _and their location.

Recamnendation 6: Disposal systems should not be located where there

has been mining for resources or where there Is a reasonable expectation

of exploration for scarce or easily acceassible resources in the future.

Furthermore, disposal systems should not be located where there is a

significant concentration of any material which is not widely available

-, from other sources.

Reco;;;;endaticn-7: Disposal systems should be designed so that most

of the wastes may~be recovered if this is found necessary in the future,

* eunlss the wastas- are' removed from the Earth.

OEF INIT Q UIS:

(1) "Ac"Ive institution4l controls means maintaining.an

institutional capability to: (1) restrict or deny access, (ii) monitor,

terminate, or clean up releases to the accessible environment, or

(iii) preserve knowledge about the location, design, or inventory of a

disposal site.

(2) All other terms shall have the same 'eaning as in 40 CR 191.
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APPENDIX B - RELEASE LIMITS FOR

PROJECTED PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

NOTE 1: The Release Limits in Table 1 apply either to the amount of

high-level wastes generated from 1,000 metric tons of heavy metal (MTHM),

or to an amount of transuranic (TRU) wastes containing three million

curies of alpha-emitting transuranic radionuclides. To ievelop Release

Limits for a particular disposal system, the quantities in Table 1 shall

bc adjusted for the amount of wastes included in the disposal system.

For example'

(a) If a particular disposal system contained the high-lvel wastes

- from 50,000 MTHM, 'the Release Limits for that system would be the

quantities in Table 1 multiplied by 50 (50,000 MTfHM divided by 1,000 MTW). -

. (b) If a particular disposal system contained 15 million curies of

transuranic wastes, the Release Limits for that system would be the

quantities in Table 1 multiplied by five (15 million curies divided by -

three million curies).

(c) If a particular disposal system contained both the hich-level --

wastes from 50,000 MTHf and 1S million curies of transuranic wastes, the

Release Limits for that system would be the quantities in Table 1

multiplied by 55:

50,000 MTHM 15,o00,000 curies.TRU
+ 55s

1,000 MTHM 3,000,OOO curles TRU

* /4'ed u'tC
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NOTE 2: In cases where a mixture of radionuclides is projected to be

released, the limiting values shall.be determined as follows: For each

radionuclide in the mixture, determine the ratio between the cumulative

release quantity projected over 10,000 years and the limit for that

radionuclide as determined from Table 1 and Note 1. The sum of such

ratios for all the radionuclides in the mixture may not exceed one.

-!0 i

'A

For example, if radionuclides A, 3, and C are projected to be

released in amounts Qat Qb, and Qc9 and if the applicable Release

Limits are RLat RLb, and RLc, then the cumulative.releases over

10,000 years shall be limited so that the following relationship exists:

Q RQb Q; -
.+ _ + -4

- RLa RLb RLC
t
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April 11, 1983 SECY-8 3-59B

RULEMAKING ISSUE
(Affirmation)

For:

From:

Subject:

Purpose:

Discussion:

The Commissioners

William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

10 CFR PART 60--DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES
IN GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES: TECHNICAL CRITERIA AND CONFORMING
AMENDMENTS (SECY-83-59)

To provide the staff's proposed responses to the comments of
Commissioners Gilinsky and Ahearne on SECY-83-59.

On February 9, 1983, final 10 CFR Part 60 technical criteria
and conforming amendments were forwarded to the Commissioners
as SECY-83-59. Comments on SECY-83-59 were received from
Commissioners Gilinsky and Ahearne on March 16, 1983, and
March 9, 1983, respectively (Enclosures B and C). This paper
forwards the staff's proposed responses to the comments of
Commissioners Gilinsky and Ahearne in the form of
appropriate changes, shown in comparative text, to
Enclosures A and G of SECY-83-59.

Commissioner Gilinsky's comment concerned the definition
of "geologic repository," Enclosure A, pages 36 and 86.
Commissioner Ahearne's comments were seven in number,
identified below by enclosure, section heading and page
number(s):

Contacts:
P. A. Comella (427-4616)
M. J. Bell (427-4612)
J. R. Wolf (492-8694)
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The Commissioners 2

Comment No. 1
Comment No. 2

Comment
Comment
Comment
Comment

No.
No.
No.
No.

3
4
5
6

Encl. A, ALARA, pp. 14-15
Encl. A, Single vs. Multiple Performance
Standards, p. 8
Encl. A, Important to Safety, p. 27
Encl. A, Important to Safety, p. 27
Encl. A, § 60.2, "Definitions," p. 85
Encl. A, Section-by-Section Analysis,
pp. 42-43, and § 60.21, "Content of
Application," p. 97
Encl. G Engineered Barrier System
Containment Time Requirement, pp. 73-74

Comment No. 7

A revised p 119 of Enclosure A corrects a spelling error.

It should also be noted that minor stylistic and format
changes will be made to the final rule-contained in
SECY-83-59 to conform to Federal Register requirements.

Will Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

Enclosures:
A - Changes to Enclosures A and G

of SECY 83-59 (in comparative text)
B - Commissioner Gilinsky's comments on

SECY 83-59
C - Commissioner Ahearne's comments on

SECY 83-59

Commissioners' comments should be provided directly to the
Office of the Secretary, ASAP, or along with your vote on
SECY-83-59, if you have not yet acted on it.

DISTRIBUTION:
Commissioners
OGC
OPE
OCA
OIA
OPA
REGIONAL OFFICES
EDO
ELD
ACRS
ASLBP
ASLAP
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of repository performance. For cases analyzed by the Commission on the

basis of specified assumptions, a range of 300 years to 1,000 years would

be appropriate. (These values appear in § 60.113(a)(li)(A)). Yet even

a shorter designed containment period might be specified, pursuant'to

s 60.113(b), in the light of conditions that are mcaterially-different

from those that had been assumed. For example, if the wastes had been

processed to remove the principal heat-generating radionuclides (cesium-

137 and strontium-90), the 300-years provision would not be controlling.

Similarly, the Commission may approve or specify a radionuclide release

rate or a pre-waste-emplacement groundwater travel time that differs from

the normal values, provided that the EPA standard, as it relates to anti-

cipated processes and events, is satisfied. Appropriate values will be

determined in the course of the licensing process, in a manner sensitive

to the particular case, using the principles set out in the performance

objectives, without having to have recourse to the exemption provisions of

the regulations.
The numerical criteria for the individual barriers included in the

rule are appropriate, insofar as anticipated processes and events are

concerned, in assisting the Commission to determine with reasonable

assurance that the proposed EPA standard has been satisfied. It should

be noted, however, that in order to meet the EPA standard as it applies

to unanticipated processes and events, higher levels of individual barrier

performance may be required. DOE would need to provide in its design for

such performance as may be necessary to meet the EPA standard with respect

to such unanticipated processes and events even though in all other respects

the values specified by § 60.113(a) and § 60.113(b) would be sufficient.

Retrievability

The purpose of this requirement was to implement in a practical

manner the licensing procedures which provided for temporal separation of

the emplacement decision from-the permanent closure decision. Since the

period of emplacement would be lengthy and since the knowledge of expected

repository performance could be substantially increased through a carefully

planned program of testing, the Commission wished to base its decision to

permanently close on such information. The only way it could envision this

was to insist that ability to retrieve - retrievability - be incorporated

into the design of the geologic repository.

The proposed rule would have required in effect that the repository

design be such as to permit retrieval of waste packages for a period of
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ALARA

The notice of proposed rulemaking requested comment on "whether an

ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) principle should be applied to

the-performance requirements dealing with containment and control of

releases." Some commenters believed that ALARA should be applied to all

licensed activities, and that no exception should be made for geologic

repositories. Other commenters argued against incorporating ALARA, since

the allowable releases under the EPA standard would already be so low as

to eliminate any significant riskto public health and safety.

Based in part upon the standard recently proposed by EPA, the

Commission considers it reasonable to anticipate that the permissible

amounts of radioactivity in the general environment will be established

at [such] a very low level. [that-efforts-to-reduce-reieases-further-wouid

have-iittie;-if-any;-demonstrabie-vaiue-commenstrate-with-their-costs7

Accordingly;-the-abiiity-of-a-geoiogic-repository-to-perform-at-ieveis

superior-to-the-EPA-standard-shouid-not-be-the-issue-in-iicensing-proceed

ings---The-centrai-issue-with-respect-to-the-EPA-standard-is-whether

BeE£s-proposai;-and-the-data-presented-in-its-support;-witr-enabie-the

eommission-to-determine-with-reasonabie-assurance-that-the-estabiished

EPA-standard-wi5i-be-met7--The-Commission-may-insist-epon-the-adoption-of

a-variety-of-design-features;-tests;-or-other-measures-in-order-to-be

abie-to-concitde-with-confidence-that-the-EPA-standard-is-met7--The-restit

may-be-the-same-as-if-the-Eommission-were-to-impose-simi er-requirements

in-the-name-of-keeping-reieases-es-iow-as-reasonabiy-achievabie7--But

when-the-eommission-finds-that-certain-measures-are-needed-to-improve

confidence-in-deaiing-with-uncertainties;-it-is-making-a-substantiai

safety-judgment.-

The-same-kinds-of-baiancing-that-are-endertaken-in-AtARA-determina-

tions-may-be-appropriater--That-is;-if-confidence-in-the-performance-of

the-geoiogic-repository-is-sensitive-to-a-particuiar-source-of-uncer-

tainty;-it-wili-be-4n-order-for-the-6ommiss4on-to-take-into-account-both

the-significance-of-the-factor-invoived-and-the-costs-of-reducing-or

eiiminating-it7] In fact, the statement of considerations accompanying

EPA's proposed rule explains that the releases from a mined geologic

repository, if kept within the numerical "containment requirements,""

would result in "low levels of exposures" and that the health effects

14 Enclosure A
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"certainly would not be distinguishable from natural occurrences of

cancer." EPA's statement goes on to indicate that appropriate measures

must be taken, in light of the uncertainties involved in predicting

repository performance, to assure that the "containment requirements"

will be met. One of the measures identified by EPA would be the selec-

tion and design of disposal systems to keep releases to the accessible

environment as small as reasonably achievable, taking into account tech-

nical, social, and economic considerations. The Commission is concerned

about this "ALARA" aspect of the proposed EPA standard for three reasons.

First, it introduces a significant ambiguity into the standard of perform-

ance. Under the proposed standard, not only would a license application

have to be reviewed to determine whether releases would meet the numerical

standard of the containment requirements, there would also have to be a

demonstration that the releases would meet an unspecified ALARA standard.

Second, given the uncertainties that will need to be considered with respect

to any proposed repository, a requirement to evaluate performance, in

formal adjudicatory proceedings, under an ALARA standard could well prove

to be administratively unmanageable. Third, the means to be applied to

assure confidence in meeting prescribed limits on quantities of radio-

active material in the general environment is a matter of implementation

strategy to be determined by the Commission (and, in fact, the formulation

of appropriate means to assure such confidence has been the principal

concern of the Commission in preparing both its licensing procedures and

its technical criteria). 5

In the Commission's view, the central issue with respect to the EPA

standard is whether DOE's proposal, and the data presented in its support,

will enable the Commission to determine with reasonable assurance that

the established EPA standard will be met. The Commission may insist upon

bThe Commission is recommending to EPA that proposed §191.14(b) be omitted
from the final rule. If it is retained, however, the Commission intends
to consider once again whether or not, and how, such provision should be
re~flect-ed in 10 CFR Part 60. The Commission emphasizes that its rules
accommodate the underlying concerns of EPA, as articulated in its state-
ment of considerations, that measures must be taken to assureconfidence
that the numerical release limits will be met.

14a Enclosure A
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the adoption of a variety of design features, tests, or other measures

in order to be able to arrive at this conclusion. If confidence in the

performance of the geologic repository is sensitive to a particular source

of uncertainty, it will be in order for the Commission to take into

account both the significance of the factor involved and the costs of

reducing or eliminating it. While this would involve the same kinds of

balancing that EPA indicates would be desirable, it should clearly be

understood that the ultimate standard of performance is that which EPA

has defined numerically.

In short, the Commission has concluded that the long-term perform-

ance requirements should not be tied to an ALARA principle, and the rule

remains as it was when proposed. The Commission believes the concerns

Enclosure A14b
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of the commenters in support of the ALARA approach will be largely accom-

modated in connection with its treatment of uncertainties in the course

of the licensing process.[5]

Human Intrusion

The Commission observed, in the preamble of the proposed rule, that

everything that is reasonable should be done to discourage people from

intruding into the geologic repository. Those measures which it believed

to be reasonable included directing site selection toward sites having

little resource value and marking and documentation of the site. Beyond

that, the Commission felt there would be no value in speculating on the

"virtual infinity of human intrusion scenarios and whether they will or

will not result in violation of the EPA standard." The Commission

explained that inadvertent intrusion was highly improbable, at least for

the first several hundred years during which time the wastes are most

hazardous; and even if it should occur, it is logical to assume that the

intruding society would have capability to assess the situation and miti-

gate consequences. The Commission recognized that deliberate intrusion

to recover the resource potential of the wastes could result in elevated

releases of radioactivity, but concluded that the acceptability of such

releases was properly left to those making the decision'to undertake

resource recovery operations. It noted that comment on its proposal and

alternative approaches would be welcome.

[EThe-proposed-EPA-standard-caiis-for-disposai-systems-to-be-seiected-and
designed-to-keep-reieases-to-the-accessibie-environment-es-smaii-as.-rea-'
sonabiy-achievabie;-taking-into-account-technicai,-so'iai,-and-ecenomic
considerationsr--Proposed-48-CFR-§-39i4fb3.--The-eommission's-raies
wiii-accommodate-the-anderiying-concerns-of-EPA;-as-they-are-articaiated
in-the-preambie-to-the-Agencyss-proposed-standards7--There-EPA-expitins
that-it-is-concerned,-as-is-the-Commission,-with-assuring-eonfidence-n
compiying-with-the-numericai-reiease-iimits7--The-Commission-aiso-notes
that-the-defintiOn-Of-ugeneraiiy-appiicabie-environmentai-standardsu-in
Reorganization-Pian-Nor-S-of-1976-refers-to-iimits-such-as-those-eontained
4n-proposed-S-I9I:13-and-reiated-definitionsr--Accordingiy;-the-eommission
wouid-not-contempiate-makingany-revision-to-its-ruie-even-if-EPA-were
to-adopt-a-provision-such-es-proposed-S-i9iri4(b).--Because-of-the-mtas-
ares-that-wiii-be-reqaired-to-address-the-encertainties;-the-6ommission
faiiy-expects-that-actaai-reieases-are-iikeiy-to-be-weii-beiow-the-upper
bounds-expressed-in-the-EPA-standard.I

1.5 Enclosure A
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commenters, the materials received and possessed at a HLW facility will

be in a form, and the operations that are carried out will be of a

nature, that little potential exists for large releases of radioactive

materials to unrestricted areas. The choice of 0.5 rem in this instance

should not be construed as Implying that it would be appropriate if

applied to any other types of activities subject to regulation by the

Commission. (The permissible annual dose in unrestricted areas--now

0.5 rem--is currently under review. The Commission contemplates that

if this dose limit were to be revised, a corresponding change would be

considered here.)

[The-term-"1mportant-to-safetyu-has-traditi onaiiy-been-iinked-to

streettres,-systems;-and-components-which-must-operate-under-accident

conditions-4n-a-manner-that-wiii-prevent-serious-offsite-consequenees.

The-proposed-ruie-4nappropriateiy-referred-to-structares;-systems--and

components-which-most-operate-to-meet-the-performance-objectives--incieading

those-perteining-to-iong-term-isoiation-ander-ent4cipated-conditions--as

being-Uimportant-to-safety.U--The-effect- f-ths-was-to-extend-accident-

reiated-design-criteria-to-eiements-not-subject-to-reievent-kinds-of-acci-

dents7 Design criteria related to isolation are important, and are

included, but not because the structures, systems, and components in

question are "important to safety."' [in-the-traditionai-sense7]

"Important to safety" is also important In defining the actions that

are necessary elements of a quality assurance program. For a geologic

repository, however, quality assurance must be extended to structures,

systems, and components important to waste isolation. Since, [for-the

reasons-discussed-above;] these concerns tare3 would no longer be

encompassed by the term "important to safety," the quality assurance

provisions have been amended to apply to structures, systems, and

components "important to waste isolation" as well.

Also, the proposed rule inappropriately referred to structures,

systems, and components which must operate to meet the performance

objectives--including those pertaining to long-term isolation--as being

"important to safety." The effect of this was to extend accident-related

design criteria to elements not subject to relevant kinds of accidents.

27 Enclosure A
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Commission considers this definition to be synonymous with the term

"engineered barriers" which appears at Section 2(11) of the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act of 1982.

"Far field." The term 'far field" has been deleted from the rule.

Therefore, the definition is no longer necessary.

"Floodplain." Deleted. This definition was taken from Executive

Order 11988, which relates to environmental consequences of occupancy and

modification of floodplains. Those effects need to be considered as part

of the Commission's environmental review, but they do not implicate the

radiological concerns that are addressed in Part 60. The term "flood-

plain" still appears in §60.122(c)(l). However, rather than establishing

any particular frequency as the means for defining its extent, the Commis-

sion will allow the factors specified in 660.122(a)(3) to be used in

assessing the significance of flooding, whenever it may occur.

"Geologic repository." Clarifying change, to bring the terminology

into line with common usage. The new definition includes only that

portion of the geologic setting that provides isolation - not the entire

geologic setting. The term, as defined, is considered to be synonymous

with "repository" as defined at Section 2(18) of the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act. (The added clause "or may be used for" conforms to the

statutory definition as well as the definition in existing Part 60).

"Geologic setting." See Terminology, above. The phrase "spatially

distributed" was superfluous and has been deleted.

"High-level radioactive waste." The Nuclear Waste Policy Act dis-

tinguishes between "high-level radioactive waste' and "spent nuclear fuel."

These technical criteria are applicable equally to both categories.

Accordingly, no change in the definition of high-level radioactive waste

is required at this time.

"Important to safety." See "Important to Safety," above.
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§ 60.21(c)(8)

Section 60.21(c)(8) required a description of controls to restrict

access. After permanent closure, monuments will be an important control.

The paragraph has been amended to require that a conceptual design of

such monuments be provided.

§ 60.21(c)(9) and § 60.21(c)(11)

Conforming changes required by elimination of the term

"decommissionlng."

§ 60.21(c)(13)

The changes in this paragraph reflect the revised definitions of

"geologic setting," Usite," "geologic repository," and 'disturbed zone."

No substantive change is intended.

§ 60.21(c)(14)

Conforming change reflecting limitation of "important to safety" to

concerns related to the period of operations.

§ 60.21(c)(15)(i)

Editorial change limiting information on DOE organizational

structure to that which pertains to construction and operation of the

geologic repository operations area.

§ 60.21(c)(15)(ii)

[eonforming-change-from-quaiity-essurance-uprogramu-te-uorganizationuI

and-consistent-with-changes-to-668.:ifc3(43.- Deleted. This provision was

redundant with § 60.21(c)4. (Subsequent paragraphs have been renumbered.)
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S 60.21(c)(15)[fvii3J (vi)[S 60.21(c)(15)(vii)].

Conforming change required by elimination of the term "decommissioning."

§ 60.21(c)(15)[fvyi')] (vii)[§ 60.21(c)(15)(viiil).

Conforming change reflecting limitation of "important to safety" to

concerns related to the period of operations.

§ 60.22 Filing and distribution of application.

Section 60.22(a) has been revised to conform to § 60.3(a). In both

places, the rule now refers to receipt and possession of source, special

nuclear, and byproduct material "at a geologic repository operations

area."

The reference in S 60.22(d) to "geologic repository' has also been

changed to "geologic repository operations area", as the latter term is a

more precise designation of the HLW facility that is the subject of the

proposed licensing action.

§ 60.31 Construction authorization.

The overall safety finding is related to the "geologic repository

operations area" because that term refers to the HLW facility subject to

NRC licensing authority. [This is also the reason for the change in

S 60.31(a)(1)(6i).3 In order to assure that the relevant features of the

controlled area are considered in arriving at this finding, § 60.31(a)(2)

now specifically refers to consideration of the "geologic repository."

Because siting and design criteria are supplemental to performance

objectives in Subpart E, § 60.31(a)(2) has been amended to provide for

evaluation of the geologic repository's compliance with the performance

objectives as well. The reference to Subpart F has been deleted; that

subpart, which pertains to DOE's performance confirmation program, is now

referenced in § 60.74.
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or procurement or manufacture of components of the geologic repository

operations area.

"Commission" means the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or its duly

authorized representatives.

"Containment" means the confinement of radioactive waste within a

designated boundary. -

*Controlled area" means a surface location, to be marked by suitable

monuments; extending horizontally no more than 10 kilometers in any direc-

tion from the outer boundary of the underground facility, and the underlying

subsurface, which area has been committed to use as a geologic repository

and from which incompatible activities would be restricted following

permanent closure.

closure.

"Director" means the Director of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's

Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards.

"Disposal" means the isolation of radioactive wastes from the

accessible environment.

"Disturbed zone" means that portion of the controlled area the

physical or chemical properties of which have changed as a result of

underground facility construction or as a result of heat generated by

the emplaced radioactive wastes such that the resultant change of

properties may have a significant effect on the performance of the

geologic repository.

"DOE" means the U.S. Department of Energy or its duly authorized

representatives.

"Engineered barrier system" means the waste packages and the under-

ground facility.

as Enclosure A
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"Geologic repository" means a system which is intended to be used

for, or may be used fork the disposal of radioactive wastes in excavated

geologic media. A geologic repository includes (1) the geologic repository

operations area, and (2) the portion of the geologic setting that provides

isolation of the radioactive waste.

"Geologic repository operations area" means a high-level radioactive

waste facility that is part of a geologic repository, including both

surface and subsurface areas, where waste handling activities are

conducted.

"Geologic setting" means the geologic, hydrologic, and geochemical

systems of the region in which a geologic repository operations area is

or may be located.

"High-level radioactive waste" or "HLW" means (1) irradiated reactor

fuel, (2) liquid wastes resulting from the operation of the first cycle

solvent extraction system, or equivalent, and the concentrated wastes

from subsequent extraction cycles, or equivalent, in a facility for

reprocessing irradiated reactor fuel, and (3) solids into which such

liquid wastes have been converted.

"HLW facility" means a facility subject to the licensing and related

regulatory authority of the Commission pursuant to Sections 202(3) and

202(4) of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (88 Stat 1244).'

1These are DOE "facilities used primarily for the receipt and storage of
high-level radioactive wastes resulting from activities licensed under
such Act Ethe Atomic Energy Act]" and "Retrievable Surface Storage
Facilities and other facilities authorized for the express purpose of
subsequent long-term storage of high-level radioactive wastes generated
by [DOE), which are not used for, or are part of, research and development
activities."

86 Enclosure A
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structures, systems, and components important to safety and for the

engineered and natural barriers important to waste isolation, DOE shall

provide a detailed description of the programs designed to resolve.safety

questions, including a schedule indicating when these questions would be

resolved.

(15) The following information concerning activities at the geologic

repository operations area:

(i) The organizational structure of DOE as it pertains to construc-

tion and operation of the geologic repository operations area including

a description of any delegations of authority and assignments of respon-

sibilities, whether in the form of regulations, administrative directives,

contract provisions, or otherwise.

-~'~[(Ii 3--The-qunI~ty-esserance-organizaticn-to-be-tsed-to-ensure-safetyT I

(('rii)R(vi) Plans for permanent closure and plans for the decontamina-

tion or dismantlement of surface facilities.

((vi143J(vii) Plans for any uses of the geologic repository operations

area for purposes other than disposal of radioactive wastes, with an analysis
of the effects, if any, that such uses may have upon the operation of the

structures, systems, and components important to safety and the engineered

and natural barriers important to waste isolation.

7. Section 60.22 is amended by revising paragraphs (a) and (d) to

read as follows:

97 Enclosure A
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(c) Potentially adverse conditions.

The following conditions are potentially adverse conditions if they

are characteristic of the controlled area or may [e3!ffect isolation within

the controlled area.

(1) Potential for flooding of the underground facility, whether

resulting from the occupancy and modification of floodplains or from -

the failure of existing or planned man-made surface water impoundments.

(2) Potential for foreseeable human activity to adversely affect the

groundwater flow system, such as groundwater withdrawal, extensive irriga-

tion, subsurface injection of fluids, underground pumped storage, military

activity or construction of large scale surface water impoundments.

(3) Potential for natural phenomena such as landslides, subsidence,

or volcanic activity of such a magnitude that large-scale surface water

impoundments could be created that could change the regional groundwater.

flow system and thereby adversely affect the performance of the geologic

repository.

(4) Structural deformation, such as uplift, subsidence, folding, or

faulting that may adversely affect the regional groundwater flow system.

(5) Potential for changes in hydrologic conditions that would

affect the migration of radionuclides to the accessible environment,

such as changes in hydraulic gradient, average interstitial velocity,

storage coefficient, hydraulic conductivity, natural recharge,

potentiometric levels, and discharge points.

(6) Potential for changes in hydrologic conditions resulting

from reasonably foreseeable climatic changes.

.n11 Enclosure A
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10CFR60 Rationale - 8/30/82

A further source of uncertainty arises from the large number of different
fission product radionuclides, each of which has a variety of
solubilities and retardation factors. The latter uncertainties recall
Chapter II and the Untreated Dilution Indices appearing in Figures 10,
11, and 12. By containing the wastes until the fission products are
nearly depleted, these uncertainties can be greatly reduced.

In order to determine a Inomineiacontainment time requirement which can
be expected to reduce these sources of uncertainty, it is necessary to
consider how fission product inventories and heat generation rates, and
near-field temperatures change as a function of time. Fission product
inventories and their changes appear in Figures 1 through 12, and have
the same general characteristic in each figure. Figures 1 through 3
show that the fission products no longer dominate the radioactivity of
the high-level wastes after approximately 250 to 350 years, depending
on the fuel cycle. It is seen in Figures 4, 5, and 6, that the rate
at which total heat is generated by the waste decreases so that at
least a 99% reduction in heat generation rate occurs within the first
few hundred years for each of the waste types. At approximately 250
years, the fission products no longer dominate the-heat generation rates
for any of the fuel cycles considered. Repository temperatures may
have peaked and become spatially relatively uniform by this time, or
may require additional time, depending on parameters such as the thermal
properties of the host rock and the design of the engineered barrier
system. As seen in Figures 7 through 12, the toxicity of the fission
products decreases by more than five orders of magnitude during the first
1,000 years and then remains essentially constant for the next 100,000
years. Thus, to a large extent, the uncertainties introduced by the heat
generation rate and the fission product contributions to hazard can be
compensated for by containment times in the range of [severai-handredJ
approximately 300 to 1,000 years. EHowever;-the-staff-recognizes-thatI
The interval Eduring] for which wastes should be contained will depend
on such factors as the age and nature of the waste, the design of the
engineered system, the properties of the geologic setting, and the
uncertainties associated with all aspects of geologic disposal. Proper
consideration for such factors must be a part of any containment
requirement. Therefore, by compensating for several of the principal
sources of uncertainty in assessing repository performance, a
containment time of Eseverai-handred] 300 to 1,000 years is
(Eppropriete] ordinarily sufficient to contribute to reasonable
assurance that the EPA standard, as It pertains to anticipated
processes and events, can be satisfied.

Enclosure G
SECY-83-59
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Achievability of Containment Requirement

As expressed more generally in the discussion of the achievability of
release rates, the staff does not intend that the containment time
requirement be achieved absolutely for all of the waste (i.e., absolute
proof of zero release for 1000 years is not required). It is expected
that containment of the waste will be substantially complete, with
releases during the containment time limited to a small fraction of the
inventory present. What is intended is that the waste package design
have a high reliability, taking into account anticipated processes and
events that could affect package performance. It is realized that a
small fraction of the approximately 100,000 packages will be breached
before 1000 years due to variations in materials, manufacturing
processes, etc. that can only be estimated using statistical procedures.
Similarly, a significant fraction of the packages may remain intact for
much longer than 1000 years.

There has been considerable emphasis in the DOE program over the last
several years on the. research and development needed to design a long
lived waste package. NRC has, in its own program, been reviewing DOE's
R&D and has been performing assessments of the uncertainties involved in
designing a waste package that could reasonably be expected to contain
waste for 1000 years.

Brookhaven National Laboratory (Ref. 7-11) states that a multilayered
metal container can provide containment for 1,000 years, as can carbon
coated particles and high silica glass coated waste forms. Westinghouse
has developed for DOE conceptual designs for titanium clad and
self-shielded cast steel and cast iron containers which they consider
will contain wastes for 1,000 years in basalt (Ref. 7-19). A report
for the Electric Power Research Institute describes a container capable
of retaining its integrity for 13,000 years (Ref. 7-20). While DOE has
not yet proposed a waste package design, the NRC staff considers-that
the concepts being considered have promise and that a design objective
for containment by the waste package of 1000 years is reasonable.

Enclosure G
SECY-83-59
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RiESPNSHEET

TO: SAMUEL J. CHILK, SECRETARY OF THE COMMISSION

COMMISSIONER GILINSKYFROM:

SUBJECT: SECY-83-59 - 10 CFR PART 60 -- DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTES IN GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES: TECHNICAL
CRITERIA AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS

APPROVED xX DISAPPROVED ABSTAIN_______

NOT PARTICIPATING REQUEST DISCUSSION_

COMMENTS:

We should keep the original definition of "Geologic
repository" (page e of.Enclosure C): "'Geologic
repository' means a system which is intended to be
used for, or may be used for the disposal of radioactive
wastes ... ". This will conform to the statutory definition
of a repository.
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'SECRETARIAT NOTE: PLEASE ALSO. RESPOND TO.AND/OR COMMENT ON OGC/OPE
MEMORANDUM IF ONE HAS BEEN ISSUED ON THIS PAPER.
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TO:

FROM:

SAMUEL J. CHILK, SECRETARY OF THE COMMISSION

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE -

SUBJECT: SECY-83-59 - 10 CPR PART 60 -- DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL
. RADIOACTIVE WASTES IN GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES: TECHNICAL

CRITERIA AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS

APPROVED -,, X, DISAF

NOT PARTICIPAT G._____

COAAE
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'PROVED_ __ STAIN.... . . ....

REQUEST DISCUSSION_
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COMMISSIONER AHEARNE'S COMMENTS ON SECY-83-59

1. The staff states that the long-tem. performance requirements should

not be tied to an ALARA principle, and the rule remains as it was

when proposed. (Enclosure A, pages 14 & 15) However, the staff

also states that "the proposed EPA standard calls for disposal

systems to be selected and designed to keep releases to the acces-

sible environment as small as reasonably achievable, taking into

account technical, social, and economic cbnsiderations." The staff

concludes that "the Commrission's rules will acccruiodate the under-

lying concerns of EPA, as they are articulated in the preamble to

the Agency's proposed standards.' (Footnote 5, Enclosure A, page

15.) Notwithstanding the remainder of Footnote 5, there appears to

be a significant difference between EPA and the NRC with respect to

ALARA, i.e., there is a considerable difference between the state-

ment of Footnote 5 that "because of the measures that w'ill be

required to address the uncertainties, .the Commission fully expects

that actual releases are likely to be well below the upper bounds

expressed in the EPA standard" and a statement that releases are

ALARA. The Supplementary Information" section of the proposed

final rule should be revised to fully explain the differences

between the EPA and HRC or the staff should get agreement from EPA

that there are no differences. It also might be useful fcr OGC or

OELD to explain the legal ramifications of this apparent ALARA

disagreement in a separate paper to the Comrission.
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2. The staff states that "the numerical criteria for the individual

barriers included in the rule are appropriate, insofar as antic-

ipated processes and events are concerned...." The staff further

states that "in order to meet the EPA standard as it applies to
1

unanticipated processes and events, higher levels of individual

barrier performance nay be required." (Enclosure A, page 8.) It

is not clear what the "criteria for higher levels of individual

barrier performancei will be. It does appear that the EPA standard

is controlling for unanticipated processes and events. Therefore

it would be appropriate to explicitly state that with respect to

unanticipated events the EPA standard is controlling rather than

individual barrier performance objectives.

3. It is stated that the term "important to safety" has traditionally

been linked to structures, systems, and components which must

operate under accident conditions in a manner that will prevent

serious offsite consequences. (Enclosure A, page 27.) In a

November 20, 1981 memo, Harcld Denton provided standard definitions

for con1only-used safety classification terms. The definition of

"important to safety' as provided by Denton is not consistent with

the characterization provided in SECY-83-59. Denton Indicates

"important to safety" encompasses the broad class of plant features

that contribute in important ways to safe operation and protection

of the public in all phases and aspects of facility operation

(i.e., normal operation and transient control as well as accident

mitigation). NRR (and the NRC) has had a very difficult time in
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trying to establish consistency in application of standard defini-

tions for commonly-used safety-classification terms. The final

rule should not counteract Denton's efforts. The definition used

in the rule should be revieweJ in light of the November 20, 1981

Denton memo. Any differences should be explained.

4. The proposed final rule states that structures, systems, and

components are important to safety if, in the event they fail to

perform their intended function, an accident could result which

causes a dose commitment greater than 0.5 rem to the whole body or

any organ of an individual in an unrestricted area. (§60.2 -

Enclosure A, page 87) The staff indicates that the value of 0.5 rem

is equal to the annual dose to the whole body of an individual in

an unrestricted area that would be permitted under 10 CFR Part 20

for normal operations. The Supplementary Information section of

the final rule package should mention that NRC revisions to Part 20

and EPA Clean Air Act standards may be significantly lower than 500

mr [Note that the drafts are].

5. Change definition of "Controlled Area" (§60.2 - Enclosure A, page

85) to read:

Controlled Area" means a surface location, to be marked by

suitable monuments, extending horizontally no more than 10

kilometers in any direction from the outer boundary of the

under ground facility, .... "
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6. Delete §60.21(c)(15)(1i) on page 97 of Enclosure A. This informa-

tion should be included with the description of the quality assur-

ance program, required by (§60.21(c)(4). (Page 96 of Enclosure A).

7. Enclosure G is intended to provide rationale for performance

objectives in 10 CFR Part 60. However, the rationale for selecting

the 300 year performance objective for the waste package

(060.113(a)(1)(ii)(A) is not covered in Enclosure G. The closest

description is on page 73 of Enclosure G which mentions times in

the range of "several hundred to 1,000 years'. We should

explicitly state why the 300 year figure was chosen.
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COMMISSIONER AHEARNE'S COMMENTS ON SECY-83-59B

1. The staff proposed chances to the explanation of the term "important to
safety" do not highlight the fact that the term is used differently in Parts
50 and 60. I would prefer to use a different term such as "important to safe
repository operations," in place of the term "important to safety." If the
majority of the Commission disagrees, then I propose the following rewrite
for the explanation of the term "important to safety" (Enclosure A, pages 26
and 27).

Important to Safety. In response to public comments on Part 60,
the NRC staff has adopted a numerical criterion for determining which
structures, systems and components are important to safety. Structures,
systems, and components are important to safety if, in the event they
fail to perform their intended function, an accident could result which
causes a dose commitment greater than 0.5 rem t? the whole body or any
organ of an individual in an unrestricted area The value of 0.5 rem
is equal to the annual dose to the whole body of an individual in an
unrestricted area that would be permitted under 10 CFR Part 20 for
normal operations. The definition that has been adopted defines as
important to safety, any system, structure or component whose failure to
operate as intended could result in an annual dose commitment to an
individual in an unrestricted area in excess of what would be permitted
for normal operations of certain other activities licensed by NRC. Such
systems, structures, and components would be subject to additional
design requirements and to a quality assurance program to ensure that
they performed their intended functions. The choice of 0.5 rem in this
instance should not be construed as implying that it would be appropri-
ate if applied to any other types of activities subject to regulation by
the Commission. (The permissible annual dose in unrestricted areas--now
0.5 rem--is currently under review. The Commission contemplates that if
this dose limit were to be revised, a corresponding change would be
considered here.)

The term "important to safety" applies solely to the functioning of
structures, systems, and components during the period of repository
operations. The proposed rule also applied the term to structures,
systems, and components which must function in a particular way in order
to meet the long-term isolation objective. The final rule includes
design criteria that address long-term performance, but these are
related to contributions to waste isolation instead of being tied to
structures, systems, and components "important to safety." Similarly,
the quality assurance requirements expressly apply to structures,
systems, and components "important to waste isolation" as well as to
those that are "important to safety" during operations.

110 CFR Part 50, Appendix A uses the term "important to safety" in a
different context for nuclear power plants. The 10 CFR Part 60 definition
does not supersede the 10 CFR Part 50 definition in nuclear power
application.
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2. It is presently stated in the Section by Section Analysis of Part 60
(Enclosure A to SECY-83-59) that the definition of "engineered barrier
system" in Part 60 is synonymous with the term "engineered barriers" in the
Waste Policy Act. Further discussion with the staff indicates this may not
be the case. Therefore, replace Section by Section Analysis for "Engineered
Barrier System" with the following (page 35 and 36 of Enclosure A):

"Engineered barrier systems." This term refers to the system for
which containment and release rate requirements are specified. It does
not include the shafts and boreholes, and their seals. The proposed
rule referred instead to "engineered systems," a term that was mislead-
ing because it could be understood to include shaft and borehole seals.
However, the Commission recognizes that as used in the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982, the related term "engineered barriers" might be
construed to include shaft and borehole seals. The NRC will review
whether the definition requires change in light of the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act. Preliminary review does not indicate a need for change in
this definition.

3. I have reviewed the staff's response (SECY-83-59B) to my previous
comments on ALARA. I am in agreement with the staff's approach to consid-
eration of ALARA. However, since we are commenting separately to EPA on its
approach to ALARA, I would just mention this fact in Part 60, not give the
details of our comments to EPA. I believe the staff's writeup on ALARA can
be improved. Attached is a proposed replacement section on ALARA. (Replace-
ment pages for pages 14, 14a, and 15 to SECY-83-59B)

ALARA

The notice of proposed rulemaking requested comment on "whether an
ALARA principle should be applied to the performance requirements
dealing with containment and control of releases." Some commenters
believed that ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) should be applied
to all licensed activities, and that no exception should be made for
geological repositories. Other commenters argued against incorporating
ALARA, since the allowable releases under the EPA standard would already
be so low as to eliminate any significant risk to public health and
safety.

Based in part upon the standard recently proposed by EPA, the
Commission considers it reasonable to anticipate that the permissible
amounts of radioactivity in the general environment will be established
at a very low level. In fact, the statement of considerations accompa-
nying-TPA's proposed rule explains that EPA has chosen to propose
disposal standards that limit the risks to future generations to a level
no greater than the risks which those generations would be exposed to
from equivalent amounts of unmined uranium ore and thus, any risks to
future generations from disposal of high-level wastes would be no
greater than, and probably much less than, risks which those generations
would face if the wastes had not been created in the first place.
Efforts to reduce releases further would have little, if any, demon-
strable value commensurate with their costs.
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The EPA limits require the performance of geologic repositories to
be effective over a long period of time. There will always be substan-
tial uncertainties in predicting the long-term performance of geologic
repositories. The Commission will insist upon the adoption of a variety
of design features, tests, or other measures in order to be able to
conclude with confidence that the EPA standard is met. The result may
be the same as if the Commission were to impose similar requirements in
the name of keeping releases as low as reasonably achievable. Given the
substantial uncertainties involved with predicting long term perfor-
mance, the already low EPA limits and the already stringent geologic
performance requirements, it is doubtful that the ALARA concept could be
applied in a meaningful way.

When the Commission finds that certain measures are needed to
improve confidence in dealing with uncertainties, it is making a sub-
stantial safety judgment. The same kinds of balancing that are under-
taken in ALARA determinations may be appropriate. That is, if confi-
dence in the performance of the geologic repository is sensitive to a
particular source of uncertainty, it will be in order for the Commission
to take into account both the significance of the factor involved and
the costs of reducing or eliminating it.

In short, the Commission has concluded that the long-term perfor-
mance requirements should not explicitly be tied to an ALARA principle,
and the rule remains as it was when proposed. The Commission believes
the concerns of the commenters in support of the ALARA approach will be
largely accommodated in connection with its treatment of uncertainties
in the course of the licensing process.

EPA's proposed rule (Part 191) indicates that appropriate measures
must be taken, in light of the uncertainties involved in predicting
repository performance, to assure that the "containment requirements"
will be met. One of the measures identified by EPA would be the se-
lection and design of disposal systems to keep releases to the accessi-
ble environment as small as reasonably achievable, taking into account
technical, social, and economic considerations. The Commission is
recommending to EPA that the assurance requirements, including the ALARA
provision, be omitted from the final rule. The Commission emphasizes
that its rules accommodate the underlying concerns of EPA, as
articulated in its statement of considerations, that measures must be
taken to assure confidence that the numerical release limits will be
met.
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and incorporate the wording change suggested in his vote sheet as modified in the
attached copy.
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COMMISSIONER AHEARNE'S COMMENTS ON SECY-83-59B

1. The staff proposed changes to the explanation of the term "important to
safety" do not highlight the fact that the term is used differently in Parts
50 and 60. 1 would prefer to use a different term such as "important to safe
repository operations," in place of the term "important to safety." If the
majority of the Commiission disagrees, then I propose the following rewrite
for the explanation of the term "Important to safety" (Enclosure A, pages 26
and 27).

#b A v
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Important to Safety. In response to public comments on Part 60,
the NRC staff has adopted a numerical criterion for determining which
structures, systems and components are important to safety. Structures,
systems, and components are important to safety if, in the event they
fail to perform their intended function, an accident could result which
causes a dose commitment greater than 0.5 rem t? the whole body or any
organ of an individual in an unrestricted area' The value of 0.5 rem
is equal to the annual dose to the whole body of an individual in an
unrestricted area that would be permitted under 10 CFR Part 20 for
normal operationswj the-de4e 444ord-ett hts; beer dtc ddef4Pe&--&c
$Mportane+toset' tn SUHAQ 1-t" Sfitt H5Hi&PA"V-4-.C-Ompofi*$Whpe'b44
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,--for normal operations of certain other activities licensed by NRC. Such
systems, structures, and components would be subject to additional
design requirements and to a quality assurance program to ensure that
they performed their intended functions. The choice of 0.5 rem in this
instance should not be construed as implying that it would be appropri-
ate if applied to any other types of activities subject to regulation by
the Commission. (The permissible annual dose in unrestricted areas--now
0.5 rem--is currently under review. The Commission contemplates that if
this dose limit were to be revised, a corresponding change would be
considered here.)

The term "important to safety" applies solely to the func ning of
stuc ures, systems, and components during the period of ository
operation . e proposed rule also applied the te o structures,
systems, and comp which must function particular way in order
to meet the long-term isolza n object . The final rule includes
design criteria that address R09. giperformance, but these are
related to contributions ste iso ata ninstead of being tied to
structures, systejs<-and components 'importantLtje4ty.` Similarly,
the quality -stirance requirements expressly apply to-strutctures,
systemjsand components "important to waste isolation" as w M-e&4o
tktge that are "important to safety' during operations.

110 CFR Part 50, Appendix A uses the term "important to safety" in a
different context for nuclear power plants. The 10 CFR Part 60 definition
does not supersede the 10 CFR Part 50 definition in nuclear power
application.



In the final rule, the terr "important to safety" applies
solely to the functioning of structures, systems, and
components during the period of operations prior to
repository closure. The proposed rule had also applied
this term to structures, systems, and components which must
function in a particular way in order to meet the long-term
isolation objective after repository closure. In the final
rule, ttis latter group, which is intended to meet the
design criteria that address long-term performance, is
characterized as "important to waste isolation." Ouality
assurance requirements apply to structures, systems, and
components equally whether they be "important to safety" or
"important to waste isolation."
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APPROVED X AS MODIFIED DISAPPROVED_ ABSTAIN_

NOT PARTICIPATING_ REQUEST DISCUSSION_

COM'MENTS:

I agree with Commissioner Ahearne's proposed changes as modified

by Chairman Palladino. I

I would also revise the definition of high-level radioactive waste

in Part 60 to conform to the definition of high-level waste in

the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. This is consistent with

the Commission's comments to EPA on their proposed high-level

waste standards.
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